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ABSTllACT.
Turing Machines and Markov Algorithms are, and were 
designed to be, the most powerful devices possible in the field 
of abstract automata: by their means any and every computable 
function can be computed.
■ Because of their equal, indeed maximal, strength, it was 
naturally assumed that these devices should be equivalent. 
Nonetheless a formal, exact proof of this universally presumed 
equivalence was lacking.
The present dissertation rectifies that omission by 
developing the desired complete, rigorous proof of the 
equivalence between Turing Machines and Markov Algorithms, The 
demonstration is being conducted in a constructionist way; 
for any given Markov Algorithm it is shown that a Turing Machine 
can be constructed capable of performing exactly what the 
Algorithm can do and nothing more, and vice versa.
The proof consists in the theoretical construction, given 
an arbitrary Markov Algorithm, of a Turing Machine behaving in 
exactly the same way as the Algorithm for all possible inputs; 
and conversely. Furthermore, the proof is given concrete shape 
by designing a computer program which can actually carry out 
the said theoretical constructions.
The equivalence between TM and MA as proven in the first 
part of our thesis, is being used in the second part for 
. establishing some important consequent results: Thus the
equivalence of Deterministic and Nondeterministic MA, of TM and
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Type 0 Grammars, and of Labelled and Unlabelled MA. is concisely 
shown, and the use of TM as recognizers for type 1 and 3 grammars 
exclusively is exhibited. It is interesting that, by utilizing 
the equivalence of TM and MA, it was made possible that the 
proofs of these latter results be based on primitive principles.
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PREFACE
Turing Machines and Markov Algorithms are, and were designed 
to be, the most powerful devices possible in the field of 
abstract automata: by their means any and every computable
function can be computed.
Because of their equal, indeed maximal, strength, it was 
naturally assumed that these devices should be equivalent. 
Nonetheless a formal, exact proof of this universally presumed 
equivalence was lacking.
The present dissertation rectifies that omission by develop­
ing the desired complete, rigorous proof of the equivalence be­
tween Turing Machines and Markov Algorithms. The demonstration 
is being conducted in a constructionist way: for any given
Markov Algorithm it is shoxm that a Turing Machine can be con­
structed capable of performing exactly what the Algorithm can 
do and nothing more, and vice versa.
The proof consists in the theoretical construction, given an 
arbitrary Markov Algorithm, of a Turing Machine behaving in 
exactly the same way as the Algorithm for all possible inputs; 
and conversely. Furthermore, the proof is given concrete shape 
by designing a computer program which can actually carry out 
the said theoretical constructions.
The equivalence between TM and MA as proven in the first part 
of our thesis, is being used in the second part for establishing 
some important consequent results: Thus the equivalence of
Deterministic and Nondeterministic MA, of TM and Type 0 Grammars,
(v)
and of Labelled and Unlabelled MA is concisely shown, and the 
use of TM as recognizers for type 1 and 3 grammars exclusively 
is exhibited. It is interesting that, by utilizing the equi­
valence of TM and MÂ, it was made possible that the proofs of - 4
these latter results be based on primitive principles.
In pursuing the research leading to this dissertation I was 
fortunate enough to enjoy the benefit of the constant help and 
continuous advice on the part of my supervisor, Professor 
A.J. Cole, whom it is my pleasurable duty here to thank deeply 
for all that he did towards the completion of my work in matters 
both academic and more practical, though no less necessary.
I would also like to express my thanks to the Ministry of 
Coordination of Greece, Directory of Technical Aid, for making 
available the funds enabling me to continue and complete my 
thesis.
In the process of my work I was able to freely use the 
facilities available in the Department of Computational Science,
I am grateful for this.
As to the typing of the thesis, I cannot pass unnoticed the 
care and perseverance bestowed upon a formidable job by 
Mrs C.G. MacArthur. My thanks are due to her.
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INTRODUCTION
2,
1. ALPHABETS, STRINGS AND SYMBOLS
We will use the name Alphabet for a finite set of characters 
(or symbols). Thus if Z is an alphabet, a string (or word, or 
sentence) over Z is a finite sequence of symbols of Z.
With A or è we symbolize the empty string, that is the string 
composed of no symbols.
The set of all strings over Z is denoted by Z*; and the set 
Z*-{è} is denoted by Z+.
The concatenation of two strings t and x is denoted by t x .
For a string t and the empty string e we have:
GT = TE = T.
The length of a string T, that is the number of characters in 
T, will be symbolized by !%[. If T=G, obviously |t |= 0.
2. LANGUAGES
Let us suppose that Z is a finite alphabet and L is a set of 
strings over Z. That is L £ z'% The strings in L may have been 
chosen either arbitrarily, or because the formation of some or all 
of them may obey some kind of common "laws". Possibly all or 
some of these "laws" may be obeyed by all strings in L or by sets 
of strings constituting in this way subsets of L.
Any subset of Z* defined as the above mentioned set L, will be 
called a Language over the alphabet Z .
Since every Language is a subset of an infinite set (in our 
definition L £ Z^), it may be of finite or infinite type. It is 
obvious that every Language which has been constructed by arbitrarily 
choosing its strings, one by one, can only be of finite type. We 
cannot of course say the same for Languages which are constituted
;
by strings or set of strings obeying the same "laws". This 
latter kind of Languages may be of finite or infinite type.
A useful "tool" for the latter kind of Languages would be a 
device able to "generate" or to "recognize" only those strings 
which belong to a given Language. Two general kinds of devices 
for this purpose are the various types of Markov Algorithms and
the various types of Automata.
3. MARKOV ALGORITHMS
A Markov Algorithm M^ is a system:
= (A,Z,P,Np);
where :
Z S A is a finite set of input symbols.
A is the Alphabet of M^, that is the finite set
of all symbols used by M^.
P is a finite set of rules (or productions) of
the types: "a ->■ b" or "a -^ .b"; where the first
is a non terminating rule and the second a ter­
minating rule, with a,bEA". The Left Hand Side 
of a rule (that is the string to the left of
will be symbolized by LHS while the Right 
Hand Side (the string to the right of "->•") will 
be symbolized by RHS. A rule is applicable when 
there is an occurrence of its LHS in the string w 
on which M^ is "working". We apply a rule by 
substituting an occurrence of its LHS in the 
string by its RHS.
il
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N is a finite set of instructions for the P
next rule tested. (A rule is tested, by 
examining, (that is by searching), w to see 
whether or not it is applicable).
Every Markov Algorithm, for a given input string, can terminate
or loop for ever. The former means that the input string was
1accepted and the latter that it was rejected by the Algorithm.
By introducing several restrictions in the above defined Markov 
Algorithm we can create restricted types of Markov Algorithms.
Some of these restricted types of Markov Algorithms which are able 
to recognize or generate different types of Languages are called 
"Grammars".
The most common type of Markov Algorithms are the Normal Markov 
Algorithms defined below.
A Normal Markov Algorithm M^ is an Algorithm defined as M^, but 
with the following restrictions.
1. The set P is an ordered set.
2. The applicability search, starts with rule 0, and at 
the beginning of the string.
3. If the last rule applied was a terminating one, the 
Algorithm terminates; otherwise the applicability search 
continues with rule 0.
1 The words "accepted" and "rejected" do not mean that the
Algorithm is (in this case) exclusively a recognizing device. 
In fact it could equally well be a generative device. In 
this latter case, a string consisting of one symbol only, 
should be the input to the Algorithm; this symbol is called 
the head of the language.
%
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4.. If a rule was tested and found inapplicable, the next 
rule in P will be tested. If however the tested rule 
was the last one in P the Algorithm terminates.
4. TURING MACHINES
The most powerful type of all automata are Turing Machines.
It will be shown that Turing Machines can simulate the other types 
of automata and can generate and recognize all types of Grammars.
A Turing Machine T^ is defined as a system:
= a<,X,r,S,q^,F)
where :
K,Z,r are finite sets of TM states, input symbols 
and all symbols used by TM respectively,
6 is a function from KxF ->■ Kx(r“{B})x(L,R}^
where B stands for the blank symbol, 
q is TM's initial state
p c K is the set of TM’s final states.
A Turing Machine has a tape which may be infinite in both
directions or in one alone (usually to the right). This tape can
be considered as divided in squares (or cells) which can bear the
minimum amount of information (that is a single character), at a 
time. The machine has also a head which can read a character from,
or type one on a square of the tape when required.
Every action of the machine is determined according to the pair 
of its present state and the character it is reading. This 
action consists of the transfer of the machine to another state 
(possibly the same), by the printing of a symbol (possibly the same
1 The function 6 need not be defined for every pair in KxR and 
is an "onto" function.
, ...
6.
as the one which was read) on the scanned square and by a move 
of the head to the next square to the right or to the left.
The whole of the described action is called a "move" and is 
symbolized as follows:
6{q^,a} = {q^,b,d}
where q^jq^eK with q^^F ; a,ber; de{L,R} .
An input, to the machine is a string placed on the tape so that 
it occupies a number of successive squares equal to its length.
If the tape is infinite only to the right,the string is placed on 
its left most squares. All the other squares of the tape are left 
empty (blank); we use the character B, which can only be read but 
not typed, to indicate that a square is blank. Thus the form of 
the tape, (after the input string has been placed on it) will be:
a a_ a„ a B R Ro 1 2 n
q head
At this time the head will point to (i.e. will be scanning) the
first square of the tape (i.e. the left most) and the machine will
be in its initial state q .o
For an input string, the machine may halt or loop. The former 
case is possible if the machine:
a. can ever reach a final state;
b. can "jump" out of the tape (i.e. to the
left of the left most square);
c. has no next move defined for the pair of its most
recent state and last character read;
2 If the machine is in a final state, it does not have a next 
move, that is it halts.
7.
The latter case (tha t is the looping one) is possible if for the 
input string there is always defined a next move of the machine.
The machine will accept an input string, if and only if after 
a finite number of executions of its moves (possibly zero) it halts 
in one of its final states. In any other case a string will be 
rejected.
5. GRAMMARS
We have already mentioned that Grammars are restricted types of. 
Markov Algorithms, (this is explained in more detail in chapter IV) 
In this section we will examine and define the several types of 
Grammars as recognizing or generating devices for their correspond­
ing types of Languages.
Firstly we define as a Grammar G a system G ='(V^,V^,P,S) where:
V^ is a finite set of symbols called variables 
or nonterminals.
V^ is a finite set of symbols called terminals. For
V^ and V^ we have V^V^ = 0 and V^^V^ = V.
P is a set of productions of the type a -> b, where
aeV*" and beV^ if the Grammar is generative and 
acV*, beV^ if it is recognizing.
S is the start symbol if the Grammar is Generative
and ending symbol if the Grammar is Recognizing.^
1 Since a Grammar is a type of Markov Algorithm and this is its 
only restriction (or instruction) for the applicability order 
of its rules we could define a Grammar as a system 
G = (Vj^ ,V,p,P ,Np) where = {first rule tested can be any rule
with LHS = S) in the case of a generative Grammar; or N =
{if the Algorithm terminates, the last rule applied must be 
a rule with RHS = S) , in the case of a Recognizing Grammar.
Thus in the case of a Generative Grammar the start symbol S 
is transformed (by successive applications of the productions) 
to a string belonging to the Language which can be generated by 
the Grammar, while in the case of a Recognizing Grammar, a string 
which belongs to the Langu age recogniz ed by the Grammar is trans­
formed to the ending symbol S.
The symbol connects two strings if the one written to its 
left can be transformed to the other, written to its right, by a 
number of applications of a number of productions. In the case 
in which the fir st string can be transformed to the second by a 
single application of a production, the symbol is used instead.
It has been proved^ that for every Generative, respectively, 
Recognizing Grammar there exists its "Dual" Recognizing, respect­
ively, Generative Grammar. These two Grammars are equivalent in 
the sense that the Recognizing one accepts only strings which can 
be generated by its Dual Generative; and that the Generative one 
generates only strings which can be accpeted by its Dual Re­
cognizing. By L(G) we symbolize the language generated respect­
ively recognized by a Generative, respectively, Recognizing Grammar 
Thus if L(Gg) is the Language generated by the Grammar 
Gg - (V^,V^,P,S) and L(G^) is the Language recognized by its dual
G , we will have: r
°r “ Ls) where:
V (Z'>y)eP we have: (y-^ z)EP , with zcV^, yeV^
Thus :
1 Arto Salomaa: "Formal Languages".
L(G ) = {O/nEV^ ' S % 0}
L(G^) = {O/OEV* , 0 2 s}
and L(G ) = L(G^) .
5.1 Types of Grammars
By establishing re strictions on the productions of the pre­
viously defined Grammar G we have the following types of Grammars.
a. A type 0 Grammar is the same as Grammar G. That is an un­
restricted Grammar,
b. A type 1 or Context-sensitive Grammar is a type 0 Grammar
whose every production "a ->• b" is restricted so that:
]a| ^ jb] if the Grammar is Generative;
|a| > jbj if the Grammar is Recognizing.
c. A type 2 or Context-free Grammar is a restricted type 1 Grammar 
such that for every one of its productions "a b" we have
aeV... and beV if the Grammar is Generative;N
bcV^ and a£V if the Grammar is Recognizing.
d. A type 3 or Regular Grammar is a restricted type 2 Grammar such 
that every one of its productions will be:
a ->■ aB or C b for a Generating Grammar; 
aB ->■ A or b ->■ C for a Recognizing Grammar; 
where A,B,CeV^ and a,beV^,
6. GRAMMATICAL DEVICES
The word acceptor is usually connected with an automaton and the 
word generator with a grammar, although it is known that automata,
respectively, grammars can be generative, respectively, recognizing 
devices.
Since for every device generating a language, there is a re­
cognizing^’ one for the same language, and vice versa, we will use 
the term "Grammatical Devices" for every device which can generate 
or recognize a Language.
Thus we define as a Grammatical Device a system CM, such that:
GM = (Z,n,T) where:
2 : is a finite set of input or terminal
characters (or symbols).
ÏÏ : is a finite set of all used characters and IcJT.
T ; is the whole function, of the device, which may
be simple or complicated depending on the 
different classes of devices. Every action of 
the Grammatical Device following any input of 
information and/or an internal instruction 
(.included in T) is included in T. T also in­
cludes the criteria for the acceptance of an in­
put string and/or the termination criteria after 
the generation of a string. The function T is 
defined for any.Grammatical Device.
Examples of Grammatical Devices:
A Turing Machine TM is defined as the Grammatical Device:
ÏM = (Z,r,T) where F = ÏÏ and
T = (K.a.q^ .F) .
A Markov Algorithm MA is defined as the Grammatical Device:
MA = (Z,A,T) where A = ÎT and
T = (P,N ).
L. 14 is m &  ‘■sewiivÆco<^M;a'ing“.
CHAPTER I
FOR EVERY MARKOV ALGORITHM THERE IS AN 
EQUIVALENT TURING MACHINE
12.
We shall prove the proposition enunciated in the title of this 
chapter by constructing a Turing Machine, "TM", for an arbitrary 
Markov Algorithm "MA", which will be able to do exactly what MA 
can do and no more.
1. INTRODUCTION
As it is well kno\m, when MA is given a string w, as input, it 
works in the following way;
a, 1. The search for the applicability of the rules starts 
with rule 0.
2, After the application of a non terminating rule, the 
next rule tested is rule 0. After the application 
of a terminating rule, the Algorithm terminates.
3, If the rule K was tested and found inapplicable, the 
next rule tested is the rule K + 1, If however rule K 
is the last of the MA rules, MA terminates.
In the case of TM, the same kind of search must be followed, 
although the process will be more complicated. Thus after the 
application of an applicable rule by the corresponding moves of TM, 
or after the inapplicability of a rule has been decided by a ,TM 
process corresponding to that of MA, the head of TM will point to 
the first character of the string while TM will be in a suitable 
state for the applicability search of the next rule being tested.
It can be easily seen that for an MA rule, there will be more 
than one corresponding TM moves. Therefore it is appropriate to 
symbolize the states of TM by Q(i, j) where i denotes the i MA rule 
and j will be an integer (0  ^j ^ u)^where u is the greatest second 
subscript for the states which are used in the TM moves correspond­
ing to rule i. If the number of MA rules is n, then for i we must 
have; 0  ^i ^ n-1. But we allow for i to extend up to: i n+2.
1 See section 4,4,
13.
We do that because, as it will be explained later, the states 
Q(n,j), Q(n+1, j') and Q(n+2, j") will be used in some sets of TM 
moves, not corresponding to MA rules, but indispensable for the 
construction of TM.
Another complicated situation relating to the moves of TM cor­
responding to the application of an MA rule, arises when the
lengths of RHS and LHS are not equal. (The length of a string t
is symbolized by |tj). Thus if |lHS^| < | { for the MA rule i
the tape must be "expanded" by a number of squares equal to the
difference |rHS.| - ILHS.I. If IlHS.1 > |rHS,|, a number of1 I 1^ I I 11
squares equal to the difference ]LHS^| - |RHS^| must be "removed"
from the tape of TM.
After the above preliminary explanations we are now ready to 
define and construct TM.
2. DEFINITION OF TM
Let us suppose that MA is defined by:
MA = (A, E, P, N )
where E Ç A is the finite set of input symbols (or characters),
A is the alphabet of MA, that is the finite set
of all symbols used in MA.
P is a finite set of rules, with n elements.
N is a finite set of instructions for the nextP
rule tested.
Then, assuming that the tape of TM will be infinite to the right 
only, TM will be defined by: .
TM = (K, r, E, 6, Q(0,0), F).
14
where; ' K is the set of'TM states 
r = (A ÜT UD)
where; T “
^ ”*  ^^1® *••> ^m~l^
with m>o, m = max (|rHS.[ - jLHS.])
o^i<n  ^ ^
6 is a mapping function from:
Kxr to Kx(r-{B}) X {l,r} 
where for all the moves of the type
a{Q(i,wj), = {Q(8^, 0), ÏQ ,R}, 8^
is the next rule tested according to the instruction 
set N .P
Here Q(i,w.), Q(6.,0)eK and Ü., eV,
i
Q(0,0) is the initial state of TM.
F is the set of final states. Actually only one
final state is needed
F - {Q(n+2, 0)} .
3. AN OUTLINE OF THE CONSTRUCTION
In the following construction of TM, it will be assumed that an 
algorithmic machine, the MA algorithmic machine, is simultaneously 
switched on for a given input, and that it remains available during 
the entire process of construction. It will be also supposed that 
after every action of MA and before its next action, MA will 
temporarily pause. During this MA pause, in addition to already 
(if it is not the very beginning) existing moves and states of TM,
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a number (possibly zero) of moves and a number (possibly zero) of 
states, both necessary for the TM action corresponding to that of 
MA, will be constructed and stored in TM.
Thus we see that everything necessary for TM in order to enable 
it to act as MA did in its last action, is given to TM. So TM 
performs its next move (or moves) simulating MA, i.e. producing the 
same result as MA.
(The kind of MA actions we mention here will.be the smallest ones 
considered independent and not further divisible. E.g.: "A
character of the string is compared with one of the characters of 
the LHS of an MA rule". This is an independent action and cannot 
be divided further.)
This method of TM construction will continue until every kind of 
string, even the most "peculiar" ones have been given as input to 
MA and TM. The main idea is that TM will simulate MA in its 
previous action and simultaneously will be provided with everything 
necessary for its next action.
In other words TM will be provided at each step with only the 
amount of knowledge necessary for its next action. This amount of 
knowledge which is "empty" at the beginning of the construction, 
will reach its maximum when TM is able to do exactly what MA can do.
If now the input string for MA is wcE, the tape of TM will be:
SwBBB...
with its head scanning the first character of the tape, "S", and 
TM being, in state Q(0,0).
4. CONSTRUCTION OF TM
4.1 Introduction
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For our MA we assume the following:
1, Set A is finite with K elements
A — {a^j ^2® a^}
2, MA has n rules,
3. The length of LHS of a rule i is r and is symbolized
by ILHS.I 
' 1 '
The length of RHS of a rule i is s and is symbolized
by IRHS.I
So: ILHS.I = r, |RHS.| = s
4. Rule i is: a. a. ...a. a, a. ...a.
where a. ,a. ,..,,a. ,a. ,a. ,.,.,a. eA.
^1 ^2 ^r ^1 ^2 s^
For TM
Special treatment of a blank "character"
According to our constrain for Turing Machines, a B.(blank 
symbol) can only be read but never typed. Although we want to main­
tain this restriction in general, nonetheless, whenever the head 
going right (exclusively with a view to getting the information 
"where the string finishes") scans the first square with a B, we 
allow for a "B" to be printed again in this square. This is purely 
for convenience and to avoid having to duplicate all rules involving 
a single B as the rightmost character of the LHS. Of course we 
never allow for a "B" -to be printed on a square where any other 
character was before.
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4.2 First TM move included
At the very beginning of the program, and as in every Turing 
Machine, the head of TM is scanning the first square of the tape.
As we said before, in the first square ofTM’s tape there is an "S",
At this moment TM is in state Q(0,0) and for the pair Q(0,0), S
we include the move:
6{Q(0,0), S} = {Q(0,0), T^, r }
4.3 Initial and Final TM moves for every MA rule.
As was explained before, the first, and only once applicable, 
move of TM is:
6{q (0,0), S} = {Q(0,0), T^, R}
After this move, the search for the applicability of rule zero 
starts. If then (after an exhaustive search for the existence of 
LHS^ in the string) the LHS^ will be found somewhere in the string, 
TM will apply the rule "0" using its corresponding set of moves for 
the application. If, however, the LHS^ is not in the string the 
rule will not be applied (as inapplicable in this case),
In both cases the head of TM will return to the beginning' of the
tape looking for the symbol T^. Rut the state of TM will be
different in the two cases. Thus if the rule is inapplicable TM
will be in state Q(0, wh-1) , and if the rule has been applied TM will 
be in state Q(0,w).^
So if rule 0 is inapplicable:
5{Q(0,w +1), T^} = {Q(1,0), T^,R} if MA has more than 1 rule.
1 .Subscripts w, w+1, w+2 will be explained in the sequel.
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If the rule has been applied*.
6{Q(0,w)^ _T^ } = {q (6,0), Tg, R}
where w is the greater (apart, obviously, from the subscripts,
"w+1", "w+2",.,) second subscript for the TM states which correspond
to the MA rule zero and have as first subscript the integer zero.
Generally, y i, 0^i<n, O^0<n we will have:
6 {Q(i,w), T^} = {Q(8,0), Tq, R} if rule i was applied
if I LHS.I >IRHS.I as we shall see it will be:I i' ‘ i'
0{Q(i,w), Y} = {Q(0,O), Tq , R}). And V i: 0<i<n-l
6 {Q(i,w+l),T.} = {Q(i+1),0), T. .,R} if rule i was found
 ^  ^ inapplicable.
If, in the latter case, i = n-1, which means that the last, 
that is (n-l)thp MA rule is inapplicable, MA would terminate and so 
TM must halt. Thus for this case we include the following move:
(S{Q(i,w+l), T^} = {Q(n+2, 0 ), S, R}
which will be a final move for TM. The state Q(n+2, 0) is the final 
state of TM and as we shall see it can be also reached from the 
state Q(i,w).
4.4 Meaning of subscript"w"
If the MA rule i is found to be applicable and applied, by the 
corresponding moves of TM, TM will be in a state Q(i,w) after the 
substitution of LHS^ by RHS^ has been completed. So TM will be in 
state Q(i,w) when the head is scanning the c h a r a c t e r  T^.
If the rule i is found to be inapplicable, TM will be in state 
Q(i,w+1) when the symbol T^ is scanned. Evidently Q(i,w+1) is not 
a next state for Q(i,w); the first means that rule i^ was inappli­
cable and the second that it was applied. The only reason we use a 
1 0 is defined in section 4.5.
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greater subscript w+ 1  (and w+ 2  as we shall see in the sequel) than 
the subscript w, is that in case the rule i is applicable the suc­
cession of the TM moves and states will be more readable. (Actually 
the second subscripts are successive integers if the rule is 
applicable, e.g. Q(i,l), Q(i,2) .... Q(i,w)).
The subscript w will be an expression of the lengths of LHS^ and 
RHS^ as we shall see, Vi:0^i<n. This of course means that the number 
of states for every MA rule i will be a function of |lHS^| and 
|rHS^[. As it has been explained w is uniquely determined for every 
rule i and the w's of two or more rules may be different. Thus, 
whenever we talk about rules i, j, k, ... we will use corresponding 
subscripts for their w ’s: w\, w\, w^ ... .
4.5 Meaning of 0
If rule i is not a terminating rule, then the first of the above 
moves is the last for this rule and for 0 we will have:
0  ^ 0 < n .
0 (an integer) is the label of the next rule tested, if MA is 
l a b e l l e d I f  MA is unlabelled 0 = 0 ,
In the case in which rule i is a terminating rule: 0 = n+2 and
instead of Tg an "S" will be used, as in the beginning. Also 
there will not be a next state for Q(n+2,0) and no move defined for 
state Q(n+2,0), because this is the final state of TM. In this 
case this very last move of TM will be:
(S{Q(i,w), Tj,} = {Q(n+2,0), S, R}
(if IlHSj. |>|rHS^| -5- 6 {Q(i,w),Y} = {Q(n+2,0), S, R»
After this move TM will be in state Q(n+2,0), the head will point to 
the first character of the string and the tape will look like:
1 A labelled MA is defined on page 102.
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Head
s a^ a^ a^ B B Rao ^1 aw
finite number 
of "unwanted" 
and unused 
squares
modified string blank squares
Up to now we have included the very first move and the last moves 
of TM for every MA. rule applicable or not.
Wlien the search for the applicability of the ith MA rule starts,
TM is in state Q(i,0) and its head is scanning the square with the 
first character of the string. In what it follows, it will be 
described how the search for the applicability of rule i is conducted 
and, in case that the rule i is applicable how it is applied.
4.6 Applicability search for rule i fv i: Oi^ i<n) '
When the search for the applicability of a rule i starts, TM is 
in state Q(i,0) and its head is scanning the square with the first 
character of the string.
If now for some reason (e.g. LHS^ does not appear in the string or 
the string at this stage is empty) the head of TM is scanning a blank 
square while TM is in state Q(i,0), this means that rule i is in­
applicable and the head must return to the beginning looking for a 
square with the T^. Going to the left, the head will ignore every­
thing else, reading and printing the symbol it finds in every square,
where there is not a T.. At this time TM will be in the statea.
Q(i,w+1). w is an integer and its value will be given later.
Thus, the following moves are included:
6{Q(i,0),B> = {Q(i,w+1),B,L}
6 {Q(i,w+l),Ç} = {Q(i,w+1),Ç,L} Y Ç e A (A = a^,...,a^) .
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The move: 6 {q(i,w+l) ,T^} = {Q(i+1,0), as we have al­
ready mentioned will be included only if i<n-l. If i=n-l, it 
means that the last MA rule was found inapplicable and so MA must 
halt. This is, obviously, possible only for the last MA rule and 
the following move is included only in the TM moves corresponding to 
the last MA rule:
6 {Q(i,w+l), T.} = {Q(n+2,0), S, R>
After this move the head will point to the first character of the 
modified string and the tape will have the form:
H  * -Sw’BBB ...
There is a finite number of squares with 7^ 7/’s to the left of S 
(possibly zero), the meaning of which will be explained later.
Apart from the case where the machine is in state Q(i,0) and 
scanning a "B" there are two other eventualities open to TM as 
found in the same state,
a : the scanned character is not the same with the first in LHS.o 1
0{Q(i,0), Ç. } = {Q(i,0), Ç, ,R} y 5- E (A-{a. })If ip ip ip
b : the scanned character is the same with the first in LHS.o 1
6{Q(i,0),a. } = {Q(i,l), S ,R) where S e F, S g! A,
H  " q  "il " 1
is a special symbol (marker).
This move is applied only if r>l.
In case r=l we do not use the marker Sa.
^1
So in case (a^ ) a number of K~1 moves is included; one move for 
every character in A but a^ . In case (b^ ) there is only one move 
included.
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So we have included all the moves of TM, when TM is in the 
state Q(i,0).
If now the first character of LHS^ has been found in the tape of 
TM and the very next character in the tape is scanned there are two 
cases again.
a^ ; The scanned character is not the same as the second
in LHS^
(K-1 moves): ô{Q(i,l),Ç. } - {Q(i,w+2),Ç. ,L} VÇ. e[(A-{a. })%{%}]
^2 ^2 ^2 ^2
In this case the head goes left looking for the marker S^ . which isIf
in the first square to the left. As it is evident from the. above
move, if the word in LHS^ exists at all in the tape, it cannot start
from the square where the marker Sa,* is. So the character which1
existed previously in this square has to be typed again by the move;
(one move) : 6{Q(i,w+2), S^^^} = {Q(i,0), a^^, R}
TM is now in state Q(i,0) again and looking for another a. .
1^
b^ : The scanned character is the same with the second
in. LHS
(one move) : 6{Q(i,l), a. } = {Q(i,2), a. , R>
^2 ^2
After the above move TM found in state Q(i,2), is looking for the 
next character in LHS.
Apart now from cases a^ and b^ which are possible when TM is in 
state "Q(i,0)" and looking for the first character of LHS^, and cases 
a^;b^, we further include as our next step the following sets of 
moves.
If TM is in state Q(i,i’) where:
1 < i’ ^ r-2
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for each i', we include one move of the type:
6{Q(i,i'),B} “ {Q(i,w+2), B, L };
We also include (for each i') K~1 moves of the type:
ô{Q(i,i'),Ç, } = {Q(i,w+2),C. V C. c.(A-{a. }) ;
^i'+l ^i'+l ^i'+l ^i+1
and the move (for each i’)
d{Q(i,i’), a. } - {Q(i,i’+1), a. , R)
^i'+l • i^i'l
4,7 Last character of LHS (here r>l)
Let us suppose now that all but the last character of LHS^ has
been found somewhere in the tape in immediate succession. So TM
2must be in state Q(i,r-1) and looking for the character "a. ",
r
If this character will be found in the very next move of TM (if it is
1 After the move the machine is in state 0(i,w+2) and not 0(i,w+l). 
This happens because the marker Saip must be substituted again by af^ ,
The disadvantage here is that although it is known that the length of 
LHS is greater than the remaining unsearched part of. the tape, TM, in 
state Q(i,0), will nevertheless start to search again that part.
This of course can be avoided if we use another state Q(i,w+3) 
yi: o^i<n, and the type of moves:
6{Q(i,i'), B} =“ {Q(i,w+3), B, l }
5{Q(i,w+3),Ç] = {Q(i,w+3),C, l) V C E A
6{Q(i,w+3) ,Sa£^ }== {Q(i,w-t-l), , l )
We do not intend to use this method; in our ovm way, with one state 
less, especially if alphabet A is very big, a lot of moves will be 
avoided. However, in case alphabet A is not too big and the length 
of LHSp is "too" big the use of state'Q(i,w+3) must be considered.
2 The last set of General Moves in section 4.6 was:
6{Q(i,i’) ,ap } = {Q(i,i’+D ,ap ,R> , V i : Ki'^r-2I’+l -^ i+l
in the next square to the right) this means that the LHS^ will have 
been found and the procedure for substituting it by the RHS^ will 
start automatically. If, however, the character in the next square 
is not the "wanted" one, the head of TM will have, going left, to 
restore character ap^ in its former place presently occupied by the 
marker and to look for another a^ ^^  to the right of that
position. So the process will be repeated until either LHS^ is 
found somewhere in the tape or until a blank symbol is met.
Consequently, we further include the following set of moves:
I. Failure
The next to the right square is a B:
6{Q(i,r“l),B) = {Q(i,w+2),B,L} one move
The next to the right square is not B or a,*
6{Q(i,r~l),Ç. } = (Q(i,w+2),Ç. ,L} K-1 moves
^r r^
V e(A-{a. })
^r ^r
II. Success
From the following set of moves, obviously, only one will be 
constructed for each MA rule:
Case A |LHS^| = |RHS.| (r=s)
For this case when the last character of LHS^ has been found, 
it is immediately replaced by the last character of RHS^ and the 
head goes left for the other substitutions. We can see that the 
move is applicable even for the case where r=l.
6{q(i,r-l),a^ } = (Q(i,r), a. ,L}
Case B I LHS. I <  I RHS. I r<s (r>0) •.
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We will make a distinction here for r=l and r>l, since there 
must be different moves for every case.
r=l : 6{Q(i,0),a. } = {0(o,0), D ,R};If p
state Q(o',0) and symbol e D will be explained in "case r<s".
r>l : (S{Q(i,r-l) ,a. } = {Q(i,r), X, l }
^r
Case C |lHS.I > IrHS.I (r>s)
r>l ; 6{Q(i,r~l),a. } = {Q(i,r), b, l }
^r
^ ajg G A if s>0
where b = /
Y  ^A if s=0
r=l (i.e. s=0)
0{Q(i,0),a. } = {Q(T,0), Y, L}.
1
State Q(t ,0) and symbol Y will be explained in "case r>s".
4,8 Substitution
At this stage the search for the applicability of rule i has 
finished, as the LHS^ was found in the tape of TM. Therefore, the 
substitution which has already started, for the case r=s, will take 
place in the tape of TM. Since there are in general three distinct 
possibilities for MA rules (r=s, r<s, r>s), we shall include a dif­
ferent set of TM moves for every case, Of course for every MA rule
only one case will be possible and so only the corresponding set of 
moves will be included.
4.8,1 Case A; substitution for r=s
The head of TM now will go left printing the characters of RHS^ 
from right to left. Since at this stage it is known which character
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will be read by TM (the characters of LHS^), only one "next move" 
will be defined and included, as long as the substitution will be 
taking place.
Thus the following set of moves is included provided that r>l,
6{Q(i,r+i’),a. } = {Q(i,r+ i’+l),a. ,L>
r-(i’+l) ^s-(i'+l)
V i ’ ; 0 < i' < r-3
(It is to be noted that we use a different state, ("next state")
after every substitution of a character, because some characters may
appear in LHS^ more than once),
The last move of the substitution is the one which makes TM print
a: (the first character of RHS.) in the square where the marker S^■31 * 1
is. This move is next to the last of the above moves. (For
i'=r-3, next state is Q(i,2r-2)).
So for r>l again:
0{Q(i,2r-2), S } = {Q(i,2r-1), a. , L>ail
After this move or after the move 6{Q(i,r-l),ap^} = {Q(i,r),ajg,L}
or 6{Q(i,0),a- } = {Q(i,l),a. ,L} for r=l which has been alreadyJi
included, the ith MA rule has almost been completely initiated. We 
say "almost", because the head of TM must return to the beginning of 
the string, or rather to the square with a "T^" which is to the left 
of the first character of the string. Every character in the tape 
will obviously remain the same at this stage.
Thus, we include a move for every character in A and for the same
state Q(i,2r~l) of TM.
6{Q(i,2r-l),g} = {Q(i,2r-1),Ç,L} V C G A ^
1 Here r=s and 2r-l = r+(s-l) ; so state Q(i,2r-1) can be written 
as Q(i,r+(s“l))
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Finally we include the move:
ô{Q(i,2r-l), } = {Q(G,0), T^, r }
where 0 is an integer O^0<n, such that if MA is labelled, 0 is the 
label of the next rule tested. If, however, MA is unlabelled,
0=0. In case rule i is a terminating rule:
0=n+2 and Tg will become S 
This will be adequately explained later in detail.
4.8.2 Case B substitution for r<s
r>l : In this case TM will substitute first by moving from right
to left, all the characters of LHS^ (except for the first, 
this being the marker by X’s. A symbol will be
printed in the place of .
r=l ; In this case the unique symbol of LHS (not a marker) will be
substituted by the symbol D^, and TM will enter in a state 
Q(a,0), by the move
0{Q(i,0),a. } = {Q(a,0), D ,r }ip p
which has been already included in our construction.
The substitution of LHS^ by X’s will be done in the following way: 
TM, being in state Q(i,r), will not change state before the marker 
Sg^. is read. Thus TM will remain in state Q(i,r) as long as its 
head is going left, printing X ’s,in the squares where the characters 
of LHSp are to be found. We can easily see that the number of the 
moves which are needed for this substitution will be equal or less to 
the number of characters in LHS^. (Actually, we shall include one 
move for each distinct character of LHS, That means that if there 
are repetitions of some characters in LHS^, only one move will be 
included for these "same" characters.) This is so because for each
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move ô{Q(i,r),C^yg.} = {Q(i,r),X,l ), where is a character in
LHS. (and ^ ^a‘ )> the next state will be the same, the1 Lltlbp 1
character printed the same and the direction of the head the same.
Thus the following set of moves should be included:
ô{q(i,r),Cpgg } = {Q(i,r),X,L} V a character of
i i
LHS., with ^ a. (if there is not a1 . J-jil O ^ 1 ^
repetition of a^ in LHS^)
We also have to include one move of the form:
a{Q(i,r),S_, } = {Q(G,0), D , R}ip P
where p is an integer, p
4,8,2,1 Explanation of
MA has n rules. We examine all the positive differences s.-r.,1 1
where Sp and r^ represent the length of LHSp and RHSp of the ith MA
rule respectively for all i: 0^i<n, 'For some i, there will be a
maximum difference (sp-r^), or a difference (sp-rp) which is not
smaller than any other Vi: 0^i<n. ' Suppose then that for this i :
s.-r.=m. Obviously m>0.1 1
We construct now a set D, which will be ordered and will have m 
elements.
 V F
Each one of the above particular symbols D , D, , ..., D . will haveo 1 m-1
a special meaning which is to be explained presently.
When TM is "working" on the ith MA rule, for which |LHSp|<|RHSp|, 
if the LHSp string is found somewhere in the tape, a number of squares 
equal to the difference (jRHSpj- jlHSp|) must be added to the squares 
of LHSp in order that sufficient space for the "nesting" of RHSp be
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created.
One way of achieving this "expansion" of the tape .of TM, is by 
moving every character lying between the last character of LHSp and 
the first blank symbol, so many places to the right as the difference 
([RHSpj-|LHSp|) determines. The symbol X is to be printed on the 
newly available squares as well as on the squares where the LHSp is 
located.
This operatic n will be performed through the use of a special 
routine by TM. This same routine will be employed for every MA rule 
with |rHS[>|lHS[. By utilising this routine we avoid using a greater 
number of states for every single MA rule of the said type.
4.8.3 Routine "Expansion"
When TM starts the execution of the routine, it is in state
QCcfjO), where o=n. At the first move TM prints the symbol e D.
The symbol D^, where O^p^m-1, corresponds to the difference
s.-r. (where i is the MA rule, TM is working on). Because D 
1 1  m-1
corresponds to the maximum of all positive differences Sp-rp, Y i ; 
0^i<n, there will be a corresponding symbol in D, for every posi­
tive difference Sp-rp,0^i<n. Thus we can say that there exists a 
mapping from the set of positive differences Sp-tp into the set
D = {Dg,Dp,...,D^^p}.
If now for the rule i we have Sp-r^ . = p>0, the corresponding 
element (or the image) in D will be and the first move when
TM starts the execution of the routine will be;
6{Q(i,r),Saj, } = {Q(a,0), D ,R} if r>l
5{Q(i,0), a. } = {Q(o ,0 ) , R} if r=l (this move
has been already
included).
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All the characters now, between D _ and the first blank symbol,p-1
are moved one square to the right in such a way that the last
character of the string is printed on the blank square immediately
to its right, the penultimate on the square where the last was and
so on. Finally an X is printed on the square to the right of
character D ..p~l
Following that, is replaced by hp„ 2  and this process
is repeated until the symbol is read by TM. , Then will be re­
placed by X and at this stage the number of successive X’s will be 
equal to the length of RHSp.
The next step required is the substitution of these X’s by RHSp. 
But TM, being in a state Q(0,r) of the routine must regain the state 
it was in before it "entered" into the execution of the routine. 
Therefore the head must go left ignoring everything except a Tp 
Vi : 0^i<n. As soon as one of these characteristic symbols (for 
every MA rule) has been read, TM is again found in the last state 
it was before changing to state Q(a,0). khat the head has to do 
now is to go right ignoring everything except the first X to meet in 
its way. When the first X is read, the substitution of the string 
of X’s by the RHSp takes place.
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Example of the tape after LHSp has been found
(Here Sp-rp = 3; thus corresponding symbol is D^)
LHS.1
T . a» a •. > a^v S a. ...a. a a ...a B B B  ...1 X "2 f ^
h  2^ ^ ® ® •••
T. a^ , a^ . .,.a-i D X ,-..X X a,, a, ...a B B B ...1 “K^ q  X 2 P] q
Ta a^ y a^ y ...a^ D_ X ...X X a a ...a B B B  ...1 \  q  X i r
T « a_^  a . « . a, D_ X ...X X X a a » . . a . B B B . .1 q  X I  q  U2 r
T • a„ a . «.a^ D X ...X X X a a »..a B B B  « «1 Kp kg A o Up Ug r
T • a^ _ a^ . .«a^ D X ...X X X X, a a ...a B B B
T . a^ a . ..a^ X X ...X X X X a a ...a B B B
 ^ h  h  ^ h  ^2
number of X’s equal 
to {LHSpI + 3 which is
equal to |?vHSpj
4.8.3.1 Moves of the routine "Expansion" included
<5{Q(a,0),X} = {Q(a,0);X,R} one move
6{Q(a,0),^} = {Q(o,0),g,R} VÇeA, A ={ap,ag,...a^} so
K moves
6{Q(a,0),B} = {Q(g ,2),X,l } one move
6{Q(g ,1),X} = {Q(a,2),X,L} one move
We include the following moves as well: 
1 When the execution of the routine starts
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6{Q(o,2),ap} = {q (g ,4),X,R} 
6{Q(a,2),a } = {q(a,5),X,R}
6{q(0,2),aK} = {Q(0,K+3),X,R}
or generally:
ô{q(a,2),a^} = {q(o',X-i-3) ,X,R} K. moves
where a^eA, X=1,2,.,,,K
6{q(a,2),X} = {q(a,3),X,L} one move
6{q(o,4),x} = {q(o,l),ap,L}
6{q(a,5),x) = {q(G,l),ag,L}
6{q(a,K+3),x} = {q(o,l),a^,L}
or generally:
6{q(G,X+3),x} = {q(G,1) , ,l } K moves
where a^eA,X =1,2,...,K
6{q(a,3),X} = {q(a,3),X,L} one move
Here after three successive X’s have been read, the head goes left 
looking for a D^ED, while TM is in state Q(G,3).
For every symbol in D = .,D^_p} and state q(a,3), we
include a separate move.
6{q(a,3),D^} = {q(a,K-i-4),x,L}
6{Q(o,3),Dp} = {q(a,0),DQ,R} 
6{Q(o,3),D2} = {Q(o,0),Dp,R}
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6{Q(o ,3), = {Q(a,0), D_,, R}m-2
But from all D^, O^p^m-1, only D^,can be read when TM is in state 
Q(o',2). This can only happen if there was not an X to the right 
of Dpj when TM started the execution of the routine.
Example;
If the ith MA rule was a+bc and the tape was;
"Tp. b c d c d cc BBB ..." then 
after a number of moves the tape would be modified to;
. . . "T. b c d D d cc X BBB ..." *>•
"T. b c d D X cC BBB ..."
1 o
Q(o,2)
or
if the tape was:
" Tp ... a BBB . . , " ^ then -> •
-V "T. ... D BBB ..." 
1 o "Ï.1 D X BBB
Thus finally the following moves are to be included: 
6{Q(a,3), D^> = {Q(a,K+4), X, L} one move
0{q (G,2), D^} = {Q(a,K+4), X, L) one move
(5{Q(a,3), D } = {Q(a,0), D R} m moves
where : D ED, v • 0<p^m~lP P
After the above moves, the routine has almost finished. The head 
will go left (ignoring everything but aTp,Vi : 0^i<n) while TM will 
be in state Q(a,K+4).
6{Q(a,K-i-4) ,Ç] = {Q(o',K+4) ,Ç,l } K moves
VÇeA(A= {ap ,ag,.., ,a^ })
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For a number n ’, O^n’^ n, of MA rules the lengths of their LHS’s will 
be smaller than the lengths of their RHS’s.
Thus for the case of these MA rules alone, we include the following 
TM moves (one for each rule).
ô{Q(0,K+4), Tp} = {Q(i,r’), Tp, R) (n’ moves)
V. : 03i<n and ILHS.I ~ IRHS.I < 0  1 ' 1 ‘ ' 1 ’
(The case |LHSp| = 0, is examined separately),
1 if r=l
where r’ is defined; r’ =(
\ r+1 if r>l
In the case |LHSp|=0 (and obviously for [RHSpj> |LHSp|, |RHSpj>0) 
r’ will be;
r’ = s + K + 2 (see case |LHSp|= 0).
Thus, with one of the above last moves of the subroutine, TM is 
again in the same state in which it was before it started the sub­
routine execution.
An interesting feature of the routine expansion described above 
is that only K+5 states were used, where K is the number of elements 
in A.
4.8.4 Substitution following the routine expansion
After "Tp" has been read by TM, the head goes right ignoring every­
thing except an X. TM is now in state Q(i,r’)
d{Q(i,r’), Ç} = {Q(i,r’), Ç, R} (K moves)
VÇeA
At the same time that the first X is scanned, the substitution of the 
string of X’s by RHSp takes place:
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(RHS.=a* a- ...a. ) ^ i ^2 J s
6{Q(i,r’),x} = {Q(i,r’+1), a. ,R}
ô{Q(ijT’+1),x} = {Q(i,r’+2), a. ,R}J2
ô{Q(i,r-i-S"2) ,X) = {Q(i,r 'h-s-1) , a* ,r }Js-1
ô{Q(i,r’+S-1),X}'={Q(i,r’+s), a^  , L}
where a. eA
Jj'
Thus (more generally) the following moves are included:
0{q(i,r’+j),X) = {q(i,r'+j'+l),a. ,R) (s-1 moves)jji+i .
iS{Q(i,r'+s-l) ,x} = {Q(i,r'+s), a. , L} (one move)J s
where o^j’<s~2
TM now has "applied” the ith MA rule and the head will go left 
ignoring everything but a T^.
6{Q(i,r'+s),Ç} = {Q(i,r'+s), L} VÇeA, (K moves)
The final move of TM for this MA rule will be:
6{Q(i,r’+s), T^} = {Q(6,0), R^, R>
where 0 has the same meaning as in case A.
4.8.5 Case C r>s (|LHS^|>|RHS^|)
In this case, because ILHS.i>IRHS.!, it is obvious that after the1 ' ' 1 '
substitution of s characters of LHS^ by the RHS^ (if s>0), a number 
(equal to r~s), of unwanted squares will remain on the tape. In
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particular if s-0, all the squares occupied by LHS^ are unwanted.
The substitution can easily be arranged so that these unwanted 
squares are successive. Of course if a part of the TM tape could 
be cut off, this would not present a problem. But this is not 
possible, and therefore we should follow some more realistic ideas.
4.8.5.1 The unwanted squares "are transferred" to the left of the
first blank symbol "B"
In fact the squares of the tape cannot be moved, but there is an 
apparent move of squares when the characters being borne on them do 
change squares.
Thus, if all the characters located in squares between the 
"unwanted ones" and the first blank square with the symbol "B", are 
to be moved leftwards and occupy the "unwanted squares", starting 
from the first unwanted square to the left, the same number of un­
wanted squares will appear to the right of the first blank square. 
Since TM cannot type a blank character "B" on each of these squares, 
another character "E" can be used and treated exactly as "B". Of 
course a number of extra TM moves must be created for "E".
4.8.5.2 Pseudosymbols
A special character can be used which will be typed on every un­
wanted square. Once this character has been printed on a square of 
TM’s tape, it will remain there for ever. This means that whenever 
the head of TM, scanning a square, reads this special symbol, it will 
print it again in the same square. Another property of this symbol 
is that it never makes the head change direction (after its having 
been read by the head).
Thus there will be no error if we consider that the squares con­
taining such symbols are "ignored" whenever they are scanned by TM,
We shall also assume that a number of squares containing this special
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symbol (pseudosymbol) does not separate two other squares, with 
ordinary characters, if the squares with the pseudosymbol are the 
only ones between these two squares with the ordinary characters.
It must be emphasised here that although there will be defined 
moves of TM incorporating this pseudosymbol, we can always assume 
that the squares which contain it are to be ignored. This can be 
achieved if our TM is capable of states which are "left moving" or 
"right moving" only. For every state which is both "left and right 
moving" we construct two states the one for the "left moving" part 
and the other for the "right moving".
So if q^^ is a left and right moving state and "0" our pseudo­
symbol, we will have;
«  = (q^R. el. U
We can see that this pair (qjj,> 0) cannot define the next direction 
of the head as it is not known if the head is coming from left and 
must go right or if it is coming from right and must go left.
Instead of state q^^ we will then use two states, the q^ which is 
"left moving" and q^ which is right moving, thus;
0) = (q^ > 0, h)
G(qR, 0) = (q%, 0, R)
For all the other defined pairs of q^^ with characters yeF we have:
A. for ~ we include two moves:
1. 5(q^,y) = (q^,y',L) 2. 6(q^,y) = (q^,y',L)
B. for ô(q.^ j^ ,y) = (q^^,y',R) we include two moves:
!• G(q^^y) = (q%,Y',R) 2. ^(q^/Y) (q%,Y';R)
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C. for Ô(q ,Y) ~ (p ,Y’, {%)), (q^^^p) , we include the moves:
1. 6(q^^Y) (P)Y', 2. 6(q%,Y) = (p,Y', {r >)
For every case where q^ ^^  is the next state of some state q we have
D. for 8(q,Y) = (q^RjY'j L) we include the move
d(q,Y) = (q^,Y’,h)
E. for 6(q,y) *= (q^ j^ ,Y* »R) we include the move:
&(q,Y) “ (q%,Y',R)
4.8.5.3 The unwanted squares are transferred to the left of T,  } 1
Whenever there is a number of unwanted squares in the tape of TM, 
all the characters between T^ and the first unwanted square (including 
T\ ) will move right a number of squares equal to the number of the un­
wanted squares. The head of TM never goes to the left of T^ .^ So 
everything to the left of T^ is really "uiwanted" and can be con­
sidered as nonexistent. Thus we assume that the beginning of the 
string in the tape is to the right of T^ and that the length of the 
string is equal to the number of squares between T^ and the first 
square with a "B" (blank square).
We will use this method in our TM construction; just as in the case 
IRHS^I>|lHS^I a routine ("Expansion") was used, so another routine 
("Cut off") will be used here for the implementation of the present 
method.
4.8.6 Case C r>s ( |lHS^ | > | RHS^ | ) , (application^)
If 1rHS^1>0, TM starts the substitution in the direction from right 
to left, printing the last symbol of R H S o n  the square where the last
1 The method described in Section 4.8.5.3,
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symbol of LHS^ was found. Then it continues going left and printing 
the remaining characters of RHS. in successive squares of the tape.3-
After all the characters of RHS^ have been printed, the head goes 
left (one square) and prints a "Y". If, after that, r-s = y>l,
H“1 X’s are printed on the preceding squares to the left which are 
occupied by the remaining symbols of LHS^.
When an "X" has been printed on the square with the marker "S„ "&il
(the square corresponding to the first character of LHS^) TM will 
change state starting the execution of another routine: the routine
"Cut off".
After the execution of the routine "cut off", there will be a 
number of successive unwanted squares between T^ and the first symbol 
of the string. The square to the left of the first character of the 
string will be occupied by a "Y". If r-s = p>l, there will be y-1 
successive unwanted squares occupied by "X’s" between T^ and "Y".
TM now will arrange that a "Tg"^ will be printed on the square 
occupied by "Y", and thus all the unwanted squares will be now to 
the left of Tg. Before that, the character "0?^ " is printed on all 
unwanted squares, including the square with the T\ (the old one).
The character "00", after Tg has been printed in its new position 
(on the square with a "Y"), can never be met again and thus can never 
be read by TM because the head of TM never goes to the left of T^,
V i : 0^i<n,
1 T0 is used instead of T. because at this stage the application 
of rule i has been completed and another rule, rule 0 , has to be 
tested as the next one. Of course 0 can be i (again), if the next 
rule is rule i again. Tg is the characteristic symbol of rule 0 , 
where 0  satisfies: l<0 <n.
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4.8,7 Case C, Moves
6{Q(i,r),a. = {Q(i,r+l),a. ,L}
r--l ^s-l
<S{Q(i ,r+l) ,a. } = {Q(i,r+2),a. ,L}•’-r-2 Js-2 Here
r>l
S{Q(i,r+(s-2) ) ,a. ) = {Q(i,r+(s-]) ) ,a. ,L}
r-(s-l)
With the above moves, (starting from right to left) a segment of 
LHS^, equal in length with 1rHSj|^1, is substituted by RHSj^ .
With the following moves a "Y" and "r-s-1" successive "X’s" are 
printed on the squares with the remaining symbols of LHS^.
6{Q(i,r+s~l),a^ } = {Q(i,r+s),Y,L}
r-s
6{Q(i,r+s),a. } = (Q(i,r+s),X,L}
. ^r-s-1
if
6{Q(i, r + s) ,aj_ } = {Q (i , r+ s) , X, L}^2 r-s>l
6{Q(i,r+s),S } = {Q(t ,0),X,L}
^1
The state Q(t ,0), where T=n+1, is the first state of TM when it 
starts the execution of the subroutine "cut off". We notice here
that before TM starts the execution of "cut off" is in state:
Q(i,r+s) if r>l
Q(i,0) if r=l
The above moves can be more generally formulated:
For
LHS. = "!
0-1 i2
RHS. = "a. a. ...a, ’’ 1 Ji J2 Js
6{q(i,(r-l)+i’),a. } = {Q(i,r+i’) ,a. ,'L}
^r-i’ Js-i’
where r>l , s>0 and i’: l^i’^ s-1
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<S{Q(i, (r-1)+s) ,a. } = {Q(i,r+s) ,Y,l }
r-s
<S{Q(i,r+s) ,a. } = {Q(i,r-i's) ,X,l }
^r-i'
where r-s>l and i' : s+l^i’^ r-2;
6{Q(i,r+s),S ) = {q (t ,0),X,L}
H
We see here again that when the head of TM goes leftwards 
printing X's on the squares with the remaining characters of LHS^,
TM does not change state (remaining in Q(i,r+s)) until the marker 
has been read.
4.8.8 Description and moves of "Gut off"
When TM starts the "Cut off" execution it is in state Q(t ,0) and 
its head goes left. (Here the subscript "t" is equal to n+1, just 
as "a", used for the states of "expansion", was equal to "n"). So 
the first square, to the left of marker " (or a^^ if r=l, s=0)
can be either a character a^EÂ, or the special character ”T^". (If 
it is a "T^", it means that LHS^ was found at the beginning of the 
string).
If now the character to the left of "S^. " is a "t .", TM terminates11 1
the execution of "Cut off", printing the special symbol "00" (used 
for unwanted squares) and changes state to Q(i,r’), where
t+s+l if r>l 
if r=l(
If the character to the left of " (or "a^^") is not "t *^' but
a character a^eA, TM changes state and its head goes right. (This 
state of TM will be unique (and characteristic) for every 
a^£A,X =1,2,...,K as it will be explained later).
We thus include the moves:
IZ .
ô{Q(t ,0),T.} = {Q(i,r’), 00,R}
where r'
r+s+1 if r>l 
1 if r=l
6{Q(T,0),a^} = {Q(T,1),X,R}
3{Q(T,0),ay] = {q(T,K),X,R}
It is now seen that for every character in A, we use a different 
next state of TM.
q(T,l) for. a^
q(T,2) for a_
q(T,K) for
These moves can be, generally, written as:
6{q(T,0),a^} = {Q(T,X),X,R }
where a^eA, X=1,2,...,K
Wlien each of the above moves has been executed, TM, being in one 
of the states q(T,l), q(T,2), ..., Q(T,K), moves its head right 
"ignoring" all the X's (if it meets any) and it prints a symbol 
a^EA, (corresponding to the state q(x,X), X=1,2,...,K, it was in) on 
the first square with a Y. Thus we include the moves:
0{q(T,l),X} = {q(T,l),X,R}
0{Q(T,K),X} = {q(T,K),X,R} where
6{Q(T,1),Y} = {q(T,K+l),a^,L} {a^,a2 ,...,a%}=A
6{q(T,K),Y} = {q(T,K+l),a^,L}
or generally;
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&{Q(T,X),X}
6{q (t ,X),y }
{Q(t,X),X,R) 
{Q(T,K+l),a^,L}
a^£A
X=1,2,...,K
After each of the last moves (second set), TM changes state to 
Q(T,K-H), where K is the number of elements in A, and it moves its 
head left one square. On this square, where an "X" was before, a 
Y is printed. Next state of TM is Q(t ,0),
6{q (t ,K+1),X} = {q (t ,0),Y,L}
The head continues now going left, "ignoring" all X’s while TM is 
in state Q(t ,0) again.
0{Q(t ,0),x } = {Q(t ,0),X,L}
After the X’s (if there are any) and if there is a square with a 
character a^eA to the left of the first X (left-most X) the process 
will be repeated. In fact, between T^  and the X’s, only characters 
of the set A can exist. If after the X’s there is nothing but a 
T^, the subroutines execution terminates with a move which has 
already been included.
4.8.8.1 An example of the tape after the "Cut off" execution
After the termination of "cut off" procedure the tape will look 
as follows ;
00 00 00 X X X Y axm B B B
finite number of 
unwanted squares 
with 00 ’s
a finite num- the string 
her of squares 
with X's, 
possibly zero
blank squares
4.8.9 First moves after the termination of "Cut off"
TM is in state Q(i,r’) now and its head goes right printing "00’s" 
on every square with an "X". Tg is printed on the square (unique)
with a "Y", After that, the application, of rule i terminates 
ô{Q(i,r’),X} = {Q(i,r'),00,R}
where r'
r+s-i-l if r>l 
1 if r=l
6{Q(i,r'),Y} = {Q(8,0), Tg,R}
where "0" has the same meaning as in case A.
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Example of the tape after termination of rule i .
00 00 00
4.9 Special case |lHS^| = 0
(a) IRHS^I = 0
If such a rule (A _> A or A ->• .A) exists between the MA. rules, it 
will always be applicable in the beginning of the string and thus the 
string must not be searched.
Hence the head of TM, after the completion of the last move cor­
responding to the MA rule previously applied or tested and found in­
applicable, goes right one square to the position where the first 
character of the string is.
TM now will execute its first move for the rule i. Since rule i 
is always applicable, this first move will be independent of what is 
being scanned by the head. Thus it should be arranged so that what­
ever character is in this square, it will be read and printed, and 
TM, without changing state, will drive its head one square to the 
left, where the special symbol " T^" is. Then the second and last 
move of the rule will be the same as in the case (b) which will 
follow.
So the following move is included:
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ô{Q(i,0),a^} “ {Q(i ,0) 5, ,L} a^GÀ X - 1,2,...,K
(b) Irhs I^ = s>0
ïn this case the tape must be "expanded". The routine 
"Expansion" is not used here. Instead a number of moves, which do 
almost the same thing, is included. These moves "add" squares 
with "x’s" between and the first character of the string.
The number of squares required is equal to the length of RHS^ ,
which is "s". Thus, after "a" squares have been "added" and placed
between "T^" and the first character of the string, the following 
moves of TM, will be the same as the ones which follow the moves of 
routine "Expansion".
We include the following set of moves:
0{Q(i,0),a^} = {Q(i,0),a^,R> a^eA, X = 1,2, ...,K
In this set of moves TM "ignores" everything and its head goes right 
looking for the first blank square.
TM prints an "X" on the first blank square, changes state and 
does the same thing (the head goes right to the next blank square, 
prints an"X'!, and TM changes state) s-1 times, including the first.
Finally the head goes right one square again, and a "Y" is printed
there. Thus on s squares to the right of the last character of the 
string, there are.s-1 "X’s" and a"Y"now. This"Y"is in the first
square to the left of the first blank square.
At this stage the tape has been expanded by s squares (s=|RHS^|) 
but these squares have to be "transferred" to the space between the 
square with "T^" and the square with the first character of the 
string. This means of course that all the characters between "T^" 
and the first "X" have each to be transferred s squares to the right.
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6{Q(i,0),B} = {Q(i,l),X,R}
6{Q(i,s-2),B} = {Q(i,s-1),X,R}
6{Q(i,s-l),B} = {Q(i,s),Y,L}
or generally:
0{Q(i,y),B} = {Q(i,y+1),X,R} O^y^s-2
0{Q(i,s-l),B} = {Q(i,s),Y,L}
From now on TM starts to transfer the characters of the string s 
squares to the right. This work will be done character by 
character. Thus the first character to the left of the”X ’s'v/ill 
be transferred to the right, and placed in the square with a*Y” (last 
square before the blanks). Then a''Y"will be printed on the last 
square bearing an"X”to the right, and the same process will be 
repeated until the s "X’s" are successively located to the right 
of T^ .
So we include the moves:
6{Q(i,s),X} " {Q(i,s),X,L} the head goes left as long
as the character read is "X"
<S{Q(i,s) ,a^} = {Q(i,s+1),X,R}
6{Q(i,s),a^} = {Q(i,s+K),X,R}
6{Q(i,s+l),x} = {Q(i,s+1),X,R}
6{Q(i,s+K),X} = {Q(i,s+K),X,R)
set 1
set 2
47. 'F
<S{Q(i,s+l) ,Y> = {Q(i,s-i-K+D ,a ,L}
6{Q(i,8+K),Y} = {0(i,s+K+l),a ,L}
set 3
or generally:
ô{Q(i,s),a^} = {q (î ,s-tA) ,X,r } set 1
6{Q(i,s+A),X) “ {q(i,s+X),X,R} a^GÂ set 2
X = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,K
6{q(i,s+X),Y> = {q(i,s+K+l),a^,L} set 3
6{q(i,s+K+l),x} = {q(i,s),Y,L}
and finally:
ô{q(i,s),T^} = {Q(i,s+K+2),1\ ,R}
The next moves are the same as the moves incase B, after the ex­
ecution of the routine "Expansion".
Actually, in case B, the next following state of TM, after the 
execution of "Expansion", was symbolized by q(i,r’) .
Thus for IlHS^Î = 0 it is;r' = s+K+2
In case B after this point all following states have as second 
subscript a function of r’ . Thus no confusion arises if 
r’ = s+K+2 and all the next states are defined for the case
Ilhs I^ = 0.
4.10 Values of subscript w
As we said before the subscript w is used for some states of TM, 
q(i,w), q(i,w+l) and q(i,w+2) which will have the following values 
for each case of an MA rule.
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A .  F o r  I L H S I  =  | r H S ^ |
( 1)  i f  I l h S ^ I  =0  w  =  0
( 2)  i f  I L H S .  I >  0 w  =  2r - l
b u t  b e c a u s e  r = s  w  =  r 4( s - l )
B .  F o r  I L H S . | <  I R H S .1 1
(1) if [lHS^I - 0 w = K+2(s+l) Special case. Here
|l hS^|>|rHS.1-0; w
depends on K, in this 
case because of the dif­
ferent construction of 
TM moves.
(2) if IlHS^I =1 w = s+1
(3) if IlHS^I > 1  ->• w - r+s+1
C. For ILHS.! > !RHS, I   1 ' 1 *
(1) if [lHS^I - 1 ^ w = 1
(2) if IrHS^I > 1 ^ w = r+s+1
The above values of w are easily extracted (work which has already been
done for each particular case). It should be noted here that Q(i,w)
is the state of TM after the application of the rule i and before a
T. has been scanned by the head of the machine.1
5. SOME IMPORTANT REMARKS FOR THE TM's CONSTRUCTION
The construction of TM has now been completed. It remains to be 
proved that the constructed TM is able to do exactly what MA can do 
and no more. This means of course that it must also be proved that 
MA is able to do what TM can do.
Before we proceed with the above proofs we shall make some remarks 
about the constructed TM.
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Our ÏM has been constructed so that:
A. When the search for the applicability of a rule i starts,
TM will be in state Q(i,0) with its head scanning the 
square bearing the first character of the string.
B. After the search for the applicability of a rule:
1. If the rule was found inapplicable, the head of TM wi 1 ]. 
be driven, by a suitable set of moves, to the square of 
the tape which is to the left of the square containing 
the first character of the string.
2. If the rule was found applicable, it will be applied and 
the head will be driven to the same square of the tape, 
as in case 1, but by a different set of moves.
C. When TM is in any one of the states Q(i,0), with i O^ién, 
and its head is scanning the square with the first character 
of the string, there will be no other characters in the string 
apart from characters belonging to alphabet A.
D. 1. TM cannot loop or terminate while the applicability of a
rule is tested or when this rule is applied. In other 
words TM does not loop or terminate when it is "working" 
for a ru le of >1A. This is guaranteed because in any case 
there are suitable moves which will drive the head of TM 
to the square with the characteristic for this rule, 
symbol T^, and will (simultaneously) change the states of 
TM so that TM will be in state Q(i,0) after the special 
symbol T^ has been scanned.
2. TM does not terminate when its head is scanning a square 
different from the one which contains the first character 
of the string. (This can easily be seen from the previous 
case).
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E, The first move of TM does not correspond to any action of 
MÂ, but is used in or der to bring the head of TM to the 
second square of the tape where the first character of the 
string is at this time.
F. The moves leading to the final state of TM, Q(.n+2,0) can
only be executed if the special symbol T^  is read by the 
head of TM, while TM,obviously,is in a state which is capable
of having as next one the final state Q(n+2,0). The only
possible termination for TM occurs when TM is in its final 
state.
The above features are guaranteed by the very construction of TM, 
and as indicated below.
6. TERMINATION OF TM
As has already been stated in our remarks concerning the con­
struction of TM, TM can terminate only if it is in a final state.
No other kind of termination is possible.
Thus there is no way for the head to jump out from the left end 
of the tape, because the markers "S" or "T/’ are a kind of a left 
barrier for it.
There is, also, always a next move for TM (providing TM is not in 
its final state), because by construction, there is a next move de­
fined for every possible combination of "state-character". Of 
course there are combinations of "state-characters" for which no 
next move is defined.- These combinations however can never occur 
for any string given as input to TM, by reason of the specific con­
struction of TM.
The unique final state of TM, Q(n+2,0) can be "reached" only 
through moves of some specific "state-character" combination', these 
are the following:
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1. After the application of a terminating rule i.
2In this case the head will be driven left to the square 
where the characteristic symbol "T^" for this rule is located. 
At this time TM will be in state Q(i,w\).^
The last move of TM, when T^ is scanned will be: 
6{Q(i,w\),T^} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R} if |LHS.|<|RHS.|
Thus TM will terminate with its head pointing to the square 
where the first character of the string is.
2. Wiien the last rule (i-n-1) has been tested, and found inappli­
cable. In this case TM will be in state Q(n-l,w+l) while its 
head will be going left to the square where T^^^ is. The 
move of TM when this square is scanned by its head will be:
6{Q(n-l), w^_^+l), T^_^} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R}
TM will therefore terminate in this case with its head pointing 
again to the square where the first character of the string is.
1 The values of w have been given above for every kind of rule i
2 If for this rule we have |LHSi|>|RHS^| then the head will be 
driven right and when a Y is read the characteristic symbol S 
will be printed on this square and the move will be
6{Q(i,w),Y} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R}
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THEOREM 1.1 There is a set of TM moves equivalent: to every MA rule.
One of the MA rules, say rule i, is chosen at random. We also 
suppose that a string is given as input to MA and, by reason of
an exoteric intervention, MA starts with rule i (in case i0O).
In a parallel manner, we suppose that the same string w is given 
as input to TM, which after an equivalent corresponding exoteric 
intervention, starts by being in state Q(i,0) and with its head scan­
ning the square of the tape which contains the first character of w. 
The tape at this time has the form: "00..00 T^ w BBB..." (where the
number of squares to the left of T^  can be any integer, even zero; 
but we assume that this number is zero for the easier counting of 
the "00"’s which may be added). Then we shall prove that in each
of the following pairs of statements, statements a and b are 
equivalent.
Pair A.
a. MA found the rule i to be applicable.
b. TM, after a number of executions of some of its moves, is 
in state Q(i,r-1), where r=[LHS^| and the square scanned 
by its head contains the same character as the last one
in LHS..1
Pair B. (providing that rule i is applicable)
a. After the rule i has been applied the string "w" will have 
been modified to "w’".
b . After the execution of one of the following moves: 
a{q(i,wj),T.} = {Q(e,0), Tg,R} if ILHS.I^IRHS^|
or
6{Q(i,wp,Y} = {Q(6,0), Tg,R> if |lHS J  >| PdlS^  |
(where O^0<n-1 or 0-n+2; the values of w and w ’ have 
been given before, as for all other cases),
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the tape of TM will have the form:
1’ w ' BBB ... if I LHS. UI RHS, I or 9 ‘ i' ' i'
00 00 ... 00 TgW' BBB ... if |LHS^|>|RHS.|.
The head of TM will point to the square with the first 
character of "w"'. (Obviously the strings "w’" in the two 
cases should not be the s-ame, but we nevertheless use the 
same symbol w ’, since only one of the conditions can occur) .
Pair C
a. MA. terminates after the application of the terminating 
rule i.
b. TM halts after the execution of one of the moves:
a{Q(i,w^),T\} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R} if |LHS^|<|RHS.|
or
6{Q(i,wj),Y} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R} if | LHS^ . ] > | RHS^ |
Pair D
a. After the application of the nonterminating rule i, the next 
rule tested is rule 0. (If MA is not labelled 0=0 but 
O^0<n otherwise).
b. After the execution of the move;
6{Q(i,w),T.) = {Q(0,O) ,Tg,R} if |lHsJ^| rhS.|
or
0{Q(i,w'),Y} - {Q(0,O),Tg,R} if |LHS^|>|RHS.I ,
.where O^0<n and Tg 0 S, the head of TM points to the square 
with the first character of the string "w*", TM being in 
state Q(0,O).
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• Fair E
a. Rule i was fo und inapplicable by MA and the string w 
remains unmodified.
b. At some time TM is in state Q(i,w+1) while its head goes 
left (looking for a T^). At this stage, the tape has the 
form which it had before the start of the applicability 
search (for this rule).
Pair F
a. If the inapplicable rule i is not the last of MA, the rule 
i+1 is the next tested. Otherwise MA terminates.
b. With TM in state Q(i,w+1), at some time its head will be 
scanning the square with the symbol T^ .. If then for the 
subscript i is : i<n-l
the move: 6{Q(i,w+l), T .} = {Q(i+1 ,0),T, _,R}1 1+1
will be executed.
But if i = n-1
the move: 6{Q(i,w+l),T^} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R}
will be executed and TM will halt.
(In both eases after this move, TM will be in state
Q(i+1,0) if i<n-l or Q(n+2,0), if i=n-l, and the head will 
point to the first square to the right of the one with the 
symbol T^.)
Proofs 
Pair A 
a->^b
The fact that rule i is applicable for MA, means that the LHS of
this rule is really located somewhere in the string w'. Of course it
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is not impossible that there is more than one occurrence of LHS,1
in w but our KA and TM are concerned only with the left most one.
Because the tape of TM has the form T\w BBB . .. this means that
the LHS^ is located in some of th e successive squares of the tape
which contain "w".
According to its construction, TM compares one by one the
characters of LHS^ with the characters of the squares of the tape
containing w, starting from the first character of w. Note that
TM is in state Q(i,0) as long as the first character in LHS^ has not
been read yet in the tape. VJhen this character has been read TM
changes state to Q(i,l) printing a marker " on this square
1^
(if |lHS^|>1) and its head goes further right. if then after 
some time, p successive characters (0^p<|LHS^j) of LHS^, (including 
the first) have been read in successive squares of the tape, TM will 
be in state Q(i,p) and its head scanning the next, to the right, 
square of the tape. If now the next square in the tape does not 
contain the same character as the pth character in LHSX, the head 
of TM will go left with TM in a state Q(jL,w+2) looking for the 
marker "S ". Then the same process is repeated starting again
*ilwith the first character in LHS and with the character which is in
the next to the right square of the tape.
Sine e from(a) it is known that the LHS^ is in fact somewhere in
the tape, it is also known that after some time TM will be in state
q(i,r-l), which means that r-1 characters of LHS^ have been read in
successive squares of the tape. At this time the head of TM will
be scanning a square of the tape, which will be to the right of the
r-1 successive squares containing all, but the last, characters of
LHS. in succession.1
If the character contained in this square is not the same as the 
last in LHS^, the head will go left again with TM in state
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Q(ijV7+2) . . . . . . etc. But at some time ÏM will be in state 
Q(i,r-1) and its head scanning the square with the same character 
as the last in LHS^,
Q.E.D.
b_>.a
The proof is analogous to a-yb.
Pair B 
a-»b
Since rule i has been applied by MA, the IHS^ exists in x<r and
thus it must be located in some successive squares in the tape of
TM. From the pair (of Statements) A it is known that if this hap­
pens, then at some time TM will be in state Q(i,r-1) and scanning 
the (next to the right) square which contains the same character as 
the last in LHS^.
But as rule i has been chosen at random and it can be any rule, 
0$i<n, we shall distinguish three different cases.
1. ILHS.I - IRHS.I ' 1 ' ' 1 '
In this case the substitution of LHS^ by RHS^, which will take 
place, is straightforward. The head going left will be printing 
the characters of RHS^, starting from the last, in the squares where 
the characters of LHS^ were. At the same time TM will be changing 
states, being in the state Q(i,2r-1) when the substitution has been 
completed. While TM will be in this state, its head will be going 
left looking for a ”T^" and leaving everything else unchanged.
Thus when the square with the symbol "T^" is scanned the only modi­
fication in the tape is that the left most occurrence of LHS^ has 
been substituted by RHS^ ( that is, the same modification as in the 
case of MÂ when the rule i x-jas applied) . Hence if the modified
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string of MA is w ’, the successive squares of TM which contained w 
before, now contain w'. Finally, after the move;
a{q(i,2r-l),T^} = {Q(8,0), Tg,R}
where (in this case) w=2r-l, 
the tape will have the form;
Tgw' BBB
with the head of TM pointing to the square containing the first 
character of the string w'.
2. ILHS.I<IRHS.I•j- ' 1 '
In this case, when the last character of LHS^ is in the square of 
the tape scanned by the head of TM, with TM in state Q(i,r-1), a 
different kind of substitution is being started. All the successive 
characters in the tape constituting the LHS^ are substituted by X ’s. 
Then by the subroutine "Expansion", the tape is expanded by a number 
of squares s-r, (xfhere s - | RHS^| , r = | LHS^ | ) . These squares are 
filled with X’s and placed to the right of the other squares contain­
ing X's.
Thus if LHS. - a. a. ... a. , we assume that w = w, a. a. ...1 1% 1-2 ^r ^1 2^
aj[ w^ where w^, w^ cZ* (if one or more rules had been applied, 
w^, Wg cA*) .
The tape will then have the form:
T. Wt a. a. ... a. w„ BBB ...1 1 1^ ig 2
After the substitution of the characters of LHS^ by X’s and the 
addition of the squares filled with X's, that is, s-r new squares, 
the string will be; 
w
The tape at this time will have the form;
^ w^ XX ... X w^ where the number of squares with X's is s
T. w^ XX ... X W2 BBB ...
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TM, before it started the execution of subroutine "Expansion" 
was in state Q(i,r), which is next to state Q(i,r-1) 'according to 
the move;
d{Q(i,r-l),a^ } = {Q(i,r),X,L}
r
Thus after the execution of "Expansion" (for which TM uses a 
number of special states) and before the substitution of X’s by the 
characters of RHS^, TM is in state Q(i,r’), where
r’~l, if r=l or r’-r+l if r>l .
The X’s now are substituted by the characters of RHS^ from right 
to left. After every substitution of an "X" by the corresponding 
character of RHS^, TM changes state and when all X’s (totally s) 
have been substituted by the characters of RHS^, TM will be in state 
Q(i,r’+s), with its head going left and looking for a T\ . At this
time ;
a) the modified string will be
w.a. a. ... a. w„ = w ’ ;
b) the tape will have the form;
T. xf’ BBB
When the head will scan the square with the T^ the following move
will be executed:
(S{q(i,w) ,T.} = {q(0,O) ,Tg,R>
(Here w=r’+s)
Then the head will point to the square with the first character 
of the string w ’,and the tape will have the form;
Tq w ’ BBB ...
In case |lHS^1 = 0 the proof is analogous.
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3, ILHS.I>IRHS,I ' 1. ' 1 ',
As in the case "|LHS^|=|RHS^|", in this case too, TM substitutes
the characters of LHS^by the ones of RHS^ starting with the last
characters and moving from right to left. Obviously only s
characters of LHS. will be substituted by the characters of RHS..1 1
The remaining r-s characters of LHS. will be substituted by a Y
followed by r-s-1 X's (where r = |LHS^j , s - [rHS^ . j).
We assume noxf that the input string xf is: 
w = w^  a. a. ... a. w_ ,1 1. Ig 1 21 2  r
&where a, a. ...a. = LHS. and xf_ , w_cE
(in'Case that one or more MA rules had been applied by the corres­
ponding sets of TM moves, w^, w^ eA^ ') .
Before any substitution the tape has the form:
T . x\T a. a. ...a. w_ BBB ...1 1 i2 2
(In fact when the LHS^ has been found in the tape and before any
substitution of LHS. characters by RHS. ones, the character a:1 ]. 1%
been substituted by the marker 8^ . . Since this marker is being11
used only in order to indicate the first character of LHS^ in the
tape, we may assume that it is in effect the same a., which it 
stands for).
^1
After the substitution of the s last characters of LHS. by the
. 1
RHS. ones where;1
RHS. = a. a. ... a. ,
n  :2 Is
the input string will have been modified to
f  ^  3.# 3 #  # 6 * 3 #  3 *  3 *  • • • 3 «  W n •1  H  " 2  V s  h h  I s  2
similarly after the substitution of the remaining LHS^ characters
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by one Y and r-s-1 X’s, w''' will have been modified to
' •* VV M * X\. j- da da » # # Ct a W ^
1 1  ll 1% -’s ^
At the same time the tape wi11 be like:
T. w. XX..X Y a. a. ...a. w„ BBB ..,
 ^  ^ Jl :2 Is 2
When TM starts the substitution of LHS^ by RHS^ it is in state 
Q(i,r~l). Thus after the substitution of the last s characters of 
LHS^ by the RHSj|^  ones, TM will be in state Q(i,r+S“l), because it 
changes state after every character’s substitution. Then a Y will 
be printed on the next square to the left and the state of TM will 
be Q(i,r+s). During the substitution of the remaining characters 
of LHS^ by X's, TM will remain in the same state Q(i,r+s). Thus
when the last X has been printed on the square with the marker S 
TM will start the execution of the subroutine "Cut off" for which 
a number of special states is used.
After the "Cut off" execution, all X’s and the one Y will be 
located in the left part of the modified string w'^  which will now be;
w" = XX...X Y w- a. a, . a. w„
2 1 Jl J2 Js 2
At the same time the tape will have the form:
"ff XX..,X Y w. a, a. ... a. w_ BBB ... "1 J2 Js 2
The unique (at the moment) ’ ’ is printed on the square where the
"T." was before.1
With TM now in state Q(i,r’) and its head scanning the square
with the first "X" (the one to the right of "ÿY") the following move
is executed:
6{Q(i,r’),X} = {Q(i,r’),^f,R}
where r’ = r+s+1 if r>l or ^'=^=1
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This move is successively repeated until all X's have been substi­
tuted by 8, After the substitution of Y by Tq , according to 
the move:
0{Q(i,w’),Y} = {q (0,O),Tq ,R)
where w'=r', the tape will have the form:
"t¥  ?¥...?¥ T^w^ a. a. ...a. w BBB ..." •
^1 ^2 ^s
but w_ a. a. ...a. w^ = w'
 ^ J.l ^2 js 2
hence the form of the tape will be:
?¥ .. . /¥ Tq w ’ BBB.. ."
Since rule i was the first applied (in TM’s way), the number of 
squares with A^'s is equal to r-s. '(If rule i was not the one first
applied, r~s squares with s would be added to the already existing 
ones).
The head of TM, after the above last move, will point to the first 
square of the string w', and TM will be in state Q(6,0).
Q.E.D.
b->a
The proof is analogous.
Pair C 
a^ b^
From ca) we know that rule i is a terminating one. By the con­
struction of TM, for every terminating MA rule i (0<-i<n) we include 
among the set of TM moves corresponding to the MA rule i, the 
following move:
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6{q(i,z),0} = {Q(n+2),0),S,R}
where z=w and fi=T. if ILHS,1^1RHS.!1 ' 1 ' ^ ' 1 '
z=w' and ^=Y if | LHS.. | > | RHS. |
Because, from pair B, we know that the above move will be 
executed,after the execution,TM will halt, being in the final 
state Q(n+2,0).
b-^ a The proof is similar.
Pair D 
a-^ b
Among the TM moves corresponding to the ith MA rule, we have 
included the move
a{Q(i,z),m} = {q (0,O),Tg,R>
where z=w and ^ =T. if |LHS.I^IRHS,I1 ' 1 ' ' 1 '
or z=w' and =Y if I LHS . | > ! RHS. I
1 ‘ ' r '
Because rule i is not a terminating one we have:
O^0<n and (obviously) TV ^ S = T
Also, as it follows from pair B,that the above TM move will be 
executed, after the execution the head of TM will be scanning the 
square, with the first character of the string and TM will be in 
state Q(0,0).
b-va The proof is similar.
Pair E 
a->b
From pair A we know that if and only if rule i is applicable, TM 
will be, at some time, in state Q(i,r-1) with its head scanning a
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square with the same character as the last in LHS^. But this is 
not possible as, by (a), rule i is inapplicable.
The only way for TM to reach the state Q(i,w-i-l) is, if TM is in 
state Q(i,0) and its head is scanning the first blank square of the 
tape. Naturally, TM may be in several states Q(i,t) where O^t^r-1 
before that actually occurs. Whenever TM is in any one of the 
states Q(i,t) where l^t^r~l and the next character scanned is not 
the same as the corresponding one in LHS^, the following things 
happen :
a. TM changes state to Q(i,w+2) and the head goes left by t. 
squares.
b. On the t'th square to the left (where the marker S is
il
located at this stage) the first character of LHS. "a. " is1
printed. (This character was there originally).
c. TM changes state to Q(i,0) and the head goes right starting 
the search again.
Thus, because TM will never in this case be in state Q(i,r-1) 
with its head scanning a square with the same symbol as the last in 
LHS^, we. see that TM will fail to find the LHS^ on successive squares 
of its tape. Thus at some time, and while TM is in state Q(i,0), 
its head will be scanning the first blank square of the tape and the 
following move will be executed:
6{Q(i,0),B} = {Q(i,w+1),B,L}
After this move, the head will be going left, looking for a T^, while
TM will be in the same state Q(i,w+1).
Before the above move, the only changes effected on the tape were
the substitutions of every character, which was the same as the first
in LHS. by the marker S^ _ . But as has been explained, every time
^1
TM failed to find the whole LHS^ in successive squares of the tape
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(and after t successive characters of LHS had been found on t 
successive squares of the tape, where Kt^r-1) it restored this 
first character of LHS^ on the square with the marker and so
the tape remained unmodified.
1 &li
b->.a The proof is similar.
Pair F 
a->b
Since rule i is inapplicable, we know from pair E that at some 
time TM will be in state Q(i,w+1) with its head going left and look­
ing for a T^. It is also knox^ rn that for every rule i there is al­
ways a symbol T^ on a specific square of tape (actually on the 
square next to the left of the square carrying the first character 
of the string). While the head will be going left, it will be 
scanning squares with the characters of the string w. By the 
construction of TM, there are K moves:
6{Q(i,wH-l) ,Ç> = {q(i,w+l),^,L}
defined V ÇeA , (AE{ a^ ja^,... ,aj^ })
It is also known from pair E, that all the squares lying between 
the one containing the symbol T^ and the first blank square of the 
tape, contain characters which belong to A, because nothing has 
changed on the tape, since the applicability search for rule i has 
started.
It follows from the above that at some time the head will scan 
the square with the symbol T^, while TM will be in state Q(i,w+1).
If now the rule i is not the last rule of MA, there will be a 
next rule to be tested and this will be the rule i-J-1. In this 
case, by the TM’s construction, there will be the move 
0{Q(i,w+l), T.} - (Q(i+1,0), TV+^,R}
to be executed.
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But if rule i is the last of MA, the above move will not exist 
(by construction). Instead there will be the move
6{Q(i,w+l),T } = {Q(n+2,0),S,R},
after whose execution TM, being in the final state Q(n-i-2,0), will 
halt,
b->-a The proof is similar.
7. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN AN MA RULE AND A TM SET OF MOVES
After all these constructions, proofs and remarks, we are now 
entitled to claim that:
a. For every MA rule i, where 0^i<n, there is a corresponding 
set of TM moves M^, equivalent to it.
b. For every set of TM moves M^, Vf ; o^i<n, there is a cor­
responding MA rule i, equivalent to this set of moves.
The set of moves M^  ^ (yi : 0^i<n) are defined as follows:
M^  = (A iU  E^D C.)
where :
Ai is the set of all TM moves defined for all the pairs 
of "state-character" {Q(i,z^),^}
with: an integer such that O^z^^w^+2 and ÇeF .
E. and C.:1 X
It can be easily seen that, by the construction of 
"Expansion", the sets of TM moves created for the simu­
lation of MA rules with the property ]lHS|<1rHS(, may 
not be the same for every rule, but they are dependent 
on the difference (jLHS[-[RHSj). Thus we assume that 
for the set of "Expansion" moves, created for simulation
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of rule i, is . This E^ will, of course, be empty
if 1LHS^ , I ^ I RHS^ I .
For the simulation of all MA rules, for which 
1lHs [>|rHs [, the sets of subroutine "Cut off" moves 
created are not different. Thus we use C^ for the set 
of TM moves, constituting the subroutine "Cut off", 
created for the simulation of the MA rule i. C^ will 
have only two values for all MA rules:
V i ; Oki<n , if |LHS^|>|RHS^| ,
C^ will be the set of "Cut off" moves: otherwise C^ will
be empty.
Thus for E . and C. we have :1 1
E.1
{the set of "Expansion" moves created} if |LHS^ , [ < [rhs .
0 if |l h s.1>|r h s-I
{the set of "Cut off" moves) if !LHS.1>IRHS.I1 ' 1 '
Cf =
0 if |lHS.kIRHS.II I'SL 1 I
THEOREM 1.2
A number a of successive inapplicable rules, lying between two 
applicable ones (that is, we envisage a case in which one of the 
applicable rules, say rule i, has been applied, and the other, say 
i', is due to be tested and applied after the a inapplicable rules 
have been tested) leave a string exactly as it was after the appli­
cation of the first of the two applicable rules for both MA and TM. 
(Obviously TM tests and applies the MA rules by its corresponding 
sets of moves). Also, after the applicability search for the a 
inapplicable rules has been completed, and the applicability search
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for rule i’ is starting, TM wi11 be in state Q(i’,0) with its 
head scanning the first square to the right of the one with the 
symbol T^, and its tape will have the form 
H'- H' . • . y¥ T^t w BBB ’ .
The only difference on the tape between its form immediately after
the application of rule i, and its form just at the beginning of the
applicability search for rule i’, is that whereas the characteristic
symbol was T. _ in the former case, it is T., in the latter, where 
1
/ 0 if MA is unlabelled
h  “ (  .\ if MA is labelled
with <y. : <n~l .1
Finally for c? it must be ; O<n-0’^ 1
Proof
For MA the result is obvious by definition. As for TM the proof 
is as follows;
By hypothesis, it is given that after the application of rule i, 
there will be tested a inapplicable rules. The. first one is
defined as follows:
/ 0 if MA is unlabelled
\ cr. if MA is labelled, where Cf. is the label of the 1 1
next rule tested after rule i was applied, and 
must satisfy 0<CJ^<n-l, because there is at least 
one applicable more rule (rule i’).
Thus we assume that the a inapplicable rules are:
^1 » •••» ’ where:
1 n is the number of MA rules, with the rule "zero" as first rule, 
and the rule "n-1" as last.
°2 =
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a
and for j such as 2^j^o we have :
a.J a. +1j-1
as can be easily shown.
Since there is another applicable rule cr^  must satisfy
(2)
where n is the number of the MA rules, the first rule being rule 
"0" (zero).
If in (1) we give to j the value O we will have
a = -i- (a-1) (3)
From 2 and 3 we have 0'<n-a1 •
From the pairs of statements E and F of the theorem 1.1, we 
deduce that if the string on the tape of TM is at some time w, it 
will also be w after the applicability search of an inapplicable 
rule. Thus after the application of rule i, TM will be in state 
Q(c^ »0) (with 0'^  defined as above) while its head will be scanning 
the first square to the right of the one with the character T
^1
The tape will have then the form
?¥ • • • T w BBB . . .Of
at this time.
After the applicability search, by TM, for the inapplicable rule
a^, its state will be Q(0 2 »®) with its head scanning the first square
to the right of the one with a T . The only difference in the tape
2
(which will now have the form:
‘ T^ w BBB..." ,)
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will be the substitution of the character T by T .
°1 ^2
The same thing will happen after the applicability search for 
the next inapplicable rule ' That is, there will be no modi­
fication on the tape, apart from the substitution of the characteri­
stic symbol T by T . The head of TM will be also scanning at 
2 3
this time the same square of the tape as in the former cases (the 
first square to the right of the one with the character T ),
Finally TM will be in state Q(Og,0) and starting the applicability 
search for the next inapplicable rule, .
It can very easily be seen (it may be trivially proved by in­
duction) that Y j : and d<n-a^ (where j is the number of suc­
cessive inapplicable rules), the same things will happen. Thus, 
after the applicability search of the ath successive inapplicable 
rule, the only modification of the tape will be the substitution of
the characteristic symbol T by T , where a  ^ = i', by our
O'+I
hypothesis; so T = T .,. TM will now be in state Q(a _,0) = 
Q(i’,0) and starting the applicability search for the rule i'
(i* - * with its head scanning the first square to the right
of the one with the character T^,. Thus the tape will have the 
form
?¥ ... H  T^' w BBB" 
and the string will be the same as it was after the application of 
the preceding applicable rule i, that is "w".
In proving this theorem we can easily see that we have also
proved:
THEOREM 1.3
For MA and TM, a number O of successive inapplicable rules lying 
between two other rules i and i' does not effect any other modifi­
cation in the string w of MA or the tape of TM as they were 
immediately after the applicability search for rule i (and its
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application, if it was applicable) except for the modification of the 
characteristic symbol . After the applicability search for a 
successive inapplicable rules, TM will be in state Q(i',0), (if 
it was in state Q(i^ -1,0) after the applicability search for rule i) 
with its head scanning the first square to the right of the one 
with the characteristic symbol T1
8. TWO COMMENTS
1. As must have been already noticed, we often use the
expression; "the first square to the right of the one with the
character T." (0^j<n), where T. is the character printed on theJ J
square which is to the left of the square with the first character 
of the string, or to the left of the first blank square if it hap­
pens that the string on the tape is empty. We use this expression 
which is always true, independently of whether or not the string 
on the tape is empty.
An expression equivalent to the above when the string on the tape 
is not empty is the followi ng ; "the square with the first character 
of the string".
2. As is given, our MA rule has n rules and its first rule is 
rule zero (which means, of course, simply that the first rule is 
named rule "zero").
Similarly
the second rule is rule one 
the third rule is rule two
and finally the nth rule is rule n-1
Thus, whenever we talk about the "rule i" (that is the rule named 
rule "i") of MA, we mean the (i+1)th rule, and vice versa.
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THEOREM 1.4
The string wE%* is given as input to both MA and TM. Then 
the following two statements are equivalent:
(a) After the application of p rules .,9^ where
terminating and where we symbolize by 
(l^i^p) the ith rule applied since MA has started, p satisfying 
the condition l^ p<°° , the input string "w" will have been trans­
formed to Wn eÀ"', and the next rule tested will be the rule 0
%
(If MA is labelled: O^0^<n. In case MA is unlabelled,
8j=0; where 0^  stands for the rule tested immediately after rule j 
was applied, with j : 0^j<n and n the number of MA rules).
(b) After the execution by TM,since its starting point, of p
moves of the type
1 : 6{Q(q w ) , n  } = {Q(6 , 0 ) , T  ,R} ^1 <1^  tiq,
with 0 f n+2, Vi<p, the tape of TM will have the form:
%i
... ÏQ w BBB
s  "p
and TM will be in state Q(0 ,0) with its head scaniing the first
square to the right of the one with the character T^
S
1 and 2 The w.,^. are defined as follows;J J
a. w.: Its values depend on j and have been given before for
 ^ all possible cases,
b. fi. : if I LHS. k  I RHS. 1 then " T. and Q. ~ Y otherwise.J J J I
2. The number of squares to the left of Tq will be zero if
no MA rule of the type |LHS^|>{RHS^j with l^i^p, is included 
among the rules q^,q^ j . . . ,q^ .^
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Proof bÿ induction 
a-5-b
For i=l we have, from our hypothesis, that the only applied 
rule is rule . It is possible that a number of rules were 
tested and found inapplicable, before the start of the appli­
cability search for rule q^. In such a case MA and TM do not 
modify the string w and the tape respectively, according to 
theorems 1.2 and 1.3. TM is, also, in state Q(q^,0) when it 
starts the applicability search for the rule q^, with its head 
scanning the first square to the right of the one with the 
character T
In the case of MA, after the application of rule q^, the string
weZ* will have been transformed to w cA*; and since rule q is
^1
the last applied, the next rule tested will be rule 0 , where 0
\  %1
will be zero if MA is unlabelled and 0^0 ^h-1 otherwise.
%1
From the pairs of statements A and B of the theorem 1,1 we have
that TM, after the applicability search for rule q^, will apply
the rule with its set of moves corresponding to rule q^ of the MA
executing finally the move:
6{Q(q ,w ).n } = {Q(0 ,0),T ,R}
1 qj
which will be the only one of type 1 executed up to this time.
If we suppose that there were more moves of this type executed be­
fore the execution of the said move, then, by the pair B of state­
ments of the theorem 1.1 we have that additional rules should have 
been applied before rule q^ was tested. But this, naturally, could 
not happen, as it would contradict our hypothesis.
According to the same pair of statements of the theorem 1.1, 
the tape of TM will have the following form after the execution of 
the above described move.
' W  t¥ ... Tq w  BBB ..."
where the number of squares to the left of the square with the
character T will be zero if tLHS UÎRHS. I. The head of TM, 0qi qi'^ q^
also, will point to the first square to the right: of the one with 
the character Tg . Consequently we have proved that for i=l
qi(a) implies (b).
We assume now that (a) implies (b) if i=p-l, that is in case 
that p-1 nonterminating rules have been applied, and we shall prove 
that (a) implies (b) if the number of applied nonterminating rules 
is p.
From our inductive hypothesis we have that in MA p-1 non- 
terminating rules have been applied, and thus that p-1 TM moves of 
the type 1 have been executed by TM. Since the (p-l)th applied 
rule is rule the last of these moves in TM will be:
G(Q(q } = {Q(9 ,0),Tg ,r }
P-1 P-1 qp-i
The tape after the execution of this move will have the form;
' W  ?¥ . .. ?%^ To w BBB ..."
and TM will be in state Q(6 ,0) with its head scanning the first
%-l
square to the right of the one with the character Tg
^p-1
(We open a parenthesis here in order to explain the meaning of 
" p^-1 ' ^^^ch is being used as the name of the (p-l)th applied 
rule; p. has been defined to be: l^ p<<=®. On the other hand we
know that for q^ (where q^ is the integer representing the actual 
name of the ith applicable rule) we must have 0^q^<n,ViiO^i^p.
This of course does not mean that p<n. On the contrary, p^ can 
be a number much greater than n. This can be readily explained
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by the fact that for some pairs p^, p^, where i^g, it is possible
that q = q ) .Pi Pj
By (a), there will remain another applicable rule after the 
application of the (p-l)th applied rule, the additional rule be­
coming the pth applied rule after its application. This rule is 
named rule q^. It is possible that after the application of the 
rule qp_^, a number of inapplicable rules will be tested before 
the applicability search for rule q^ starts. According to the 
theorem 1.2 there will be no modifications on the tape of TM (or 
the string of MA) apart from several possible substitutions of 
the characteristic symbols T^.
Thus if there were O successive inapplicable rules, tested after 
the application of the (p-1)th applied rule (which is rule q^_^) 
and before the applicability search of the pth applicable rule, 
(that is before the applicability search for rule q^), the follow­
ing should hold good according to theorem 1.2.
With the completion of the applicability search for the o suc­
cessive inapplicable rules, and when the applicability search for 
rule q^ is starting, TM will be in the state Q(q^,0) with its head 
scanning the first square to the right of the one with the symbol
T , and its tape having the form:
... T w BBB " .
The only difference on the tape between its form as it was after
the application of rule q _, and as it is at the beginning of theP -L
applicability search for rule q^, is that the characteristic 
symbol T has been substituted by Ï
S-I s
since we know from (a) that rule q^ (the pth to be applied) is 
applicable, it follows (according to the pairs of statements A and 
B of theorem 1,1), that TM after applying the rule q^, by its
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corresponding set of moves, will finally execute the move;
fi{Q(q ,w ).0 } = {Q(8 .0), T ,r } .
p p p q
which is of the type 1.
Just as in the previous case, TM after the execution of the
above move will be similarly in state Q(0 ,0) with its head scan-
ning the first square to the right"of the one with the character
Tg , while the tape will have the form;
^P
" t¥  ... t¥  Tg Wq BBB ..."
Q.E.D.
b->-a
The proof is omitted as being analogous to that of a->b.
THEOREM 1.5
A string, suppose wel, is given as input to both MA and TM.
Then the following two statements are equivalent,
a: MA terminates after the application of p rules, where q^ is
the last rule applied, and w eA'^  is the form of the string
^p
after the termination of all operations in MA, V 0.^ p<'».
b: TM executes p moves of the type
6{Q(q.),fi } = {Q(e„ .0), T ,R} (1)
'•i ''i '^q.
and
b^ ; halts immediately after the pth execution;
[here l^ p)
or
b^ : halts after the applicability search for a suc­
cessive inapplicable rules, where G= n-0 and9p
O^p.
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In both cases b^ and b^» TM halts being in its final state
Q(n+2,0) with its head pointing to the first square to the
right of the one with the character T ^, (where 0 -n+2n+2 qPfor case b^), The tape after halting will have the form:
" ... T w BBB ..."n+z qP
Proof
a*>b
b^. We assume that q^ is a terminating rule of MA. Obviously
in this case p^l. From (a) we know that MA has made p applications
of its rules on the input string. From theorem 1.4 we have that
TM has made p executions of type 1 moves, and that after the last
of these moves is found in state Q(0 ,0) with its head scanning
^Pthe first square to the right of the one with the character Tg .
qpThe tape of TM has at this time the form:
" #  ... T Tfq BBB "
and the last move of type 1 is:
6{Q(q ,w ).n } = {Q(6 ,0), Tg ,r } (2)
p p p q
On the other hand, from our assumption that rule q^ is a terminating 
rule and from the pair C (of statements) of theorem 1.1 it follows 
that TM will halt after the execution of the move:
(S{Q(q ,w ),0 } = {Q(n+2,0) ,S,R} (3)
P S  ^P
Since only one move of type 1 has been constructed for each rule, we 
have that 0 = n+2, (T = S as we have stated before). Thus TM^p ^
will halt in this case immediately after the execution of move (2)
and its tape will have finally the form:
" . . . ?¥ Tg w BBB "
Ip
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or, since Tg = T  ^ ... S w BBB ..."
%  " 'p
b^. Since rule (O^ p) is not a terminating rule, a number of
successive inapplicable rules will be tested after the application
of this rule and before the termination of MA. (In case that p==0
it is easy to see that w ~ w). Thus it follows that MA will
o^
not terminate after the application of a terminating rule. This 
can only mean that MA will terminate after it has tested and found 
inapplicable its last rule. Thus since the last applicable rule 
of MA is rule q^ (or there is no applicable rule if p=0) and 9^ 
is the next rule to be tested, rule "0 + (a-1)" must be the last
rule of MA. (If MA is unlabelled 0 =0; otherwise 0^0 <n),
^p " s
It follows that 0 + (a-1) = n-1 and a = n-0
S  ^P
From the pairs of statements D, E, F of theorem 1.1 we have that 
TM after the execution of its last type 1 move, will find inappli­
cable (according to its own proper way) every rule found inapplicable 
by MA. As is known, both MA and TM test as next rule the same rule, 
"i+1" after the conclusion of the applicability search for an in­
applicable rule i, V i: 0^i<n-l. Thus in the case that rule 0
^Pis the next rule tested after the application of rule q^, when the
applicability search for the ath successive inapplicable rule starts,
according to theorems 1.2 and 1.3, it follows that;
TM will be in the state Q(t,0) ,
with its head scanning the first square to the right of the one with
the character T^; the tape will at this time have the form:
'M- ... T^ w BBB ..."
^P
where t = 0 + a-1.
Since a = n-0 , we have t = n-1. This means that TM will start
^Pthe applicability search for the rule n-1, which is the last rule.
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This rule is inapplicable for MA and from theorem 1.1, pairs E 
and F, we obtain that after the applicability search-for this rule, 
TM will halt with the move:
6{Q(n-l,0), T^_^} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R}
being in its final state Q(n+2,0) and with its head pointing to
the square on the right of the one with the character T _. Then-1
tape, by theorems 1.2 and 1.3, will have the same form as after the 
execution of the last type 1 move (if p=0 w = w ), that is
i¥ ... »¥ T . w EBB ... " n+z q T
Q. E .D.
b->a
The proof is omitted as analogous to that of a->b.
9. CONCLUSION
After our construction and proofs we know that TM is able to do
exactly what MA can do and no more.
Thus if we consider TM and MA as recognising devices, they will 
behave and decide in exactly the same way for any string given as 
input to both.
TM has been constructed to behave as any Markov Algorithm MA.
Thus TM will accept a string if it halts and' reject if it loops.
This happens because by its construction, it is not possible to halt
for a non defined state-character pair (such a situation will never 
arise) and so it can only halt being in its unique final state.
CHAPTER II
FOR EVERY TURING MACHINE THERE IS AN 
EQUIVALENT MARKOV ALGORITHM
80.
As in chapter I, the proposition enunciated in the title of 
this chapter will be proved by the construction of a Markov 
Algorithm, "MA" for an arbitrary Turing Machine "TM".
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1. DEFINITIONS OF TM AND MA '
Suppose that a Turing Machine TM is defined as:
TM = (K,Z,r,a,q^,F) 
where K : is the set of states of TM
Z ; is the set of input symbols finite sets
r : the set of all symbols used by TM
6 : a mapping from KxP Kx(r~{B}) x {l ,R}
where B is the blank symbol which can 
only be read and never typed, 
q^ : is the initial state of TM 
FÇK: the set of final states.
We will construct a Markov Algorithm MA equivalent to TM.
MA will'&hen be defined as follows:
MA = (A,2,R,N%) 
where A ={ru (K“F)U{P}l/{c}) is the finite alphabet of MA.;
ZcA is the set of input symbols;
P is a finite set of sequential rules of the type:
LHS^ -4- RHS^ , Y i : O^i^p+5; (p is the number of 
defined TM moves);
Np is a set of instructions for the next rule tested.
We want MA to simulate exactly what TM does when a string w given 
to TM as inputs is given to MA as well.
2. SIMULATION OF TM’S STATES AND HEAD-MOVEMENTS BY MA.
Mien TM "is working" on the input string w, it is precisely de­
fined at any stage of the process what will be done next. Or
better, after every move of TM, the next move (if there is any) is 
unambiguously defined. The reason for this is that when the machine 
is in a state q the head reads a specific character "a" in one of 
the squares of the tape, and therefore it will be, by the use of
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function ô:
ô(q,a) « {p,|3,d}
where ael'; 3e(r-{B}); q,peK; de{L,R} ;
If ô(q,a) is not defined, there is no next move for TM, Since we
now want MA. to simulate TM we will use markers q^ where q^e(K-F)
(one marker for each non-final state of TM). At any particular 
stage during the simulation of TM by MA, if the head of TM is scan­
ning the square i (i being the square which is i number of squares 
away from the beginning of the tape; the first square has conse­
quently a distance 0), while TM is in state q, the marker q for MA
would be at the first position to the left of the character (on the
MA string) corresponding to this square (of the TM tape).
This is achieved initially by including among the MA rules, some 
rules applicable very early which will modify the input string "w"
to"q w'i where q is the initial state of TM. o o
Then at any stage during the simulation of TM by MA, a marker 
q^e(K-F) (the only one marker of this kind actually in the string 
at this stage) will specify:
a. The state of TM (in which state TM would be)
b. The position of the head of TM (where the head^of TM would be).
So we see that MA has exactly the same kind of information as TM.
TM uses its 6 function for defining its next move, and, for this 6 
function, MA will use its corresponding rules. Thus for every TM 
move there will be a corresponding MA rule and vice versa.
3. CORRESPONDING MA RULES TO TM MOVES.
The only possible types of moves for TM are:
1. 6(q^,a) = (Pj,3,R)
2, 6(qj,a) = (pj,3,L) if the tape of TM is infinite to the right
alone a cannot be the first character of 
the tape.
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3. ü(q^,B) = (p^,Y,R)
4. ô(qj,B) = (pj,Y,L)
where Oi, 3,Y£ (^ “{b })^
>Pj îpj sP^sPj GK ,
P;,P;,p!,p!^F, qj,q;,qJ,q] obviously do
not belong to F because 
they have next states)
BeF is the blank symbol.
For these four types of TM moves, we can construct "equivalent" 
(or corresponding) MA rules:
1’. q.a ->■ '3p.1 1
2’. Oqjü ->• p.a'3 where a,3 ,ye(F-^ {b})
 ^ block A aeF
3'. q!B ->- YplB
4'. aqîB J PjOYB
In the case 
will be:
in which p^jP^,p|,pj£F , the corresponding MA rules
1". q.a 3p
2". aq.a, J Pag block B a,a,3,y e (F“{b })
3". q.'B 1 -> YPB
4". Oq!B •> POYB
4. CONSTRUCTION OF MA
Apart from the rules of MA which exactly correspond to TM moves, 
some more MA rules will have to be used on the one hand, for setting 
up initially the string for MA and on the other hand rules for the 
detailed carrying out of the simulation of TM. If for TM the input 
is wE%^, then for MA the input will become q^wB after a number of 
applications of the initial rule. After the string is transformed 
to q^wB none of these initial rules will be again applicable.
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We are now in a position to present the complete definition of MA:
0 ; B’Ç ÇB’ initial rules V ÇeZ!
1 : B' -> B the string now is q^wB
n rules corresponding to n TM moves not 
leading to final states 
block A
k rules corresponding to k TM moves leading 
to final states 
block B
n+K+2 : P ->-.A the only terminating rule of MA
n+K+3 ; B C whenever this rule is applied, the next becomes
applicable as well, and in such a case Î1A will 
n+K+4 ; C ->■ C never terminate since it will be applying con­
tinuously this rule, for ever,
n+K+5: A q^B* initial rule, the first applicable one.
1 The character Ç, used in rule "0", is a "generic" variable, for 
the elements of Z. MA here is not supposed to be a labelled Markov 
Algorithm and so after the application of any one of its rules, the 
next rule tested is always rule "0". Thus before rule 1 becomes 
applicable there should always be some character dsZ to the right of 
B’. After B' has been moved to the right end of the string, the 
next rule applicable is rule 1.
If for some reason (e.g. because we desire MA to be as simple as 
it can be) we do not want to use generic variables, then supposing 
that Z has m elements Z = {a ,a,,...,a the following rules should
be used instead of rule "0".° ™
0 : B’a ^ a B’o o o
0^ : B’a^ a^B’
0 : B'a , -X a ,B’m-1 m-1 ' m-1
The above block of rules is equivalent to rule "0" because there is 
only one B' in the string at any time and there can be no confusion 
in the applicability order of the MA rules concerned even if the 
generic variable Ç is used.
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5. A SYMBOLIZATION FOR TM
If the string weE'' is the input string to TM and the initial
state of TM is and the first character of the string is the
first move of TM will be:
where: q : is the new state of TM after theo j C o) character cr was scanned when TM was o
in state q .o
a , \ : the symbol printed in the square wheretqQ/ was before, TM being then in state q^.
d : has the value R, as this was the first 
move of TM.
(If however the tape is infinite in both 
directions then de{L,R}).
We will use q .to symbolize the state of TM, aftero,(Oo,ai.... Op_i)
its head has scanned p characters and it has made p moves since it 
started in state q^. Some of the scanned characters, a^,
or even all, may be the same. So if T has for example n elements and
for some integer p it happens that p>n+l this only can mean that there
are repetitions of the same characters among the characters , 
0<i^p-l. The subscripts i of then have a double meaning. First 
each G^ , specifies a character in F and second, i shows that this 
character has been read by TM in its i-i-1 move without excluding of 
course the case, that the same character has been also scanned once 
or more before by TM.
So there may be i,j : G. = G. with i j and O^i^p-1, 03j^p-l.
By G _ , _ ^ we symbolize the new character printed inp,[qo'(°o V i 3
the square where G was before, when TM was in state q , . .P o, (o q , . . . ,Gp~l).
Finally the (p-l)th move of TM will be:
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' (^0,(0^ V l ’V ’°P’ F ° ’<'’o.... Op_^)] 'd)
where de{L,R} . '"■
THEOREM 2.1
vVIf TM and MA are given the same string weS as input, then the 
following statements are equivalent:
(A) The tape of TM, after K-l-1 moves (not leading to final states) 
have been executed, will have the form:
^K+1 °K+1 ''^ K+1
with TM in state q and its head scanning the character having
distance r from the beginning of the tape.
(B) After K+1 applications of MA rules which correspond to TM moves 
(none leading to final states) the string of MA will have the form
'"'k+1 ’°K+1 '"k+1 B
with I I
where: '^ ’k+I’ '^k +I ^
°K+i
qeK, BeF is the blank symbol 
K a finite integer, possibly zero 
Also for a string X, jx| denotes the length of X 
(The distance of the first character from the begin­
ning of the tape is 0).
Proof
From (A)-Kb) by induction
When TM starts, it is in state and is scanning the character
in the first square of the tape, i.e. the one which has distance "0",
The tape in the beginning has the form
G w BBB ... o o
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where: G e(E U{e}), w and G w = w . (1)o o o o
The first move of .TM then is defined to be;
= (q^ / d.) where d = R (ml)o o o, o,
After the first move, TM is in state q , . and the head points to\ Gg/
the second square of the tape. The tape now is modified to the form:
Go (a ) a w, BBB ...- 1 1 (2)
where: G e(Eu{e}), w_G%* and w = o\w\i 1 o i l
The character G^ which is scanned now by the head.of TM has distance 
1. (3)
In the case of MA now, after the initial rules (the setting up the 
string rules) have been applied and a "B" has appeared at the end of 
the string, it is impossible that those rules may become applicable 
again. Thus before the applic ation of any rule corresponding to TM 
moves (not leading to final states,- block A- ), the string of MA 
will present the form:
"q wB" or (since from ( 1 ) w = G w ) "q G w B". o o o o o o
But because there is nothing to the left of q^ but G, we have 
IG I = 0 as in (1).
The MA rule equivalent to TM move (ml) is rule (r^ ) easily to be 
determined by the consideration that from among all rules, the only
one applicable^ in this case is the rule containing q 0^ in its LHS
V o  " (q ) %. (o )'^O o
After the application of rule (r^ ) the string is modified to:
" O q , . w B ”
°>(qo) °
and since from (2) we have that w = O w\, this string becomes:o 1 -L
°o.(q ) ^0.(0 )^o o
Also |Oo,(q^)l = 1 (5)
We conclude from (2), (3), (4), (5), as it is obvious, that after 
the first move, if A is true then 3 is true.
We accept now that after K moves, if A is true then B is true. 
After K moves, TM will be in state
) '
its head scanning the character a , with distance r , from the 
beginning of the tape which will now have the form:
1. Something important should be noted here concerning the appli­
cability of MA rules corresponding to TM moves.
By the construction of MA there is one unique MA rule for every 
TM move. In the LHS of all these MA rules there is a marker re­
presenting the state of TM, and the position of the head of TM at the 
time when TM is simulated by MA. This of course has been described 
elsewhere in this chapter. The interesting thing however is that at
any time there is only one marker of this kind in the string. This 
means that only one rule is applicable at any time. This rule in­
cludes in its LHS the marker existing in the string and the same 
character, which is to the right of the marker in the string, being 
to the right of the marker (in the rule).
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where : GrECF {e}), w^,WR_^,WRG(r--{B}) (6)
and WR_i = G^WR
At the same time, by the assumption we have made (following the 
inductive method) MA having made K applications of its rule (cor­
responding to TM moves not leading to final states), will have ef­
fected a modification of the string so that its form, now will be:
(7)
We shall prove now that if statement A is true after K+1 TM moves 
B will also be true after K+1 applications of the MA rules where the 
corresponding TM moves do not lead to final states).
From (6) we see that the next move, K+1, for TM is:
where de{L,R}. (niR+i)
d = L : After the above move the tape will have the form
”k+1 , I , (a^,. .. ,0^_p I «K BBB (S)
where
and
”k +i E(r-(B}) +
^K+l^K+1 ” ""^K (this will happen if and only if d=L)
We also substitute G
and then the tape will take the form:
" «K+1 °K+1 '"k +1 BBB "
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with TM in state q (where q “ q / \ its head scanning0}\Gq J • • • )GK
the character G.. ...K+1
The distance of the previously scanned symbol was r^ .
But now the distance of the scanned square G^^^ is r^  ^as (9)
the head simply moved to the left just one square.
d = R
The tape will have the form:
r*n —t
’ L  O'" ' - °K+1 "K+1 BBB
(10a)
where eF , "K+iE(r-{B})*
and w^ = 0 ^ + 1  ''K+ 1
This can happen only if d = R.^
We now substitute w 'g ^^ by w ’ . (10b) a^_^)] K+1
and the tape will assume the form:
^K+1 ^K+1 ^K+1 ’’* (10c)
The machine is now scanning the character 0^^^, being in state
 ^ ^o»(g o ,Gj^, .. . ,Gr) (lOd)
The head has moved one square to the right pointing now 
to the square with the character G^^^. The previous
1 We may note that if d = L w^ = ’'^k+i'^ K+1
and .if d - R Wjj, = a^+iw^+i
We do not use . two symbols and Gr .^  ^in the above cases,
because in any case the next symbol to be scanned has to be Gr^^ by 
the symbolization we use. Of course this does not mean that g +t 
in the case d=L, is the same as Gr ^j^ in the case d=R. Nevertheless,
since the move is defined separately for the two distinct cases (with
d=L only or d=R only) there can be no confusion as Gr^j^ will appear 
only after the move.
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distance, was r„ so the new distance will he (11)K K+1
If now for move in TM we have d = L, then we will have
for MÂ from (8) ->- w' = w' a and the string will be;K K+1 K+1
*K^1°K+1 4o,(OQ,0^,..,,aR_i) °K *K B
Thus we see that if there is a rule applicable at all, it must con­
tain q X \G in its LHS. It follows that the uniqueO, W q J . . .
rule must be:
K+l4o,(G^.....GR_^) K So^(oQ,...GR_^,GR)^K+lOK,[qQ ^
(^K+1^
where
The reason why we use B^ here, is that G^cF and w^ e^(F“{B}) ’ ,K K
so that if Wr = e, Gr may possibly be a blank symbol. Of 
course in this case there cannot be another B at the end of 
the string.
As a result of the application of rule the string has been
modified to:
^K+1%, (G^,.. ,Gr )"K+1"K, WR B
and since from (8) it follows that G w.
and q = q _ \ the string will have the form,O , ^ G , . . • , G,,^K
" "i+l 4°K+1 "k -H B " (12)
because |w^ J = r^  ^ and | = 1K K+1
and w+'K K+1 K+1 ■ I"K+1
We conclude from (8), (9), (12) , (13) (where d 
is true B is true.
(13)
L), that if A
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If now in the TM move m^^^ d = R, we have :
" °K+1 '^ K+1
Thus the string before the K+1 application of the MA rules will be
" "K ^0.(0^ a ^ _ p V K B "
Now if a rule is applicable at all, .it must contain in its LHS 
q \0_. Such a rule of course does exist, and
corre ponds to the m^^^th TM move, where d = R. The rule is
K
where again BrECb ,^ }. We repeat here that if B^ = B, there must 
not be another B (as 0^=3 and Wr = e) at the end of the string.
After the application of this rule, the string will have the 
form:
M
[4o,(0^ ,...,0R_i%^ O'(Oo'''OK)*K ^
In addition, since we have
 v.>
^K " ^K+1 *K+1
^ %,(G^,. . . ,Gr )
from (10b), (10a), (lOd) respectively, the form of the string will 
be :
^4+1 ^ ^K+1 *K+1 ^
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[ % , ( . .  ' ■
and since by our inductive hypothesis (7),
|w r I = and
I  K.po,
we finally have: |wR^^| = rR+1 (15)
Thus from (10c), (lOd), (14), (15) and from d - R, it follows that 
if for the (mR^^)th move of TM, A is true then B is true. Since
the same result has been proved for d = L, the inductive proof has
been completed and whenever A is true B is true. The proof B->-A 
is analogous.
6. ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION OF A GIVEN STRING BY TM AND MA.
We can prove now that TM and MA are equivalent (that is they will
behave in the same way if they are given the same input).
But before proving this, it should be clearly explained what we 
shall mean by saying "a word w is accepted, or rejected by a Turing 
Machine or a Markov Algorithm".
In the case of a Turing Machine, a word w is accepted by the 
machine, if and only if by placing w at the beginning of the tape 
when the machine is in the initial state q^ and its head is scan­
ning the first character of the input string (i.e. the one located 
at the leftmost square of the tape), the machine will eventually 
halt in a final state.
If the Turing Machine, under the same conditions halts in a non 
final state (and this happens for a pair q^e(K-F), yer if 6(q\,y) 
is undefined) the word w is rejected.
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In the case in which the Turing Machine never halts (i.e. when 
it loops), w is again considered to be rejected.
As regards a Markov Algorithm now, it will be said to accept a 
word w, if after a certain number (possibly zero) of applications 
of its rules upon the word w, the algorithm terminates. On the 
other hand, if the algorithm does not terminate, we shall say that 
the string w is rejected. It may be noticed here that regarding a 
Markov Algorithm, there is no distinction corresponding to that be­
tween the two rejecting cases of a Turing Machine, the reason being 
that we cannot distinguish between terminating accepting rules and 
terminating non accepting rules of a Markov Algorithm. Thus 
always every kind of termination of a Markov Algorithm means accept­
ance of the input string w.
It is known (fro m it s definition by Markov) that a Markov 
Algorithm terminates in one or the other of the following two ways: 
a: After the application of a terminating (concluding) rule,
b: If the next rule tested is the last one, and is found to be
inapplicable.
In both these two cases the algorithm is considered to have accepted 
the relevant input word.
So we can see that a Turing Machine can simulate a Markov 
Algorithm for the same input string w:
a: by terminating in a final state and accepting, when the
Markov Algorithm terminates, 
b : by looping and rejecting if the Markov Algorithm loops.
THE01ŒM 2.2
If a word weE* is accepted (or rejected) by TM, then w will be 
also accepted (or rejected respectively) by MA.
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Proof
From the very construction of MA, we know that, given an input 
string wG%"', after a number of applications of the initial rules 
and before a rule belonging to blocks A or B has been applied, w 
will have been modified to "q^wB". Beginning from this point,
MA will start the strict simulation of the moves of TM, by only 
applying rules which correspond to TM moves. This is secured by 
reason of the inapplicability of the initial rules after the appli­
cation of the rule "B* -y B", as no other B’ exists in the string.
It is also true that after the application of an MA rule (corres­
ponding to one of the TM moves) has taken place there will be 
another rule of this same kind applicable as long as there is a 
next move for TM. This again is of course safeguarded by the con­
struction of MA itself,
A^. If now, after a finite number of executions of its moves, TM 
halts, this can only happen because the input string w has been 
modified to w ’ = w^ jW^e (F-{b } ) and Y&(r-{B}) , and
TM is found either
a. In a final state p^cF, with its head pointing to a symbol 
yer (in one of the squares of its tape). 
or b. In a non final state t^e(K-F) scanning a symbol yeP, with 
6(ti,y) undefined.
In both cases TM will halt, but accepting the string in case(a) 
and rejecting it in case (b) and its tape will be:
w^ywg BBB ...
MA now, in its simulation of TM, will have modified the string
"q wB" to o
for case (a) : a’ w^Pyw^B where PeF is the marker used y p^eF of TM.
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for case(b) ; b.’ w^t^yw^B t^e(K-F)
Wl,W2E (r - {B } ) *  , ye (r  -{B })
In the caseca’) the next rule applicable is the rule P . A 
which is a terminating rule and so the algorithm terminates.
This is necessarily so, since rules 0 and 1 are obviously inappli­
cable (no B’ exists in the string), and none of the rules of
blocks A and B can be applied either. The reason for this latter 
inapplicability is that all rules belonging to block A (these 
correspond to TM moves not leading to final states) have in their 
LHS a marker q where qeK. But at any time, there is only one 
marker of this kind in the string. Therefore, if there is another 
block A rule applicable, with "uq3" as LHS (where qeK, SeP and
y-e (r-{B}) Cl) .u/ . , It IS necessary, according to the con-
^ (empty word) (2)
struction of MA) that a corresponding move
"6 (q,B ) = (-,-,L)" for (.1) or "6(.q,B) = (-,-,R)" for (.2) , 
should exist for TM.
But in such a case TM would have a next move to do after being in
a final state, which is impossible being in contradiction to our 
hypothesis.
For the same reason the rules of block B (they correspond to 
moves of TM leading to final states) are inapplicable as well.
It follows that the next rule applicable is the terminating one 
P ->• . A. After its application, MA terminates, and so accepts w 
as TM did for this case.
In caseCb'), again, the rules 0 and 1 are inapplicable as before. 
None of the rules of blocks A and B are applicable either, because 
t^ is the only marker (of those belonging to K, in fact t^e(K-F)), 
in the string at this stage.
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Therefore, if there was a next applicable rule from block A, i;
the LHS of this rule must have been of the form "ut^ cx" where
ue(r~(B}) or u = e (empty word). Now in this case, there should
Lagain exist a corresponding TM move of the form 6(t,,a) = (",",%), 
for which the MA rule was constructed. But from our hypothesisCb> 
ô(t^ ,C4) is undefined, and hence there cannot be such an MA rule.
Evidently, the rules of block B are also inapplicable for the same 
reason.
The rule "? -^ .A" is inapplicable, as well, because no P exists in. 
the string, as none of the rules of block B were found applicable 
before.
'Finally the rule "B -»• C" (which becomes applicable once rule 
1 : "B* B" has been applied) is always applicable if a B exists 
in the string. Thus we can see that whenever rule "P ->.A" is 
next tested and found inapplicable, rule B -> C is to be applied. |
After this application the only change in the string is that 
"there is not a B", so the next rule applicable is rule "C C".
From this point onwards this rule is repeatedly applied for ever, 
as it is always applicable and all the rules preceding it are in­
applicable. Hence the next rule"A -»• q^B'” (always applicable) is 
never tested, and in this case MA never terminates thus rejecting
w similarly to TM (TM rejected the string) .
We have added in the construction of MA, the rule "C ->- C".
We would have the same result by changing the previous rule to 
"B B" and not using the rule "C -+ C" at all. But by using C, we 
are in the position to know after the first appearance of a C in 
the string that MA will never terminate and that the input string 
is indeed rejected. This of course has only (or mostly) practical 
significance, because theoretically the string is in any case re­
jected as MA does not terminate.
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A^. Finally, we will examine the case in which ÏM never halts.
In this case there will always he a next move for TM, If this 
happens, TM rejects the input string w.
From the previous cases, it is already known that MA cannot 
apply its initial rules "0" and "1" again once rule "1" has been 
applied. It is also established that for every TM move there is 
a corresponding MA rule in blocks A or B. Naturally we are not 
interested here in the rules of block B (the ones which correspond 
to TM moves leading to final states) because we are going to show 
that, in this case, the rules of block A only will be applied for 
ever (and hence rules belonging to block B will have never occasion 
to be tested regarding their applicability).
After an application of any one of the rules of block A, a
marker qe(K-F), and only one of this kind, will exist in the string
of MA. Since every such q has on its right a character BcF, (the
same one which would be scanned by TM in state q, for this case)
and since 5(q,8) is always defined (the reason being that TM has
always a next move not leading to a final state, and similarly for
MA), there will always be a next rule, in block A with "pqB" in 
e(r-{B}) 
its LHS (n/ . ) .
^ e(empty string)
Consequently MA, applying for ever rules of the block A will 
never terminate and the string w will be rejected just as in the 
case of TM.
THEOREM 2.3
If a word wE%* is accepted (or rejected) by the constructed MA, 
it will be also accepted (or respectively rejected) by TM.
Similarly, to what was said above, in the case of MA the input 
string w after the application of rules "0" and "1" will have been 
modified to "q^wB". From this point onwards only rules of block A
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and possibly one from block B will be applied, as rules "0" and
"1" become inapplicable.
' ^
Every rule from blocks A and B contains a marker qe(K-F) in its 
LHS; in addition, every rule of block A (but not of B) contains a 
marker q’e(K-F), and every rule of block B (but not of A) a marker 
Pe(A-K)^ in their RHS (possibly q = q’). However, at any time, 
there is only one marker pe.(KU{P}) in the string. This marker p has to 
its right some character YEP. If a next rule is applicable from 
blocks A or B, the LHS of this rule must contain the string "hpY"
(where n is empty or pE(r-{B}). If there is no such string among 
the LHS's of the rules incorporated in the blocks A and B, there is 
no next rule applicable to be found among these rules.
In this lattér case the string will have been modified to either:
a. w^PyW^B Here the presence of P indicates that one of
the rules of block B has been applied.
or:
b. w^t.yw^B
where w^,w^E(r-{B})*, YE(r-{B}), t^e(K-F) and PeF a special 
character defined in the construction of MA,
In case£a)there are no other rules applicable before rule 
"P .A". This rule is applied and MA terminates accepting w.
In case(b) there is no applicable rule preceding rule "B -> C" 
which is consequently applied. The next applicable rule is rule 
"C which will be applied for ever as all the other rules
preceding it are inapplicable. This means that the algorithm 
does not terminate; therefore it rejects w. We note however 
here the presence of a "C" in the string.
Let us now try to infer the behaviour of TM according to the way 
that MA has handled the input string.
MA has been so constructed that at any time there will be a
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marker (and only one) qgK in its string indicating the corres­
ponding state of TM, given of course that the TM is working on the 
same initial string. This marker must have also always to its 
right a character YeF, which would be the same with the character 
correspondingly scanned by TM’s head. Thus if there does exist 
for TM a next rule applicable from blocks A or B, its LHS would 
be of the form "qqY" where nE(F-{B}) or n = £ as explained above.
But by the MA construction, every one of the MA rules in blocks A 
and B corresponds to some one of the TM moves; in particular, the 
rule having as LHS the string " riqY" will correspond to the move: 
ô(q,Y) = (-,-,d) where dE{L,R}. It is thus evident that whenever 
there is a next rule for MA, there will be a unique corresponding 
move for TM.
a'. In caseCa) now the existence of "P" indicates that a rule 
of the block B has been applied, and since the rules of 
this block correspond to TM moves which lead to final states, 
we know that TM in this case will be in a final state, with­
out a next move to follow. So TM will accept w just as MA 
did in case (a) after the application of its terminating 
rule.
b*. In case (b), MA did not terminate. So none of the rules of 
block B had been applied, (We know this, because, if one 
such rule had been applied, the special character P would 
have been present in the string, and MA would have terminated 
t as in case (a).) • Since the rules of block B are the only ones
which correspond to TM moves leading to final states, we see 
that in no wise can TM be in a final state. So we can say 
that TM rejects the string w in this case, similarly to 
MA. It does not really matter whether TM halts or loops,
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because both looping and halting in a non-final state are 
considered as rejections of the string by the machine."
c. A third possibility for MA, is to loop, being continuously 
confined to the application of rules belonging to block A 
alone. This of course can be easily detected, since rules 
"B ■+ C" and "C -+ C" will in this case remain permanently 
inapplicable, and hence the symbol C will never appear in 
the string.
In the present case, which anyway is covered by our 
previous comment, we know that since MA never terminates, 
it is considered to reject the input string w.
c’. As for TM, since there is always a next rule for MA in
block A, there will always be a next move corresponding to
1 If in examining the string of MA, we observe the occurrence 
of the symbol C after a finite number of applications of its rules, 
we infer that MA is not applying any more rules belonging to block 
A and hence, since the rules of block B are inapplicable in 
this case, MA must be applying rules which do not correspond to 
TM moves: in fact rule C C is being applied for ever, since all
the rules preceding it are inapplicable.
Now, since by the construction of MA, MA rules corresponding to 
TM moves must belong to the blocks A and B only; and, to put the 
point conversely, as there are no corresponding TM moves for all 
the other rules of MA; and finally, as the rules of block B never 
become applicable in our present case it follows that logically TM 
should halt. This must happen because otherwise, if TM would not 
halt, there would have been always available next moves corres­
ponding to block A rules only - in which case TM would loop.
But MA should then have had in block A rules corresponding to 
these TM moves, and in such a case the rules "B ->• C" and "C ->- C" 
^would have never become applicable, because one of the rules in 
block A would always be applicable.
This of course is in contradiction to our hypothesis that a C 
has in fact appeared in the MA string. Hence, since none of the 
MA rules contained in block A can be applicable any more, TM must 
also halt in this case, in a non final case.
The string w is then rejected by TM (as has been deduced above)
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this MA rule (by construction). So TM will loop and 
will never terminate. In this case, too, then, TM 
rejects w.
7. A LABELLED MARKOV ALGORITHM SIMULATING TM - (LMA) .
For any given TM an equivalent Labelled Markov Algorithm LMA, 
could be constructed.
An efficient LMA will be a Markov Algorithm with labels, simu­
lating TM in exactly the same way as MA, but with less searching 
for discovering the next applicable rule in each case.
In TM "the next move" is always known immediately without any 
search through the TM moves. This happens because the position 
in the tape where a change is going to take place is always pointed 
at by the machine’s head. Of course in the case of MA the same 
position is specified at any time by the unique marker qeK in the 
string, which also indicates the corresponding state of TM. 
Nevertheless, in the case of MA, it.is not known where in the string 
this marker is or indeed which of all the q^cK markers is the 
"wanted" one (i.e. the existing one in the string) after every 
application of a rule. Besides, from among all rules containing 
q^ in their LHS, one and only one is applicable at a time, and this 
is the one which contains "..q^ .y" in its LHS, where yEP is the 
character in the string which is the same with the one to be found 
on the right of marker q^.
It is thus evident that in order to determine the next rule
I.
applicable in the case of MA, it is necessary to carry out some 
search procedure. The actual amount of search can however be 
reduced considerably (especially in the case in which the number of 
states of TM is very large) by the construction of an LMA.
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The LMA which would have to be constructed must have the same 
rules as MA, the difference being that it will of course be
labelled. The most important MA moves are those contained in
blocks A, B (as these are the ones which strictly correspond to
TM moves). So we shall start from them.
The moves of TM can be ordered according to the subscripts i
for all states q^e(K-F) . Thus regarding the moves Ca'i and (b) of
TM;
a; 6(q^,y) = (q^ i,Y', p) where q^,qjE(K-F),
^i ’ * *
b: 6(q ,y) = (qj,,Y’> r ) YEF, Y'E(r-{%}).
if i<j, move (a) is written first
if i>j, move Cb) is written first
if i=j ; then
if i’<j* move (a) is written first
if i’>j’ move (hi is written first
if i’=j' the order is immaterial.
The same procedure can be followed in ordering the MA rules ' 
corresponding to the TM moves. These rules belong to blocks A 
and B,
Thus regarding the rules (a’} and(b’) of MA,
1a’; uq^Y ''.,,q^ , , where YeF
ue{F,£} e = empty string
b' ; uq.Y " , , ,q .1 , , ,"1 J
and the same ordering is to be effected, depending on the parti­
cular values of i,j,i’,j’, as in the case of the TM moves.
We know now, that after a move has been executed by TM, eg.
 ‘1
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the next move (if such an one is defined, and if p.e(K~F)) will 
belong to a certain sub-block of moves, normal to the one for
which the state q in every 6(q,..,) has the value p^.
The same ordering can be achieved as in the case of MA, for 
rules in blocks A and B. E.g. after the rule
uq.Y -+ ...p.... (where usT (F-{B})U{ E }] )
has been applied, the next rule tested will be the first rule from 
the sub-block of rules containing the marker p^ in their LHS.
This is of cour se to be achieved by simply attaching a label 
to the end of the rule of our example. This label will be written 
at the end of the ru le and will function as a pointer pointing to
1 The TM move
6(q,Y) - (q’jY’jd) where q, q’eK
YeF
Ye{y ^,Y2> / Y5^>Y2G(r“{B}) 
has as corresponding MA rule:
uqy ^ '*lYiq'BlV2B2
where ue{F-{b },e} (e = empty string).
iff u^ = E,Yi = E -> U2,Y2EF
iff Ug = E,Y2 = E -+ u^/Y^EF
iff Y = B ->• (iff B_ '= Ê B^ = B)
iff Y f B (iff Bg = B B = É)
(iff means "if and only if").
Furthermore, in cases that we are only interested in the exist­
ence of a marker q' in the RHS, we can discard the above formu­
lation of the RHS of the rule, preferring the following one:
"uqY . . .q’ . . ."
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the next rule tested. Thus, if K is the Kth rule written in 
accordance with the ordering we have instituted (where 0<l<n, 
n being the number of MA. rules) then, for any rule having the 
label K at its end it is assumed that, once it has become appli­
cable, the next rule to be tested will be rule K.
In this way, the moves of TM not leading to final states and 
the corresponding MA rules belonging to block A will take the 
form;
<S(q^ ,u) (p^,b,R) ->• q^a PPi'Kpi
G(qj,a) (Pj>b,L) -V Gq.aJ
&(qp,B) (p^ijY >L) -> q^B ->
6(q^,,B) (p j 1 >Y jL) *> Oq.BJ -»• SjfYB'Kpj,
'Pi' *"pj’ Yi.
, K are
Pj’
the labels of the next rules
»q£i>qj, ip^ ,,pjf(K-F) 
oeP, b,ye(r~{B}) .
All the rules of block B (wh ich correspond to TM moves leading to 
final states) will naturally be assumed to point to the rule 
"P .A" as the next one to be tested.
We can now construct an LMA equivalent to TM, and, of course, to 
MA. This can be done since what the difference between MA and 
LMA amounts to really, is thaf MA has to test for applicability 
some rules, which are known to be inapplicable in LMA, and are 
accordingly not tested by it.
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LMA
0 : A
1 : B’G •>
2 ; B’ B ;
ti+K+2
n+K+3
n+K+4
1;
Î
rules of 
blocks A 
and B (to­
gether or­
dered)
P . A ; (no label)
C ■+• 0, n+K+4 ;
8. CONCLUSION
We have now completed the proof of the proposition that for any 
given TM, an equivalent MA (and, indeed, an equivalent labelled MA) 
can be constructed, i.e. one behaving in an exactly analogous way 
and leading to exactly the same results as the TM.
It has also been shoxm in the first chapter of this dissertation, 
that the converse of the above stated proposition holds equally 
good, namely that for any given MA an equivalent TM can be con­
structed exactly simulating the algorithm’s behaviour.
We therefore conclude now that the equivalence of Turing Machines 
and Markov Algorithms has been thereby demonstrated and thus 
the one of these two devices can do exactly what the other can do 
and nothing more.
CHAPTER III .
NONDETERMINISM IN MARKOV ALGORITHMS 
AND TURING MACHINES
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1. INTRODUCTION
In what follows we will study nondeterminism in Turing Machines 
and Markov Algorithms. Since the results of the inquiries con­
cerning Nondeterministic Turing Machines are well known, we shall 
only briefly describe what a Nondeterministic Turing Machine is 
and simply state that for every Nondeterministic Turing Machine 
there is an equivalent deterministic one and vice versa. On the 
other hand, we shall discuss in more detail Nondeterministic Markov 
Algorithms, because, as far as we know, the relevant literature on 
the subject is rather meagre.
Thus, we will firstly describe and define what a Nondeterministic 
Markov Algorithm is, giving examples for different kinds of Non­
determinism in Markov Algorithms; and then we will proceed to show, 
using the equivalence of a Nondeterministic Turing Machine to a 
Deterministic one, that an unrestricted Nondeterministic Markov 
Algorithm is equivalent to a Deterministic one. This proposition 
will be proved by the construction of a Nondeterministic Turing 
Machine for a Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm. Finally, we will 
also construct an equivalent Nondeterministic Turing Machine for an 
unrestricted Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm. This construction 
will be conducted in a very similar and quite analogous way to the 
corresponding constructions for Deterministic models in the previous 
chapters.
'2. NONDETERMINISTIC GRAMl^ATICAL DEVICES.
As a nondeterministic Grammatical Device we define a Grammatical 
Device which may choose its every next action from a finite set 
(possibly empty) of different actions defined in each case for a 
given internal instruction (e.g. state) and/or external information
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(e.g. character read).
For example the next action of a finite state machine is its 
next state and its head move to the right by one square (on the 
tape); this second component action however is obviously inde­
pendent of the information (as the head always moves right, but 
with the exception that it halts after the whole input string has 
been scanned).
The next action of a Nondeterministic Grammatical Device (NGD), 
is chosen arbitrarily from a finite and possibly empty set of 
next actions, (defined for the same input information), and no 
priority is given to any one action in this set against the others.
When a string is given as input to a Nondeterministic accepting 
Grammatical Device, it will be accepted if and only if there is 
at least one path of next action choices leading to the satisf­
action of an acceptance criterion, included in the function 
definition of the Nondeterministic accepting Grammatical Device 
in question.
3. A NONDETERMINISTIC TURING MACHINE
A Nondeterministic Turing Machine (NTM), is defined as follows:
NTM - (K^,E,r,ÔR,q^,FR) where:
Kr is the finite set of the NTM’s states
E is a finite set of input symbols (or characters)
r is the finite set of all symbols used
is the set'of final states, F, c K,.N » — il
q is the initial state, and o
N^6 a mapping from (KxF) to subsets of (Kx(F-{b })x{l ,R}) .
Thus we see from the very definition of the function 6^ that for
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the same state-character pair a NTM may have a number of options 
for its next action, contrary to what happens in a Deterministic 
TM, where the machine has a unique next action for every state- 
character pair.
In addition to the abov e definiti on of a NTM, some authors
require that a NTM should have a two way infinite tape. This
however does not materially alter the above definition because,
as can be shown, every Turing Machine with a two way infinite tape
1can be converted to a NTM with a one way infinite tape.
It should be noted that, as for other classes of automata too,
for every NTM an equivalent Deterministic TM can be constructed
and vice versa. In other words it is known that NTM’s and Deter-
2ministic TM’s are equivalent.
4. NONDETERMINISTIC MARKOV ALGORITHMS
We have already defined a Deterministic Markov Algorithm as a 
system:
DMA = (A,Z,P,N ).
The question is: Miat should we add or alter in this definition,
in order to define a Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm (NMA)?
Similarly to what happens in all Nondeterministic Grammatical 
Devices, every next action of NMA must be chosen arbitrarily from a 
set of (possibly empty) next actions. As has already been explained, 
the possible actions of a Deterministic Markov Algorithm are:
1 Hopcroft and Ullman "Formal Languages and their relation to Automata".
2 Hopcroft and Ullman "Formal Languages and their Relation to
Automata'.' Zohar Manna: Mathematical Theory of Computation.
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1. Which is (if there is any) the uniquely determined single 
rule to be tested next or is it the case that D>îA does 
terminate now?
2. The applicability search for tie rule being tested.
3. The application of an applicable rule.
Markov in his definition of Normal Algorithms recognises that 
the LHS of a rule may be included in a given string more than once.
"... Therefore", he says, "it has to be indicated for which of 
its entries the right-hand member of the formula is to be sub­
stituted... ... We shall agree ... that we shall apply the cor­
responding substitutions to the first entry of the left-hand 
member of the formula in the word ..."
If in our definition of a NMA we do not include the set of
instructions N^, then this will imply that the next rule to be 
tested in each case is to be chosen arbitrarily. On the other 
hand, if we exclude Markov’s assumption that the applicability 
search for a rule starts at the beginning (left most character) of 
the string and if we allow it to start at any position, chosen 
arbitrarily, then the LHS of an applicable rule may be substituted 
not in the place of its first occurrence in the string,by the LHS 
of this rule, but in the place of any one of its occurrences.
Thus, taking this into account, we can define now as a Genuine 
Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm, (GNMA), a Nondeterministic Re­
writing System GNMA, where :
GNMA = (A,E,P).
The finite sets A,E,P are the same as the ones used in the de­
finition of a Deterministic MA.
To complete the definition we should add that, in each case, an 
applicable rule can be appli ed on the given string by substitution
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of an occurrence of its LHS by its RHS - there being no prefer­
ence for any particular occurrence of the LHS (if there are more 
than one) in the string. We renamed the defined NMA as a Genuine 
NMA since we did not institute any restriction either on the way 
in which the "applicability search" is carried out or in the 
process for determining "the next rule tested".
By establishing various combinations of restrictions, other 
Nondeterministic MA models can be defined which will, therefore, 
not be Genuine Ones according to our definition.
However, none of these models, not even a Genuine NMA, is more 
powerful than a Deterministic Ï4A as will be informally shown below.
4.1 Cases of "more or less Nondeterministic" Markov Algorithms
Having defined a Genuine NMA and a Deterministic Markov Algorithm, 
we can now distinguish other Nondeterministic MA models (not Genuine 
ones), which can be accordingly classified as lying between a 
Deterministic MA and a Genuine Nondeterministic MA, These Non­
deterministic MA’s are "more or less nondeterministic" (.if this 
expression may be allowed) according to their degree of freedom 
against a Deterministic MA, or according to the serenity of their 
restrictions against the absolute freedom of a Genuine Nondeter­
ministic MA.
Thus in the case of the following Nondeterministic MA models we 
assume that they can be constructed either by elimination or attenu­
ation of a number of conditions involved in the definition of a 
Deterministic MA, or, on the other hand, by introducing restrictions 
in a Genuine Nondeterministic MA.
A. The next rule tested is not determined.
There are several mod eIs of Nondeterministic MA, for which 
the next rule to be tested each time is not determined.
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In the "more nondeterministic" models of this type, every 
rule has exactly the same probability to be chosen as the 
next (in each case), But in the "less nondeterministic" 
models, of the same type, the next rule to be tested each 
time can be chosen from various subsets of the set of rules 
of the Algorithm,
An example of this type, is a Labelled Nondeterministic 
MA with rules of the form:
LHS^ ->- RHS^, {i^ji^,.. . ,i^ .^ } ;
Where, if n is the number of rules of the Algorithm for 
i,mu,j ,i's, it is :
0^i<n , O^m. <n V i , l^j<m. and 0<i.<nVi .< 1 «5 j[ J
This means that whenever a rule i has been applied, the next 
rule tested will be chosen from a subset containing m^
(0^i<n) of the rules of the Algorithm. All the rules in 
the subset {i^,i^,. . . ,ij^ .} have equal probability to be 
chosen as the ones next to be tested. As can be easily seen 
a number of different Labelled Nondeterministic MA can be 
constructed, (some "more" and some "less" nondeterministic) 
by giving different values to m^ (0^i<n), |
Thus if : 
a: m^=0 or mu=l,y i 0^i<n
we have a Labelled Deterministic MA. J
b : m^=n V ^  ; Ogi<n
we have a Labelled Nondeterministic MA which is 
the "most nondeterministic" of this type.
B. The applicability search, for any rule, does not start at 
a determined position of the string.
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G. Rules with identical LHS ' s may have different PJ-IS ’ s
This type of Algorithms however, cannot be considered as 
Nondeterministic, if they are not also of type A or B.
In fact if an Algorithm is both of type A and of C, then 
it is "more nondeterministic" than its counterpart of 
type A which is not also of type C.
As we already said, the "most Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm"
is a Genuine NMA. By attaching labels to a Genuine NMA, we have a
Labelled Genuine NMA, if every of its rules apart from the ter­
minating one is of the form:
LHS^ -> RHS^ , {j/j is a rule: 0^j<n} ; ' (0^i<n) .
This can be written more explicitly:
LHS^ RHS^, 0,1,2,...,n-l; (0^i<n).
5. A NONDETERMINISTIC TURING MACHINE FOR A GNMA
Let us suppose that we have a Genuine Nondeterministic Markov 
Algorithm, "GNMA", defined as:
GNMA = (Z,A,F)
where it is the case that the sets E,A,P are the same with those 
involved in the definition of the MA for which the equivalent 
Turing Machine TM was constructed (in the previous chapter).
(It should be remembered that the. Alphabet A = {a^ja^, . . . ,aj^ } has 
K elements and that the number of MA rules is n. We adopt the 
same convention here, for GNMA,)
Now for this given GNMA, we will construct a Nondeterministic 
Turing Machine, "NTM", in a way similar to the one we employed in 
constructing the TM equivalent to a given MA in the previous chapter
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Thus we define NTM as a system:
NTM =
where: F is the same finite set as in the case of TM.
F is the same one element set, as in the case of
TM, comprising the unique NTM’s final state.
= KU{Q(i,-l)/Vi ; o^i<n },
where: K is the set of states of TM and n the number of
rules of MÂ and GNMA.
Ô = (Ô-Ô )U6 N .u' a
where: 6 is the mapping function, that is the set of
mov es of TM.
Ô is a subset of 6 not included in 8.,. u N
6 is a subset of not included in 6. a N
5.1 Definition of sets 6 and 8J______________ ____ u______a__
The following moves, unwanted for NTM, are the only elements of
8 : u
1. 8{Q(i,w.),0h} = {Q(8^,0),0^,R} , V i  : OGi<n
where = T^ if j LHS^ j < Î RHS^ | , and Q = Y otherwise.
(If however we want to construct a Labelled GNMA, we do not 
exclude the moves of type 1 but we modify them to:
8{Q(i,w\),0.} = {Q([0,l,2,...,n-T] ,0),^ .^ ,R} ).
2. 8{Q(i,w\+l),T^} = {Q(i+1,0),T.|^,R} V i : 0$i<n-l
3. 8{Q(n-l,w+l^),T^_^} = {Q(n+2,0),S,R}
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The number of moves of type 1 which immediately follow upon 
the application of each rule i, is n; (V i:0^i<n-l).
The number of moves of type 2 which immediately follow upon 
the applicability search for an inapplicable rule i is n-1 .
The move of type three is a single move.
The following moves included in 6 ^, in addition to (8-8 ), are
the only elements of 8 ;a
V i : 0^i<n
Nl.a ; 8 {Q(i,w\),a.} = {Q(6,-1),T ,%} V 6 : Og8 <n
= T. if ILHS.I^[RHS.j and = "Y" otherwise, 1 1  ' 1 ' ‘ 1 ‘ 1
V i : 0.<i<n
Nl.b : 8{Q(i,wj),0.} = {Q(0,O) ,Tq ,R) V0 : O^0<n
and with with same as above.
V i ; 0^i<n
N2.3.a: 8 {q(i,w+l),T.} = {Q (0,-1),T^,R> V0 O^0<n
V i ; 0 ^i<n
N2,3,b: 8 {Q(i,w+l),T^} = {Q(0,0) ,T^  ,r} V 0 ; o<0<n
In all the above moves 0 is the next rule tested and since it does 
not depend on the previously applied or tested rule (as in moves 
of type 1,2,3), it is to be chosen arbitrarily.
2The number of moves of each of the above sets is nxn., that is n , 
as can be easily seen.
As can also be seen, if the moves of the sets Nl.a and N2.3.a 
are the ones chosen by NTM, then the applicability search for rule i 
will not.start from the square with the first'character of the 
string, whereas if the moves of the sets Nl.b and N2.3.b are those 
chosen, the applicability search for rule i will start with the first 
character of the string.
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The following moves are also included in 6^:
N4.a; ô{Q(i,-l),Ç} = {Q(i,™1) , r }
N4.b: 8{Q(i,-1),Ç} - {Q(i,0);^,R}
N4.C: 6{Q(i,-l),B} = {Q(i,w+l),B,h}
where ÇeA , (A = {a^ja^,...,a^}) and 0^i<n.
The number of moves for sets N4.a and N4.b is n%K, and for set 
N4.C is n.
The states Q(i,~l), (0^i<n), are right moving states and they 
can bring the head of TM in any arbitrary position between the 
square with a T^ and the first blank square (included). Whenever 
NTM changes its state to Q(i,0), (before a blank square has been 
scanned by its head), with its head scanning a certain square of 
the tape (lying between the square with T^ and the first blank 
square), the applicability search for rule i will start from this 
square of the tape. In the case in which TM remains in state 
Q(i,~l) until its head scans the first blank square, it will change 
state to Q(i,w+1), (a state which actually means inapplicability of 
rule i) and will drive its head to the square with the T^.
Adding to the above that NTM will terminate only if it is in 
its final state, we complete the definition of NTM.
5.2 Equivalence of NTM and GNMA
In the first chapter a Deterministic Turing Machine TM was 
constructed so as to simulate a Deterministic Markov Algorithm 
MA. The proof of equivalence between GNMA and NTM is very similar 
to the proof (given in the first chapter) of equivalence between 
MA and TM. Thus we can state now that "For every Genuine Non-
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deterministic Markov Algorithm there is a Nondeterministic Turing 
Machine capable of doing exactly what the Genuine Nondeterministic 
Markov Algorithm can do and no more".
6. A NONDETERMINISTIC MARKOV ALGORITHM FOR A NONDETERMINISTIC 
TURING MACHINE.
We have already defined a Nondeterministic Turing Machine.
For a Nondeterministic Turing Machine NTM = (Z ,K,r,8 ,q ,F )N IN O N
we will now construct a NMA simulating NTM in a manner very similar 
and analogous to the one employed in the previous chapter concerning 
their deterministic counterparts.
There will be however some small but basic differences in the 
corresponding construction. We rewrite below the algorithm MA 
of the previous chapter, whic h was constructed so as to simulate TM.
n+1
n+2
n+K+1
n+K+2
n+K+3
n+K+4
nH-K+5
B'Ç -X ÇB’
B' -X B
block A n rules corresponding to n TM moves not leading 
to final states
block B
P ^ .A } 
B + C 
C C
A + q B'o
K rules corresponding to K TM moves leading to 
final states
the unique terminating rule of MA
whenever this rule will be applied, the next be­
comes applicable and MA will never terminate, 
applying this rule (C C) for ever) .
initial rule (for setting up the string), the 
first applicable rule of MA.
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6.1 Differences in the corresponding c onstructlons 'i
The Deterministic MA was constructed in such a way that it was 
capable of doing exactly what TM could do and no more. This was 
achieved in the following way:
a: For every move of TM, a corresponding rule was incorporated
among the MA rules. This rule became applicable whenever, 
in the case of TM, its corresponding move became executable.
But exactly the same can be done in the case of the con­
struction of a Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm simulating 
a Nondeterministic Turing Machine. That is, we will con­
struct (and include among the NMA rules) a NMA rule for every 
NTM move. Thus, whenever a move (or possibly, moves) will 
become executable for NTM, a corresponding rule (or several 
rules, the same number as the TM corresponding moves) will 
simultaneously become applicable for MA. (It is assumed here ^
that NTM and NMA are using the same path of next actions.)
b : In the case of the deterministic models, after the application
of an applicable rule or after the completion of the appli­
cability search for an inapplicable rule, the next rule 
tested is uniquely defined. Thus the rule n+K+5 (A-vq^ B’), 
is applied once only and cannot be tested again in the future. 
Similarly after the application of rule 1 (B'->B), the rules 
0 (B’Ç ÇB’) and 1 can never become applicable in the future.
This means that after the unique application of rule 1, 
applicable rules can only be found among the ones contained 
in blocks A and B, or among the rules n+K+2, n+K+3, n+K+4.
In that construction (deterministic MA for TM), the rules 
n+K+5, 0 and 1 do not add anything to the power of MA, but 
they merely give MA the ability to set up a given string it­
self. This modified input string to the main part of MA
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can be regarded as a kind of counterpart of TM's head and
tape (or indeed a part of TM’s tape actually). The effect
of this operation is that if the initially given string is
”w'^ after the application of the setting up rules the string
is modified to"q wB'.‘ o
The same effect could be achieved by the construction of 
two different Algorithms. The former which would only set ■§
up the string, is defined by:
0 : B'5 + CB'
1 : B’ ,B
3 : A ->• q B ’o
It is easy to see that this Algorithm if applied to a
string weZ, will modify it to "q^wB" and terminate thereat. • k
The second Algorithm will be constructed from the rules of 
blocks A and B and from the rules n+K+2, n+K+3, n+K+4. The 
input string to this Algorithm will be the string"q^wB", if 
string w is the one initially given.
Alternatively, the second Algorithm alone can be used, 
provided that every string "w" is modified to "q^wB" before 
being given an input to it.
Coming now to the construction of a Genuine Nondeterministic 
Markov Algorithm (GNMA), equivalent to a Nondeterministic Turing 
Machine (NTM), it should be noted that if we include the rules which 
set up the string, then GNMA will not be an exact NTM’s simulator.
For the rule n+K+5 (n ->■ q^B), being always applicable, will be 
applied whenever it is tested and at any position of the string.
This would make possible the appearance, in the string, of some "B" 
characters which may be followed by "non B" characters and the 
occurrence of more than one "q^". By successive applications of
I
I
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I
rules corresponding to NTM moves some of the q^'s may be modified 
to q^’s (i^O<n, where n is the number of TM's states). But cor­
responding to this state of affairs is the impossible situation 
of NTM being in several states simultaneously and having several #
,y.
heads scanning different squares of the tape.
In order to overcome this problem, we exclude the rules necessary 
for the setting up of the string and before we give to GNMA a string 
"w" as input, we modify it to "q^wB".
Thus GNMA will be constituted by the rules of blocks A and B 
and, in addition by the terminating rule (P -> .A). The rules 
'B -> O', and 'C ->• C' are not to be included, and consequently, a 
B will exist at the end of ever y output string whenever GNMA ter­
minates. The difference from the deterministic MA model, (con­
structed in the previous chapter) as regards the rules of blocks A 
and B is that in the case of GNMA there may exist rules in blocks 
A or B or in both with identical LHS's and different RHS's. This 
will happen because some "state-character" pairs in NTM may result 
to more than one combinations of "next state-character printed - 
direction of head's move". For any of these combinations we 
should include a corresponding rule for GNMA.
GNMA will be Genuine, since we have introduced no restriction 
in it.. The fact that the LHS of any of its rules can occur once 
only in the string, at any one time, does not constitute a proper 
restriction, because there is only one q^ (0^i<n) in the string at 
a time and there is a q^ in the LHS of every one of the GNMA rules, 
except for the terminating one, whose LHS will make a unique ap­
pearance somewhere in the string, precisely when this rule becomes 
applicable.
On the other hand if, alternatively, we wish to keep the auto­
mation, so that the constructed Markov Algorithm should set up the
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string itself, we cannot then have a GNMA, but only a restricted 
type of a Labelled NMA. In such a case the constructed Algorithm 
will be constituted as follows:
A q^B’ , 1; 
B'5 ÇB', 1; 
B' ->- E, {i/V i
Block A
0 
1 
2 
3
n+1 :
n+2 :
Block B
n+K+1 :
n+K+2 : P . A ;
3al<n+K+3]
»
>>
»
»
We see that for every rule, beginning with rule 2 and going up to 
rule n+K+1, there are n+K labels (all the same) for the next rules 
to be tested. Thus, after the application of rule 2, the Algorithm 
can be regarded as a Labelled GNMA.
6.2 The constructed GNMA
We can now display the GNMA constructed as equivalent to NTM.
It is not significant which rules should be written first and which 
next since every rule has the same possibility of being chosen as 
the next to be tested. We may therefore include first the rules 
which correspond to NTM moves not leading to final states, then 
the rules which correspond to NTM moves leading to final states and 
finally the terminating rule:
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GNMA rules
block A
11“ 1 
n
n+K-1
n+K
block B
rules corresponding to NTM moves not 
leading to final states
rules corresponding to NTM moves leading 
to final states.
terminating rule
Where n and K are the number of NTM moves respectively, not leading 
and leading to final states with each different combination of 
"next state-printed character - head's direction" for the same 
"state-character read" pair being considered as a separate move.
6.3 Equivalence of GNMA and NTM
The proof is very similar to the one followed in the previous 
chapter for the deterministic counterparts of GNMA and NTM.
Thus we can now state that: "For every Nondeterministic Turing
Machine there is a Genuine Nondeterministic Markov Algorithm capable 
of doing exactly what the Nondeterministic Turing Machine can do, and 
nothing more".
7. EQUIVALENCE BETWTEEN NONDETERMINISTIC AND DETERMINISTIC 
MARKOV ALGORITHMS 
We can now show what we set out to prove right at the beginning 
of this chapter, i.e. the equivalence between a GNMA and a DMA.
We know that :
a: For every GNMA a NTM can be constructed capable of doing
exactly what the GNMA can do and nothing more.
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b: For every NTM a DTM can be constructed capable of doing
exactly what the DTM can do and nothing more, 
c: For every DTM a DMA can be constructed capable of doing
exactly what the GNMA can do and nothing more.
From a,b,c it follows:
For every GNMA a DMA can be constructed capable of doing 
exactly what the GNMA can do and nothing more.
And since the construction of a GNMA for every DMA can be con­
sidered as trivial, we can finally say that:
"Genuine Nondeterministic Markov Algorithms and Deterministic 
Markov Algorithms are equivalent Grammatical Devices",
Evidently, all the restricted types of Nondeterministic Markov
Algorithms cannot be more powerful than Genuine Nondeterministic 
Markov Algorithms; they also cannot be less powerful than Deter­
ministic Markov Algorithms. And since DMA’s and GNlA’s are 
equivalent, this means that all the restricted types of NMA’s must 
be equivalent to DMA’s and GNMA’s.
CHAPTER IV
CONSEQUENT RESULTS OF THE EQUIVALENCE
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2. equivalence of labelled AND UNLABELLED MARKOV. ALGORITHMS.,
As we have already proved, an equivalent Turing Machine can be 
constructed for every Labelled or Unlabelled Markov Algorithm 
(LMA or UMA).
In chapter I we constructed a Turing Machine, TM, to simulate 
a Markov Algorithm MA, and we did not specify whether MA was 
labelled or not.
The constructed TM, while simulating MA, with its corresponding 
set of moves after every application of any of the MA rules and 
before its first move of the applicability search for the next rule 
tested, executes the move:
6{Q(i ,w. ) } -- {Q(0 . ,0) ,R} , V • ; 0^i<n ,
I
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we will utilize results already obtained in 
the two previous chapters, in order to examine certain relation­
ships holding between Markov Algorithms, Turing Machines and Types 
of Grammars. Although we will examine these Grammatical Devices 
from the recognizing point of view, the same technique could be 
followed if the Grammatical Devices were Generating ones.
More explicitly we will examine the relations between several 
types of Grammars and types of Turing Machines, as well as the 
relations between Grammars of the same type.
It can be easily seen, by their definitions, that the several 
types of Grammars can be regarded as restricted types of Markov 
Algorithms. Actually the Deterministic Grammars are restricted 
types of Deterministic Markov Algorithms and the Nondeterministic 
Grammars are restricted types of Nondeterministic Markov Algorithms.
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where if MA is labelled 0^ is dependent on the applied rule i 
and is the next rule tested, whereas if MA. is unlabelled, 0^  
is independent of the applied rule i and is equal to zero;
0j = 0,V i : 0^i<n.
From the above, we see that for every LMA an equivalent Turing 
Machine can be constructed, and similarly for every IHA an equi­
valent Turing Machine can be constructed.
On the other hand we can construct a Labelled or Unlabelled 
Markov Algorithm for every Turing Machine, as we have already 
sho\-m.
Thus we can see that for every LMA we can construct an equi­
valent Turing Machine TM, and then we can construct an UMA 
equivalent to TM.
Since the construction of an equivalent LMA for every IRA is 
trivial (we modify every rule of LIA "P Q;" to "P Q,0;") we 
do not have to prove that result via- a Turing Machine.
We thus have the following result:
THEOREM 4.1
For every LMA there exists an equivalent UlA and vice versa.
That is. Labelled and Unlabelled Markov Algorithms are equivalent 
Grammatical Devices.
3. TURING MACHINES AND TYPE 0 GRAMMARS
Since Turing Machines and Markov Algorithms are equivalent 
Grammatical Devices (and as we have already mentioned, Grairanars 
are restricted types of Markov Algorithms) we will try to construct 
a Type 0 Grammar (that is an unrestricted type of Grammar) equi­
valent to an arbitrary Turing Machine. The construction will be
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the same as those of the corresponding constructions of the 
chapters I and III. If the Turing Machine is deterministic, 
respectively, nondeterministic the constructed equivalent Type 0 
Grammar will be deterministic, respectively, nondeterministic. if
IThis construction is possible, as we shall explain below, 
because although a Type 0 Grammar is a "slightly" restricted ^
Markov Algorithm, there is nevertheless only one restriction on 
its productions. (And since this happens for deterministic and 
nondeterministic Type 0 Grammars, it is evident that even a 
deterministic Type 0 Grammar is a restricted deterministic Markov 
Algorithm). By definition if "a b" is a production of a Type |
0 Grammar, for a and b we have; aeA^ if the grammar is generative 
and be A'"' if the grammar is recognizing. In other words productions ;l
such as "A ->• b", respectively, "a A" cannot exist in a Generative, 
respectively, Recognizing Type 0 Grammar.
This however, does not pose any problem, because although a 
Turing Machine (Generative or Recognizing) can have sets of moves 
equivalent to the above productions (as can be seen in our con­
struction of chapter I), it cannot have single moves equivalent to 
the same productions. On the other hand, in the construction of 
a Markov Algorithm equivalent to a given Turing Machine (chapter II), 
we included one MA rule for every TM move, and no rules of the 
type "A ->• b" or "a A" were included in the set of rules of the 
constructed MA.
The same construction would be possible for a Markov Algorithm 
which is not allowed to have productions of the types "A ->■ b" or 
"a A", as these productions would never be used for the simulation 
of TM under any conditions.
Thus we see that the Type 0 Grammars, although they are restricted
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Markov Algorithms, are able to simulate exactly any Turing 
Machine. In other words we can say that "for every Turing 
Machine there is an equivalent Type 0 Grammar".
The converse, that is "for every Type 0 Grammar an equivalent 
Turing Machine can be constructed", is rather trivial, since the 
facts that a Type 0 Grammar is, as we have shown, a restricted 
Markov Algorithm and that we can construct an equivalent Turing 
Machine for every Markov Algorithm, cover this case.
Thus we have the following result:
THEOREM 4.2
Turing Machines and Type 0 Grammars are equivalent Grammatical 
Devices.
4. NONDETERMINISTIC AND DETERMINISTIC TYPE 0 GPAltMARS
As we have shown, fo r an arbitrary Nondeterministic Type 0 
Grammar, NGO, an equivalent Nondeterministic Turing Machine, NTM, 
can be constructed. Since Deterministic and Nondeterministic '
Turing Machines are equivalent, we can construct a Deterministic 4
' 'iTuring Machine, DTM, equivalent to NTM. Consequently a Deter- 'A-
ministic Type 0 Grammar, DGO, can be constructed, equivalent to 
DTM and obviously to NGO.
On the other hand, it is trivial to construct a Nondeterministic 
Type 0 Grammar, equivalent to an arbitrary Deterministic one.
Thus we have proved the following result:
THEOREM 4.3
For every Nondeterministic Type 0 Grammar, an equivalent 
Deterministic Type 0 Grammar can be constructed and vice versa.
I
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5. TYPE 0 GRAMMARS AND TYPE 0 PRODUCTIONS
The difference between a Type 0 and a Type 1 Grammar is that
the former can include productions of the type: a b, where
aeA^, beA and jaj > |b| if the Grammar is Generative, or
aeA^ ', beA’*' and |a| < |b| if the Grammar is Recognizing. We will
call the above productions, which are length decreasing, for a
Generative, and length increasing for a Recognizing Grammar,
"Type 0 Productions".
Assuming now that we have an arbitrary Type 0 Recognizing
Grammar RGO (deterministic or not) we can construct a Turing
Machine, TM equivalent to RGO. In this construction for every
Type 0 Production, there will be a set of TM moves, enabling TM
to expand the string, on its tape, by printing X’.s on b-a blank
squares (at the right end of the string), and then by moving the
printed X's to the left, so that the left most X will have to its
left the square with the right most character of the string a.
Then the string "ax.^ x" will be substituted by b. 
b-a x's
Constructing now another Grammar RGO', equivalent to TM, we 
can see that the only Type 0 productions will be all productions 
with the forms :
q. B ->■ X q . B 1 J
Çq^B q.CX B;
where B (blank character) and X are special symbols in V and A,
q. and q. are in K and A, and Ç is in F and A.1 3
Since the character B can only exist at the right end of the 
string, the above productions are applicable at this position only, 
and the Grammar RGO' including Type 0 productions is of Type 0.
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4
RGO’ is also equivalent to RGÔ. j
Thus we have shown that for every Type 0 Grammar an equivalent 
Type 0 Grammar can be constructed with all its Type 0 Productions, |
applicable only at the right end of the string.
Although this proof is based on the constructions of the 
previous chapters, the result is not dependent on these particular 
constructions. Obviously, there may be other ways of constructing 
a Turing Machine equivalent to an arbitrary Markov Algorithm and 
vice versa. However in any of these different constructions, it
will always be possible, when starting from a Markov Algorithm ‘’ij
with Type 0 productions, to construct, via a Turing Machine, an 
equivalent Markov Algorithm such that, all its Type 0 Productions 
will be applicable only at the right end of the string. This can 
be explained as follows:
One of the reasons why a Turing Machine is an inflexible Device,
(compared to a Markov Algorithm) is that it cannot modify (in this 
case increase) the length of the string on its tape, unless its 
head is scanning the first blank square of the tape. Thus a 
Markov Algorithm, constructed to simulate a Turing Machine, will 
behave, in this case, (as in any other case), as a Turing Machine.
This means that the constructed Markov Algorithm cannot have rules 
of the forms :
q^a - b^b^q.
Eq.a -> qjGb^bg
where; Ç,b^£(r-{B}) , b2,E(r-{B})^ ,
because this would imply that the Turing Machine should include 4
corresponding (actually equivalent) single moves of the forms:
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ô(q^,a) = (q. jbgb^pR) where b^e(r-'{B})
6(q.,B) = (q.,b,R)
beF; q^,q,EK ;
fS
. te
ô(q. ,a) = (q.,b b ,L) b^e(F~{B}) ,i. 1 X z- /. J-
x\Thich is a contradiction to a Turing Machine's definition.
On the other hand (after modifying every given string "w" to 
"q^wB", before a Markov Algorithm starts the simulation of a 
Turing Machine) there must exist Markov Algorithm rules corres- 
ponding to the following Turing Machine's types of moves : |
The Markov Algorithm rules corresponding to the above moves are:
q.B -> Xq .B 1 J
Çq.B ->• q.ÇXB , Xe(F-Z) being a special symbol.1 J
As can be seen from the abov e rules we have
|hHS| < IRHSI , 
which implies that they are Type 0 Productions.
This again means that if the constructed Markov Algorithm from J
a Turing Machine includes Type 0 Productions, they can be appli­
cable only at the right end of the string.
Similarly it can be sho\m that for every Generating Grammar, 
an equivalent Generating Grammar can be constructed, such that all
'■i
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In the above section "left" and "right" are not absolute, in 
the sense that the word "left" can substitute the word "right” 
and vice versa.
Wliat we have proved for the applicability of Type 0 Product­
ions at the RIGHT respectively LEFT end of the string, can also 
be proved to be true, at the LEFT respectively RIGHT end of the 
string. This can be achieved if we use a Turing Machine with 
a two-way infinite tape.
Thus more generally we can say; For every Type 0 Grammar 
(Generative respectively Recognizing) an equivalent Type 0 
Grammar (Generative respectively Recognizing) can be constructed 
such that all its Type 0 Productions can be applicable at either 
end of the string alone.
I
its Type 0 Productions can be applicable only at the left end f
(that is at the beginning) of the string.^
6. TURING MACHINES AND TYPE 3 GRAMMARS
Every type 3 Grammar, as indeed all types of Grammar, is 
also of type 0. Thus we can construct Turing Machines capable 
of accepting the Language generated by any type 3 Grammar. The 
fact that type 3 Grammars are restricted types of type 0 Grammars 
means that the corresponding Turing Machines will not have to use 
their entire power when they are to recognize strings generated 
by type 3 Grammars. In other words, if a Turing Machine, to be 
used exclusively as a recognizer for a type 3 Language, is to be 
constructed, it will be a restricted Turing Machine.
Obviously any Turing Machine of such a restricted type will 
not be able to recognize types of Languages, other than the ones 
generated by type 3 Grammars.
Now, every production of a type 3 Grammar must have the same
’■'I
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formation as one or other of the two following types of 
productions
A aB (1)
C b (2)
where A,B,CeV^ a,beV^.
This means that at any time during the generation of a 
string, by a type 3 Grammar, there will be. (as long as the 
generation has not been completed) only one variable in the 
string located always at the right end of the string. This 
variable may be substituted, each time, by the concatentation 
of a terminal and a variable which is achieved by the application 
of a type (1) production, or it may be substituted by a single 
terminal when the generation terminates; in this latter case 
a production of type (2) will be applied.
Thus the length of the. string after each application of a 
type (1) production, is increased by one character, while it 
remains the same after the unique application of a type (2) 
production at the end of the string's generation.
It is also worthwhile to notice that in a generated string, 
every character present corresponds to the unique terminal found 
in the RHS of one or more productions.
6.1 Turing Machines recognizing Type 3 Languages .
Let us consider the arbitrary type 3 Grammar G^ = (V^,V^,P,S).
A Turing Machine TM^, needed especially as a recognizing 
device for the Language generated by G.^, is defined as follows;
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TM^ = (V^;K,r,6,q^,F) , where :
K E ({q.^ /VleVj^ }u{qp}) is the set of states of TM^
r ~ (V^U{b }) is the set of all used characters
6 is a function from Kxf into Kx(r~{B})x{r } , made
up as follows: |
For every production of the type A-^aB(l)^ we i
include in 6 the corresponding move:
6{ = {qg,a,R} ;
and for every production of the type C->b we
include in 6 the corresponding move:
6{q^,b} = {qp,b,R} •
No other moves are included in 6.
q^ is the initial state of TM^
Uiit: uiij-
set of states K will be: K' = ({q_/VIeV }u{q ,q ,}).
1An automaton, like TM^, which reads characters in sequence (e.g. from a tape) cannot determine when a given string of characters has been entirely read. This happens because the 
automaton cannot detect whether or not the character just read 
is the last in the string, a thing which could be easily 
determined by a human being.
Actually a human being reading a text does not need to read 
a special symbol at the end of text as an, indication that the 
text has been entirely read. The fact that there is nothing 
left to be read makes the human stop reading.
Thus for convenience only we can modify the function 6 of 
TMg by including the additio nal move :
<S{q^ ,B} = {q^ , ,J,R} , (where J can be any character in V^ )
which is an artificial move. Having done that, we must also 
change the set_of final states to F = {q , In this case the
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F is the one element set of final states;
F = {q^ ,} of TMg. (If the production S ->• G i( 
included in then F = {q^jq^}).
6.2 A Turing Machine simulating a type 3 Recognizing Grammar 
Just as in the case of all types of Grammars, for every type 
3 Generating Grammar there exists its dual equivalent type 3 
Recognizing Grammar. Thus the dual to the previously defined 
G^ Generating Grammar is the Recognizing Grammar G^^ defined as
follows :
where ;
is the set of productions of G^^ such that:
for every production with the form (1) in P,
we include in P  ^ the production aB->-A (1) ' ;
for every production with the form (2) in P,
we include in P  ^the production V>-C (2) ’ ;
-1no other productions are included in P
S is the ending symbol of G^ ^^
Since every production of a type 3 Recognizing Grammar is 
applicable only at the right end of the string, it is obvious 
that the recognition must start at this end and applications of 
the productions must take place from right to left.”
1 ’’Right” and ’’left” in these cases are relative to the given 
definitions and if they are mutually transposed, nothing 
will have to be changed in the theory.
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Thus a Turing Machine TM^p constructed to simulate the 
Recognizing Grammar G^p can be described as follows:
a. The tape will be infinite to the left and the input 
string will be placed in such a way that its right 
most character will occupy the right most square of 
the tape.
b. When the machine starts, its head will be scanning
the right most square of the tape.
Formally TM^^ is defined as a system
™ 3 R  (V^,^K,r,^6,qg,^F) where:
is the set of input symbols ;
r is the set of all the allowed symbols,
r = (VpU{B}) ;
*"K = ({q /VIeV }U{q }) is the set of TM„ , states;X iSI O Ol’- s
"'d a function from Rxf into Kx (r-{B}) x {l } .
The moves included in 6 are:
0{qgja}={q^,a,L} for every production of the 
“1type aB A in P and
6{q^,b}={q^,b,L} for every production of the 
“1type b ^ C in P ;
q is the initial state of TM„ ;o o
^F = {q^} the one element set of final states.
6.3 Conclusion
From the above we can finally notice that the constructed TM 
and TM^ p^  Turing Machines, both designed exclusively for the re-
3
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cognition of the arbitrary type 3 L a n g u a g e a r e  restricted 
types of Turing Machines, because:
a, their heads are able to move in one direction only 
(i.e. left or right)
b. their tapes are bounded. That is their heads cannot 
surpass the first blank square, next to the one with 
the last (right most for TM^ and left most for TM^^) 
character of the string.
7. TURING MACHINES AND TYPE 1 GRAMMARS
The type 3 Grammars, just as the type 1 ones, are restricted
types of type 0 Grammars. In fact every type 1 Grammar is
a type 0 Grammar without "Type 0" productions.
Thus a Turing Machine used exclusively as a recognizer of a 
type 1 Language, will be of restricted type. It is obvious 
that any Turing Machine of this type will be able to recognize 
any Languages generated by type 2 and type 3 Grammars, which of 
course are type 1 Grammars as well. >
Every type 1 Generative Grammar is defined so that for every 
of its productions "a b" we must have: |a| ^ |bj. This means 
that after every application of any one of the productions of a 
type 1 Generative Grammar, the length of the string under gener­
ation may either remain the same or be increased. Thus if S is 
the start symbol of a Generative type 1 Grammar and W the 
generated string, we will have:
|s| « hi .,
and since |s| = 1  |Y | > 1.
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7.1 Turing Machines Recognizing Type 1 Languages
For every type I--Generative Grammar, as well as for all other 
types of Generative Grammars, there exists a dual equivalent, 
type 1 Recognizing Grammar, which accepts the language generated 
by the Generative one. If now by G ~ (V ,V ,P,S) we define a 
Generative type 1 Grammar, its dual recognizing G^^, will be 
defined by G^^ = (V^ , P S).
Since the Grammar G^^ is a restricted type of Markov Algorithm 
(as is any Grammar) we can construct a Turing Machine TM^, to 
simulate the Grammar in such a way that TM^ will be able to
do exactly what G^^ can do and nothing more. Then TM^ will, 
obviously, be a recognizing device for the Language generated 
by the Grammar G^^.
The construction of TM^ will be similar to the construction 
in section 3 of the present chapter, where we examined the 
relations between Turing Machines and type 0 Grammars.
Since now the difference between type 0 and type 1 Grammars 
is that the latter does not have "Type 0" productions, the Turing
Machine TM^ has to be constructed in such a way that it will not
be able to accept this kind of productions.
For every production of the Grammar G^p we must have
IEhsI > Irhs1 .
Thus it is obvious that the tape of TM^ will never have to be
expanded, during the examination of any input string, generated 
by the Grammar G^^. This means that the head of TM^ will never
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scan the second blank square of the tape^ for any string of 
this type. From this we understand that the tape of TM.^  
does not have to be infinite in either direction (that is left 
or right), but it will have a specific length as we see below.
The fact that |s| $ |Y|, where S is the start symbol for
1 We say the second and not the first blank square of the tape,
because the first one may be scanned by the head in some cases,
exclusively with the view of getting the information "where 
the string finishes", as this cannot be detected alternatively. 
However, whenever this happens, the square in question (which 
will be always the same), will remain blank, as we have already 
explained in the construction of chapter I, (section 4.1).
2 As it is obvious, in no case the length of the tape can be less
than IY | and there is no need to be greater than |Y | +2,
and the ending symbol for G.^ and W is a generated string by G^^, 4
(the one which will be recognized by TM^), means that the length
of the tape will be a function of |Y|, dependent on the particular
2construction of TM . For example, in a construction similar to 
that of chapter I we will have:
length of the tape = |Y | +2; 1
in this case the tape of TM^, after the string Y has been placed
in it, will have the form:
S T B
Thus we see that the tape of a Turing Machine of this type, will 
be of length |w| +2, for any string w which is to be recognized.
CHAPTER V
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DEMONSTRATING THE 
EQUIVALENCE OF TURING MACHINES AND MARKOV ALGORITHMS
f
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we shall concern ourselves with detailing 
the application of the constructions of chapters I and II by 
suitable computer programs.
Thus we have written a Turing Machine and a Markov Algorithm 
simulators and two other programs, the one producing a Markov 
Algorithm simulator equivalent to a given Turing Machine and the 
other producing a Turing Machine simulator equivalent to a given 
Markov Algorithm.
The programs are written in C language and executed in a 
PDF 11 computer under the UNIX operating system.
2. A TURING MACHINE SIMULATOR
This simulator is theoretically able to do exactly what a 
Basic Turing Machine Model can do. We use the word 
"theoretically" only in view of the space and time limitation 
found in any contemporary computer.
A Turing Machine, as an abstract machine is independent of 
restrictions related to the space or time needed for the 
execution of a program . This means that not every Turing 
Machine can be simulated by a computer program, but for all cases 
where this is possible, the Turing Machine Simulator Program will 
behave exactly as its abstract prototype.
2.1 Representation of a Turing Machine in a Computer
The set of all characters used by the machine is stored in a 
character array called Alphab. Then each character is represen­
ted by the number of the cell it occupies; that is by an integer.
Another array of integer type this time, called tape simulates
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the tape of the machine. Two, two-dimensional integer arrays, *1
4
called print and state, represent the fii notion 6. The former 4
determines the character "to be typed" and the second the 
"next state" for every state-character pair of a defined move.
From the array state it can be also determined if the next move 4
of the head will be to the left or to the right. This is 
achieved by storing a negative integer for the "left" moves, for 
any state-character pair. Finally a pointer pointing to the %
square "presently scanned" by the head, is called square and it 
symbolizes the head of the machine.
2.2 Input - output
An input Turing Machine program, given to the simulator, will 
be of the following form ,
The first line^ of input, will be a string of characters, 
namely the characters in F, excepting the character B. It has 
been arranged that B always occupies the first cell of the array 
Alphab. The second line of input is the input string to the 
Turing Machine. The moves of the Turing Machine occupy the next 
lines of input, in such a way that every move is written as an 
input line. Every move is given as a quintuple of the form
q. a b q . R 1 2
which is the representation corresponding to 
6(q.,a) = (q.,b,R) .
J
1 "Line" here has the meaning of an uninterrupted set of input 
which is independ ent of the "length" of characters in a line 
of any computer terminal (or card).
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Finally in the last lines of input, the word "OPTIONS’is 
followed by a line of options for the desired type of output.
If however options are not specified, the default options are 
set automatically. There are eight different options for out­
put. They are useful when a Turing Machine program is very 
long and we wish to check the tape in a number of respects like 
checking the condition of the tape at certain intervals com­
prising a specified number of moves, or at certain otherwise 
specified "special" moves, or at each one move belonging to a 
number of successively executed moves, or finally checking how 
the tape is just before halting.
In every line of output there is.firstly the move under 
execution and then a representation of the tape as it is just 
before this execution.
2 .3 Subroutines Used
TtTO small procedures are used for setting up the data. These 
are the procedure called "initial" setting up the arrays Alphab 
and tape and the procedure called delta setting up the arrays 
print and state, that is the function 6.
A routine called figure prints a line of output whenever is 
called. Finally the procedure called showtape determines, 
according to the options given, when figure will be called.
2.4 A Version with double-subscript states
By some modifications in the program, it was arranged that every 
state previously represented by in the input, may be represented 
in this version by Q(i,j). This will enable the Turing Machine
u s . I
Program to simulate a Markov Algorithm, in a way similar to 4
the one of Chapter I.
3. A MARKOV ALGORITHM SIMULATOR
As is known Markov Algorithms, although equivalent to 
Turing Machines are much faster and sophisticated devices.
This has as a result that the internal function of a Turing 
Machine is much simpler than that of a Markov Algorithm. Thus 
a computer program simulating a Markov Algorithm has to be more 
complicated than a program which simulates a Turing Machine.
As in the case of the Turing Machine simulator, a Markov 4
Algorithm one will be able to behave as its abstract Markov 
Algorithm counterpart whenever space and time problems do not 
present an obstacle to the computer.
The Markov Algorithm simulator, described in the following 
pages will later be used to simulate a Turing Machine, by a 
suitable transformation of a Turing Machine program to an equi- i
valent Markov Algorithm one.
The program is designed so that any (theoretically) number 
of alphabets may be used and any number of generic variables 'i
may correspond to each alphabet. It will also be capable of 
accepting productions with LHS’s and for RUS’s containing symbols 
belonging to input alphabets (even if generics are used) including 
cases where the priority of substitution is important.
3.1 Input to the Program
Every input to the Markov Algorithm simulator will be of the 
following form.
. ■
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n
£hs^ ■> rhs^, ; or £hs^ ->* rhs^, if the algorithm is 
Ahs, - rhs^. ; unlabelled
ilhs rhs , i ; n n n
"input string" 
options.
3.2 Data Structure
A very useful property of the C language is the use of 
structures which help greatly to the program’s readability. 
Thus we use the following array structures.
First there will be a nuiriber of input lines equal to the 
number of alphabets used by the algorithm. Every one of 
these lines will consist of the characters of one of the I
alphabets followed by the generics corresponding to this 
alphabet. Then the input lines with the rules of the 
algorithm follow, and finally the input string followed by one I
line of options.
Examples of input
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a. LHS with two fields; the first, called Lsym, is of 
character type and contains the &hs’s of all rules 
sequentially, by separating every last character of a 
Ehs of a rule from the first character of the fhs of 4
the next rule by a special symbol. In the second field 
called Lgen, and being of integer type, there is an 
integer describing the character in the corresponding 
field of the same "line" of the structure; that is it 
determines if it is an input symbol or a generic or a I
marker. , A
b. RHS is a structure similar to LHS.
c. Another structure called Rules uses five fields of integer 
type. Thus Lpoint points to the cell of LHS containing 
the first symbol of the £hs of the corresponding rule.
In the field called Lplatos there is an integer (for every 
rule) equal to the length of the £hs of the corresponding 
rule. The difference in length between £hs and rhs of a 
rule is stored in a field called diff. Finally an integer 
determining the next rule to be tested is stored in the 
field called Label.
d. The array structure Generic is more complicated since it 
has every line consisting of
(i) an array field, of character type called alphab, 
storing one of the input alphabets;
(ii) a single character field where the generics cor­
responding to alphab are stored;
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(ill) a character field called used indicating each 
time the character into which the generic was 
translated;
(iv) the field mnenonic, which will be explained later.
e. The structure Register is a three-field structure, where, 
in every one of its first character-type field a char­
acter of the string is stored, in every second field an . 4
integer determining the column of the character-array 
field alphab of the structure Generic where this charac­
ter can be found. The third field, of integer type, is 
a pointer to the next element of the structure. Wlien 
the program starts, a number, of elements of the structure 
equal to the length of the input string is used. All 
the unused elements form a stack; a pointer called AVAIL 
points to the first (top of the stack) unused element.
Thus whenever one or more new elements are needed from the 
stack, the one pointed to by AVAIL is always taken as first, 
and the second becomes that pointed to by AVAIL and so on.
On the other hand every element used and not needed any 
more is placed on the top of the stack and is pointed to 
by AVAIL. The first of the used elements of Register is 
always occupied by the character "A" (that is the empty 
string).
A data structure diagram occupies the following page.
3.3 Procedures used
The procedures Initgen, Initrule, Introduce and Debbuging set
■j
or 2. The symbol in LHS (field Lsymb) is a generic and the
character in the string (Register) belongs to one of the 
alphabets (that is, it is not a marker), which is the 
range of the generic variable. In this case there are 
also two possibilities examined; that is whether the 
generic has been used before in this rule or it has not. 
This is specified by th e fields of generic mnemonic.
3, If none of cases 1 or 2 happen the rule is inapplicable. 
If a rule is applicable "search" returns "1", and "0" otherwise,
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Up the data, reading from input.
The procedure search is designed to perform the applicability 
search for every rule being tested and is called only when the ,i
£hs of the rule is not empty. Thus "search" compares, character 
by character, the string found in the array Register and the £hs J
of the rule being tested, looking for a first appearance of the 
£hs in the string. By calling a small procedure called 
anymore , search detects if the length of the part of the 
string not yet examined is at least equal to the.length of the 
£hs of the tested rule, whenever the first character of £hs is 
compared with a character of the string. It is also examined 
by the help of another small procedure, called carryon, if there 
is a next character in the string. If there is not another 
character in the string anymore is not used.
When a character of the string is compared to a symbol in 
LHS, the following are possible:
1. The character in the string is the same as the one in
LHS (which means that the symbol in LHS is not a generic)
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3.3.1 Procedure Apply
This procedure is called whenever |&hs| = 0 or when search 
returns the value 1. Txto small procedures Insertion or 
Deletion are used by Apply when the lengths of £hs and rhs 
are unequal.
Thus when f,hs > rhs the procedure deletion is called which 
removes a number of unwanted elements of the used part of 
Register (string) by joining the last one (right most) to that 
pointed at by AVAIL in the free list (stack) and by changing 
the value of AVAIL so that the first (left most) element is 
pointed at by AVAIL. It also changes the pointer value of the 
element to the left of the left most unwanted one in the used 
part of Register (string) so that it now points to the element 
pointed at previously by the right most unwanted element.
Jt)w'wo'tVs.
The procedure insertion is used when f-hs < rhs and is the "inverse” 
of deletion.
4
-il-,_________'■ ^
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If £hs = rhs or after deletion or insertion has been called for
a rule by "apply" the substitution of LHS by RHS takes place, $
: 4
3,4 Subscript-Version
As we have mentioned, the program, by some small modifications 
and additions (e.g. a routine called modify), is able to accept 
rules with markers using subscripts of the form Q(i) and thus 
it can simulate a Turing Machine with (theoretically) any number 
of states Q(i), after a suitable transformation of the Turing 
Machine Program.
4. A PROGRAM PRODUCING A TURING MACHINE EQUIVALENT TO A GIVEN 
MARKOV ALGORITHM
This program which is based on the construction of chapter 
I, reads from its input the description of a Markov Algorithm 
and produces a Turing Machine which can simulate exactly the 
Markov Algorithm. The input to this program is identical to 
the input to the Markov Algorithm Simulator.
Any type of Markov Algorithms can be accepted as input; |
thus a Markov Algorithm with generic variables and with one or 4
more Alphabets and with any (practically possible) number of 
generic variables for every Alphabet.
4.1 The Problem of Generics
In this section we will refer to cases of Markov Algorithms 
which use more than one alphabet and a number of Generic
variables for every alphabet.
We suppose then that a Markov Algorithm M has n alphabets.
, . . . , which are disjoint and their union is a subset
of the alphabet A, which is the alphabet of all used symbols,
We also suppose that for a number m of alphabets, where m<n,
there are m sets of generic variables, that is one set of
generics for every one of the m Alphabets.
We also assume that every alphabet A^ has K, elements
Vj : 1 ^ j^m. If now to an alphabet A^, with Ic^ elements,
there correspond r^ generic variables, we will represent the
latter by g , g , ..., gPi P2 Pr
Thus we have the following table;
Alphabet
A.
number of 
elements Generics
8-1 > Si 9 * * • > §1^2 2^ 1
number of 
generics
m Km t n 1 mr m
Finally with g(A^,q) where 1  ^j  ^m, 1 ^ q ^ r. we symbolize 
the qth generic of the alphabet A^.
Now we suppose that the Turing Machine Tm which simulates the 
Markov Algorithm Ma, is working in the ith Ma rule, trying to find 
a first occurrence of the £hs^ on its tape. We assume that.
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ilhs, = "a^  a^...a "
1 1 2  r
where a^e(AU {generic variables}),Vi : 1 ^ i ^ r. We also assume 
that all a^ , i = l,2,...,s-l, where s < r, have been found in
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successive squares of the tape and that Tm being in state 
Q(i,t) is looking for an a^  in the next square to the right. 
Then we have two cases to examine.
a. a EÀ s
In this case if the character a is found in the next square 
to the right, in the tape, the following move has to be executed,
6{Q(i,t),a^} = {Q(i,t-M),a^,R}
But if the character in the next square is a character 
Ç^e(AU{B}-{a^}) , then the. move
6{Q(i,t),Sg} = {Q(i,u^), l }
has to be executed, where Q(i,u^) are states used, whenever during 
the applicability search for the rule being tested, a symbol read 
from the tape does not match with the presently tested symbol in 
the £hs.^ Thus we have a situation indicated in the diagram 1.
1
■?
..
1 We use the subscript f in state Q(i,u_) because the second 
subscript u^ will be different for different cases. E.g. 
a "B" is scanned before the whole &hs has been found on the 
tape, in which case the rule is inapplicable.
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Q(iyu) \
f-----------------2------------
' ^s+1 * S^+lj
( ! D
Q(i jt-! l), 
\L
^ +1.)
Q(i,t+2)
Q(i ,t+r”s).
Diagram 1
b. a is the generic variable g(A.,q) s J
that is ilhs = "a. a ....a g(A.,q)a
If the alphabet A, has k. elements, this means that k. next J J J
moves and kj next states are needed. Obviously depending on 
the character which will be read from the tape, only one of these 
moves will be executed and only one of these states will be used 
by Tm, at this instance.
Thus if A. = {a. ,a. ,...,a. } , it is possible that one of
!2 k-
the characters in A^  may occupy the next square to the right of 
the tape. Since then any of these characters matches with the 
generic g(A^,q) in the U\s of the examined rule, there must be a 
move and a next Tm's state for every character in Aj. If Tm is
S.0A. a. a. ... a.J J J2
Q(i,t+l)p 0(i,t+2)p, Q(i,t+K.)p
Diagram 2
If now the next symbol in £hs is a generic variable, g(Aj,q’)j for
each one of the above moves and states, a number of KÎ
next moves and kj next states are needed, where Kj is the number
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in the state Q(i,t) before it has scanned the next square to
the right, its possible next states will be: iI{Q(i,t+1), Q(i,t+2), ..., Q(i,t+Kj)} |
The moves leading to the above states are; i
• I0 { Q ( i , t ) , a . = {q<i,t+l),a. ,R> i
' h  i
6{q(i,t),a. } = {q(i,t+2),a. ,r} ?J2 . ^2 i
6{q(i,t),a. } = {q(i, t-i-K. ) ,a. ,R}JK. J JKj
In case the scanned character is ve also need the move:
6 { q ( i , t ) , C j }  = { q ( i , u ^ ) , C j , L }
This situation can be seen in the diagram 2. J
.!
of elements in alphabet Aj. For each of the above moves a
move leading to the state Q(i,u^) is needed.
Thus we see that we need K.%K! direct successor states for] J
the state Q(i,t).
In the case, however, where the next symbol in ihs belongs 
to alphabet A (i.e. it is not a generic), only one next move 
and one next state is needed. The same happens if the next 
symbol in £hs is a generic which has already appeared in &hs 
before; in this case this generic will be treated as if it 
was a simple character.
We suppose now that the £hs of the rule i is constituted of r 
symbols which may be simple characters or generics. We may 
assume that the generics in £hs do not have repetitions; be­
cause if there are repetitions for some of them, each of these 
repetitions will be treated as a simple symbol (the same symbol 
into which the generic was "translated" in its first appearance). 
Thus if we start with a Tm's state, e.g. Q(i,t), we can design 
a tree with the state Q(i,t) in its root. (Diagram 3).
Every node of the tree may represent a state or a simple character 
or a generic; the nodes at the same level are of the same kind.
In the following example we symbolize by "sym" every node re­
presenting a simple character and by "gen,j" every node which 
represents a generic variable with range an alphabet with, j 
elements. With "other" we symbolize the nodes-representing all 
the "other" characters, that is the ones which are different to 
"sym" or do not belong to the alphabet Aj which is the range of
• ' - y :
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the generic "g(A.,q)"(represented by the node "gen,j").
4.2 Data Structure
The internal representation of * characters is achieved by 
using an integer array Alphabet where all the simple characters 
(not generics)are stored. Thus any character in Alphabet may 
be represented by the number of the cell it occupies.
An example of arrays Alphabet and Bound
Bound
0 B markers used by Tm Lov/er Upper
i X 0 -» —
2 Y 1 6 8 c
3 2 6 8 n
4 S 3 6 8 P
5 A 4 9 11 0
6 a alphabet with generic variables Ç,n,p 5 9 11 TT
7 b 6 12 13 u
8 c 7 12 13 V
9 K alphabet with generic variables 0,tt
10 I
11 m
12 t ' alphabet with generic variables PjV
13 p
14 a2^ markers appearing in the rules of
15 a
16 a.
17
18
2
numsym = 18
1 Diagram 3, despite its appearance to the contrary, is really a 
tree, since Q(i,u) is the node following upon every single other 
node and thus should have been signalized after each one of them; 
its single occurrence in the above diagram is only a matter of 
convenience.
.4
ii.
' ' . J. ; r. 'y T." '
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Thus, as we can see in our example, we can divide Alphabet: 
into smaller parts, so that while the first co ntains the 
markers used by Tm only, the next parts are occupied by the 
characters of the several alphabets (if the alphabets are more 
than one), and the markers appearing in the rules of Ma occupy 
the last 'part. No generics are stored in this array. By 
using however a structure called bound with two integer fields 
lower and upper we can determine, in Alphabet, the range of 
every generic. This is achieved by storing in the fields 
lower and upper, corresponding to a generic, the integers re­
presenting the first and the last, respectively,.characters 
(as they are stored in array Alphabet) of the alphabet to which 
the generic corresponds.
The representation of the generics by integers is achieved 
by storing them in the field var of a structure called Generic 
which has another two integer fields called pos (position) and 
used. The usage of these two fields is to be explained later.
For the Turing Machine construction we need other markers 
in addition to the ones occupying the first six cells of the 
array Alphabet, in our example. These will be of four dif­
ferent types and will be all symbolized by T(i). An integer 
is enough for their internal representation, as we will show. 
Thus we use a variable numsym which determines the number of 
characters in array Alphabet. Maxdif is also an integer equal 
to the maximum of - (jLHS^| - |PJIS^ |), for all rules. We also 
use the integers Remi, Jmemo such that:
Remi = maxdif + numsym;
Jmemo = Remi -i numrule + 2;
161.
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where numrule is the number of rules of M . I—   .
Now we are ready to explain the four types of the T,.x markers. ’11
1. is a type of marker used as a special symbol on
the square of the tape, which is to the left of the one
with the first character of the string, during the'
applicability search and application of a rule i. It %
has thus exactly the same meaning as the corresponding
of the construe ti on of chapter I. The internal 
representation of T^^^ will be an integer i ^ such that; 
i ’ = Remi -i- i.
For i' it will also be: Remi  ^i* < jmemo
2. T^^^ will be a type of marker with the same meaning as
the markers of section 4.8.2.1 of chapter I; that is
they determine the number of squares- with X's which will
have to be added to the right of every D , during theP
stage of the tape's expansion. The internal represen­
tation of a T^^. will be d’, where :
d' - d + numsym.
For d' it will also be;
numsym  ^d' < Remi
3. ' T^j^ is another type of marker used whenever the tape has
to be expanded, in order to remind Tm of the second sub­
script j of its last state 0(i,j), in which Tm was 
exactly before it started the expansion of the tape.
This happens because as in the corresponding case of 
chapter I, there are special states (reserved) used during
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the executions of the routines ”expansion"and cut off".^
For the integer j’ representing the marker we have:
jmemo  ^j'.
4. As in chapter I a marker is used when during the
applicability search for a rule i the first symbol in
&hs^ matches a symbol read from the currently scanned
square of the tape. Then the marker T , . is printed in\S J
order to remind Tm of this square. Thus if the character 
found in this square is represented by s', we represent 
T(s) with the integer s + con; we chose con big enough 
so that vj representing the marker T^^^ we have; 
j' < con. For the previous marker T^j^ we have;
jmemo ^ j' < con.
The rules of are stored sequentially in, two one-dimensional 
integer arrays LHS and RHS. In fact the integers which represent 
the characters in LHS and RHS of each rule are stored in these 
arrays. Every generic is represented in LHS and RHS by a 
negative integer. For this reason the first cells (that is 
the zero cells) of the array structure Generic and array bound 
are not used.
An array structure called Rules with length equal to the
number of rules of has five integer fields; thus the fields 4
L point and R point contain for every rule of pointers to the 
first elements of the left and right hand sides, in arrays LHS 
and RHS. The fields L platos and R platos contain the lengths i
5j
1 Although in this program the existence of these two Tm sub- '
routines cannot be seen, their moves similar to the corres- '
ponding ones of chapter I are generated by the procedures |
Expand and Contract. '
of the left and right hand side respectively. In the field
dif is stored the difference &hs. - rhs. for the cor- 
— —  1 1
responding rule i, and in field lab the label of the next rule 
to be tested.
We also use some other arrays which will be described later.
%163, %
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4.3 The Program
Although the program is complicated, we tried to maintain 
readability. Thus the program has been divided into small 
tasks performed by several procedures, and so it is very clear 
what each procedure does. The main part of the program after 
calling the three initiallizing procedures classify, initrule 
and initrest generates the very first move, by calling the 
procedure makemove, which has seven parameters; these are the 
two subscripts of the "present" (for the move) state, two 
integers representing the characters read and typed, respect­
ively, the two subscripts of the next state and a character 'R' 
or 'L' with obvious meaning.
Then in a loop, every ru 1 e of is examined and the cor­
responding Tm moves are generated, by calling the suitable 
procedures.
Thus for the rule i under examination it is first tested if
I ilhs. I ” 0, and if it is, the procedure Leftempty is called.
 ^ 1
If however |£hs.| > 0, then after the procedures prepare and *
!filltable, the procedure firstmoves which generates the first 
moves and the moves used by all rules is called. Then, if there |
is more than one character in £hs the procedure nextmove is called. ^
The procedures caseone and casetwo are used for the generation of |
the moves necessary-for the application of a rule found j
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applicable. The former generates the moves for the rules 
with equal f/hs and rhs and for rules with |&hs|>|rhs| and 
|&hs{>l. The latter generates the moves for all rules with 
|&hs|<[rhs| where |£hs|>l.
Finally the procedures expand and contract which generate 
the moves for the expansion and "cut-off" of the. tape, res­
pectively, are called, if necessary.
In the following sections we will describe and analyse the 
most important procedures used in the program and refer to some 
techniques used in solving the several problems of the program. I■i4.4 Generics; next states and next moves ;|
For the generation of next moves*and the creation of next 
states of Tm corresponding to a rule of including generics 
in its &hs or in both sides, we follow the technique described 
below.
As soon as the initial moves, corresponding to a rule i, 
have been generated, we use the variables jstart and jlast to
represent the left most and right most, respectively, states
(already created) of the same level, in the tree described in 
the section about generic variables. If we use as an example 
diagram 3 of the same section, and supposing that the last 
states generated are the ones of level 4, we will have
jstart = state 2n+2
jlast = state 2n4nK+l.
If now the next symbol to be examined in the £hs of the currently 
examined rule is a simple character, we must have LHSCL pointer]
> 0; but if it is a generic we will have LHS CL pointer] < 0
I
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and gen = - LHS dL pointer] ; thus in the following parts of 
the program we generate the necessary next moves and create 
the next states; i
1. Supposing that readsym = LHS [ L pointer] > 0. 
s = 6;
while (s < readsym)
{
for (jvar = jstart; jvar < jlast; jvar ++)
A
makemove (i, jvar, s, s, i, u^, L);
S++;
}
S + + ;
while (s < numsym)
{
repeat A
S + +
}
jincr = 1
for (jvar = jstart; jvar < jlast; jvar ++)
{ makemove (i, jvar, readsym, readsym, i, jlast+jincr,R) 
j incr-!-+;
}
2. If LHS [ L pointer] <0.
In this case we examine if this generic has been already used,
(that is if it also appears(in &hs) to the left of the position in 
which it is currently examined). This can be easily detected if
(A)
makemove (i,jvar,s,s,i,u^,L);
S++;
}
s = bound [ gen] .upper+1; 
while (s ^ numsym)
{
repeat (A)
S++;
}
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there is "1" in the generic field "used" of the array structure 
Generic. (There will be a zero otherwise). If the generic
has been used before, it will be. treated in this case as a simple .1
%
symbol. Thus we suppose that this is the first appearance of 'I
this generic in the ilhs of the rule under examination. As we 
have said this generic may represent a part of the array 
alphabet (we mean here some characters occupying successive cells 
in this array).
Thus we have; s = gen, 
s = 6;
while (s < bound gen .lower)
{
for (jvar = jstart; jvar < jlast; jvar -!•+)
y , . .  ^ ' ;.r 'A,- -;,' //Â %., ' - -
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s = bound [ gen] .lower; 
jincr = 1;
while (s < bound [ gen] .upper)
{
for (jvar = jstart; jvar++; jvar < jlast)
{
makemove (i,jvar,s,s,i,jlast -i- jincr,R); 
jincr -f-i-;
}
S4-4-;
}
4>5 Procedure Leftempty
This procedure is called whenever the £hs of the rule under 
examination is empty. Obviously no generics exist in this case. 
If it also happens that |rhs| = 0, the suitable moves are 
generated for the preparation of T^  ^to start the applicability 
search for the next rule to be tested.
If however |rhs| > 0, Leftempty arranges for the generation 
of the moves needed for the expansion of the tape. The 
procedure expand, that is the one which generates the necessary 
moves for the expansion of the tape in all the other cases, is 
not used in the present case. This happens because the absence 
of generics in this particular case (|&hs| "0), as indeed the 
absence of any character in £hs, makes the generation of the 
necessary moves easier. Thus Leftempty generates the moves
which add a number r = |rhs[ of squares with Xs to the right of
j
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the square with the characteristic symbol of the rule under 
examination, and finally substitutes the X's by the rhs of the 
rule.
4.6 Procedure Prepare
This procedure uses an integer array called place where it 
stores sequentially every generic appearing in the Jlhs of the 
currently examined MA. rule. It is finally arranged that only 
the left most appearance, of each generic in Jlhs is kept in 
place, and every repetition is deleted (replaced by zero).
Then the generics left in place are stored in the corres­
ponding field gener of the array structure Position. This is 
a structure with three integer fields gener, cardinal, step, 
having the following meaning. First the number of lines 
(elements) of this structure used for any rule under examination 
is equal to the number of distinct generics found in the £hs of 
the rule in question. Thus the first generic in £hs occupies 
the field gener of line 1 of the structure (element, or line, 
zero is not used), the second generic occupies the field gener 
of the line 2 and so on. The field cardinal determines the 
number of elements of the alphabet being the range of the cor­
responding generic.
Also the number of each cell of place where a generic is 
stored, (the distinct one in £h's only) is stored in the field 
pos of the corresponding line of structure Generic. Thus for 
every generic appearing in the £hs of the rule under examination 
there is an integer, greater than 0 stored in its corresponding 
field pos in structure Generic, which determines the position
1
12 •••'  ■ ‘
-y::*!.
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of the generic in the £hs of the rule (relative to the other
generics, if any, and not to simple symbols).
"Prepare", produces also for every rule a useful integer, 
called gencomb. This number is equal to the product of the 
cardinal numbers of the alphabets which are the ranges of the 
generics appearing in the £hs of the rule.
Finally "prepare" produces integers stored in the fields 
step o.f the array structure position as follows,
position]]i] .step=position [i-1] .cardinal*positionf i~ll .step; 
the meaning of step will*be explained in the next section.
4.7 Procedure Filltable
We suppose that in the £hs of the rule under examination there
are k-1 distinct generics with ranges (some of the generics may
have the same range) being alphabets with cardinal numbers 
PqjPi J••♦jpj^ j (the p^ corresponds to the first generic, p^  to 
the second and so on). We also suppose that the elements of 
the corresponding alphabets A^,A^,...,A^, are :
Then all the possible combinations of the sequences of simple 
symbols in £hs (if we exclude all the appearances of simple 
symbols and every other appearance of any generic, but the first 
one in the £hs) may be represented by the paths of the three of 
the diagram 4.
1I
Î
' " r . . _____- _ I . ___ i____ .... . . . .  . ....-I—  jA,.!
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gener 0
gener 1 gener 1 seher 1
gener 2 gener 2[' /l.\ /Lv ./i\ A\ I gener 2a \ \
i j. I
!\ \.» tV.-'T
9
Diagram 4
Thus we see that there are p^.p^. . ..p^  terminals in the tree, 
which means that the number of paths is also p^.p^.e.p^. As 
we have said we use the variable gencomb to store this product.
For the representation of all these paths we use a two dimensional 
integer array called tab1e, in such a way that every column of 
the array is a path of diagram 4. This'means that the number 
of "lines" of the array is equal to the number of distinct 
generics in &hs, and the number of columns is equal to gencomb 
(that is pQ.p^...p^).
1 The only dif ference between table and the tree of diagram 4 
is that the paths are ordered differently. This however 
depends merely on the programming technique followed, in 
storing the paths in the array table.
' i
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Thus the table corresponding to the tree of diagram -4 is*.
0 1 2 3 . . .
^00^01“ '\)Pq^00^01
*10^10"''^10 *11^11
^20*20'''^20 ^20^20
^ K O ^ K O “  *^K0 ^ K 0 \ ' 0 ' • *^K0 ^ 0 ^ 0 *  ’‘^KO * * ^ p ^ y ^ p  ' ' ^Kp.
"*0PQ*00*01'"'*0PQ
’^ 11 *12^12'''*12
'*20 * 20*20'''*20
.. . gencomb!
''*00 *01 "''*oPo 1
*• S-| cl- ##*8^ip^ Ip^ Ip^ 
'' *2P2*2P2'''*2P2
. jI
ÏC
We now use the following te clinique. Whenever the above table is
2produced, if we symbolize the column 0 with (jlast-jstart) we 
can specify any path (column) by using a variable jvar such that:
jlast - jstart  ^jvar  ^gencomb -i- (jlast - jstart).
Thus whenever in the future (that is during the generation of the 
application moves or even in the course of the generation of the 
next moves needed for the applicability search) a used generic is 
met in £hs, or in rhs, we can have by the pair generic, state 
an easy access to the cell of the array table which stores the 
simple symbol, into which the generic was translated in its first
1 The line 0 is not used in the actual array of the program as 
we do not symbolize any generic by 0.
2 jstart is the leftmost state of the last generated level of 
states in the tree of diagram 3. Similarly jlast is the 
rightmost state of the same level. As we have explained re­
garding the representations of the states Q(i,j), we use two 
subscripts. Although jlast and jstart represent the second 
subscript we assume that they also represent the state 
Q(i,j) because i is not modified during the examination of 
rule i.
appearance in £hs. This is actually very important, be­
cause when the T^^^ under construction is ready, the only way 
of memorizing the symbols into which every generic in £hs of 
a rule was. translated, is the state of T^. Thus we see that 
for every path (column) in the table, there corresponds one 
and only one state of T^.
In all this we do not imply that the distinct generics in 
the £hs of a rule must follow one after the other. On the 
contrary, any number of simple symbols or already used generics 
may exist between two distinct generics, and this does not 
modify at all the use of array table, as can be seen from the 
tree of diagram 3.
4. 8 Procedure Firstmoves
This procedure generates the first 1]^  moves which are
similar for every rule, and the.moves for every inapplicable
rule. By using a local array distinct it avoids the repetition
of some moves already generated. This happens whenever during
the applicability search the next character scanned in the tape
is not the expected one and in some (indeed most) cases the
head must be driven to the left at the position where the square
with the marker T , v is.(s)
This is also the procedure generating the moves, of the 
applicability search which print the marker T , v, whenever the 
first symbol in £hs matches with the scanned' character in the 
tape.
Finally Firstmoves calls the procedure Firstsym if the first 
character in £hs of the rule under examination is a simple 
symbol, or it calls the procedure Firstgener if that character
172
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IS a generic. ;I
4.9 Procedure Firstsym i
■i
This procedure generates one move for each character in 
Alphabet, starting from cell 6 as we have explained before, 
in such a way, that for every character represented by a 
number different from the one which represents the first simple 
symbol in £hs, the "next." state of the move remains the same 
and the character to be typed is the character "read", that is 
the first in £hs; for the first character in £hs, it generates 
a move and creates a next state.
This procedure also examines whether j£hs| = 1, in which 
case the marker T , x is not used, as no more searching to the 
right will be made in this case by T^. In this case, as in 
the corresponding one of chapter I, three cases corresponding
to the lengths of £hs and rhs are considered. Thus a sub­
stitution move is generated for the unique character in £hs,
by an X or a Y or the corresponding symbol of rhs.
4.10 Procedure Symbexp 
This procedure is called when the £hs of the rule under
examination is of length one, and |rhsj > 1 for the same rule.
In this case the tape must be expanded. Thus Symbexp
arranges that all the necessary moves will be generated which
(for any string) wil type a Y (represented by 2) on the first
blank square of the tape and then they will transfer Y to the
first square to the right of the one with the X already printed.
After the generation of these moves the next moves of T arera
generated by the procedure expand. So symbexp produces suitable
174
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moves in such a way that there will be a sequence of moves 
followed by 1]^  in any case, and after the execution of the 
routine "e>qpansion", will continue to execute its next moves 
generated also by symbexp. The difficulty in the cases where |
enters in "expansio n's" execution (chapter I) is that it 
must always finish in the last state in which it was just 
before the execution of "expansion" started. For this 
reason there is a move generated, in all these cases (when 
"expansion" will be used by T^), which types a marker T^j^ 
memorising the second subscript j of T^ . This is
printed in the square with the X. Since in this present case 
I£hsj = 1, and since we need another marker T^^^ whenever the 
tape is to be expanded, symbexp arranges for the tape to be 
expanded by one squ are as we descri bed before and thus the 
two markers can be typed in the two successive squares with X 
and Y .
Finally symbexp generates the moves which substitute the 
part of the tape covered by X's by the rhs of the examined rule, ai
and also the last moves corresponding to this rule.
4.11 Procedure Firstgen
This procedure is called from Firstmoves if the first symbol 
in the £hs of the examine d rule is a generic variable. It 
performs a very similar task to that of Firstsym, but it is 
more complicated (because of the generic), and it generates a 
greater number of moves. It notifies to the field used by 
the corresponding line of the structure Generic that the 
examined generic has been used and finally it calls the pro­
cedure Genexp which is similar to symbexp if |£hs| < |rhs|
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for the rule under examination.
4.12 "Procedure Nextmoves
If the £hs of the rule under examination consists of more 
than one element, the procedure nextmoves is called from 
main. This procedure continues the generation of moves 
necessary for the applicability search of the rule, by using 
a loop where each character, starting from the second, in £hs 
is examined; if this character is a simple one, the procedure 
Simplesyro. is called; if it is a generic which has been already 
used the procedure Usedgen is called; if it is a not yet used 
generic then the procedure Unusedgen is called.
4.13 Procedure Simplesym
Simplesym generates the usual moves for the case where all 
the characters from the first up to the one under examination 
in ilhs appear successively in the string; it also generates 
the moves corresponding to all the other cases where the 
scanned character of the string is not the same with the one 
under examination in &hs. If the character under examination 
is the last in £hs, Simplesym generates the move which sub­
stitutes the corresponding character in the tape with an X or 
a Y or the last character of rhs. If the corresponding 
character of rhs is a generic, it is determined from array 
table to which character this array corresponds.
4.14 Procedure Usedgen
As we have said, if the first appearance of a generic in £hs 
stands for a character "C”, then all its next appearances in £hs
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or in rhs must be ”translated'’into the same character "C”.
We are interested here in the possible next appearances in 
£hs. Thus it is detected, from array table again, to which 
character the generic corresponds. In everything else
Usedgen is similar to Simplesym.
4.15 Procedure Unusedgen
This is similar to Usedgen and Simplesym but it generates 
a much greater number of moves, as is obvious.
4.16 Procedure Caseone
Caseone is called from main when:
a. j £hsI = Irhs j
or
b. I£hsI > Irhs j and j £hs| > 1. ^
This procedure generates the necessary moves for the substitution 
of the first appearance of the £hs of the rule under examination, 
in the tape by rhs. It starts from right to left and from the 
penultimate characters of £hs and rhs, since the substitution 
move for the last character has been generated by other pro­
cedures. Thus Caseone examines the £hs and rhs character by 
character and generates different moves when one or both 
characters (that is the one in £hs and the other in rhs) are 
generics.
After the substitution moves have been generated, Caseone 
examines the lengths of £hs and rhs and if they are equal, it
1 The case |£hs| = 1 is examined in procedure Firstsym
I
. :
.4.17- Procedure Casethree
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generates the final moves for this rule. |
If however |£hs| > |rhs| there are other moves needed for 
the "cut-off" of the tape and the procedure Casethree is 
called.
I
When this procedure is called, the moves which substitute 
the part of £hs, (equal to the length of rhs) on the tape by 
rhs have already been generated.
Thus Casethree generates the moves which will substitute 
the next to the right character of the tape by a Y and the next 
|£hs[ “ IrhsI - 1 characters by X’s. Obviously more moves are 
generated if there are generics in £hs and the situation be­
comes more complicated.
Casethree generates also all the necessary moves which will 
"prepare" T^ to start the execution of subroutine "Cut-off".
It also calls the procedure Aftercontract which generates the 
moves restoring the state which T^  ^had before it started the 
execution of "Cut-off".
4.18 Procedure Casetwo
This procedure is called from main when jrhs| > j£hsj with 
|£hs| > 1, for the rule under examination.
It generates the following types of moves:
a. The moves which are necessary for the substitution of
the first appearance of £hs on the tape by X’s.
b. The moves which will arrange so that T^  ^will start the
execution of the subroutine "expansion".
4
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Between these moves are the ones which will print 
the markers and on suitable squares of the
tape.
c. The moves (or move) which will call the subroutine 
"expansion".
d. The moves (or move) after the execution of expansion 
which will restore the last state of T^ and simultaneously 
substitute the left most X on the tape with the first 
character in £hs, or with the character corresponding to 
the generic if the first symbol in £hs is a generic.
e. The moves which substitute every X from left to right 
by the corresponding character (or matching character) 
of rhs.
f. The final moves for the rule as in Caseone.
4.19 Procedure 'Expand
This procedure is called from main only if at least for one 
rule of Mq it obtains: j£hs| < |rhs|. It generates all the
moves necessary for the expansion of the tape which are similar 
to the ones of subroutine "expansion" used in chapter I.
4.20 Procedure Contract
This procedure, which is called from main only if for at 
least one rule it happens that [£hsj > [rhs|, generates the 
moves of subroutine "Cut-off" of chapter I.
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4.21. Procedure Put, Nextrule
Procedure Put returns, whenever it is called, a character 
which will be the one "to be typed" from the move under 
generation. This character may be an X or a Y, or it may be 
the corresponding character of the rhs of the rule under con­
sideration.
Nextrule is the procedure generating the moves which de­
termine the next rule to be tested, in any case.
5. A PROGRAM PRODUCING A MARKOV ALGORITHM EQUIVALENT TO A 
GIVEN TURING MACHINE
This program is the direct result of an application of chapter 
II to a computer. It is given exactly the same input as the 
Turing Machine simulator program and produces output of exactly 
the same form as the input to the Markov Algorithm Simulator 
Program.
The states of the Turing Machine are represented with two sub­
scripts, that is, in the form Q(i,j). Although this is in fact 
more complicated, we nevertheless use this representation in order 
to retain a kind of uniformity in the input of all programs.
Thus we will represent every state qj of a given Turing Machine 
by Q(0,j).
As has been seen from the construction of chapter II, a Markov 
Algorithm constructed so as to be equivalent to a given Turing 
Machine has more rules than the ones corresponding to the Turing 
Machine’s moves. The subset of rules which will be the same for 
any Turing Machine will be automatically constructed by the 
program (by being incorporated in the program) .
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Finally the Markov Algorithm simulator, will be labelled, 
in the sense that after the application of a rule, the next 
rule to be tested can only be chosen from the set of rules 
having the appropriate marker (determining the corresponding 
state of the Turing Machine) in their £hs.
5.1 Data Structure
In this program we use one array structure called rules with 
the following fields: two character array fields with three
and four elements, called £hs and rhs, respectively; two single 
integer fields qleft and qright; and finally two single integer 
fields numrule and label.
In the character array fields £hs and rhs we store the left 
and right hand sides of a rule when they have been generated.
Thus for a "right" Turing Machine move, only two elements of the 
£hs field are needed and two of the rhs field; but in the case 
of a type zero production, that is whenever a B appears in the 
£hs of a rule, three elements of rhs are needed. For every 
"left" Turing Machine move all the elements of £hs will be used 
and three or all of rhs, depending on whether or not there appears 4
a B in £hs.
In the fields qleft and qright we store the integers represent­
ing the states of the Turing Machine before and after the move 
(that is the previous and present markers representing these moves 
in the string of the Markov Algorithm).
The two last integer fields are used for ordering and attaching 
labels to the Algorithm.
■j
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The array "alphabet", of character type, is used for storing Çf
all the symbols used by the algorithm, including the one or two 
generics needed in the program. Then every character is re- 
presented by the number of the cells of alphabet that it 
occupies. If now the last character in alphabet is represented 
by the integer i, we represent a state of the Turing Machine 
Q(0,K) by min -f- K, where rain = i+1.
VJhen all the Turing Machine moves have been translated to 
Markov Algorithm rules and stored in the fields £hs and rhs of 
the array structure rules, the integer array ordering is used 
in such a way that in its first cell an integer is stored deter­
mining the first "line" of array structure rules with the marker 
p (that is q^) in its £hs field, where p is the smaller second 
subscript for all Turing Machine states Q(j), (or Q(0,j)). Then 
the next rule with a p in its £hs follows and so on. If no 
other markers wi th the subscript p exist among the other rules, 
the next stored rule in the next available cell of ordering is 
the one with the marker q . in its £hs and so on. Thus in thisp+1
ordering we have an ordering of the rules. The integer array 
Firstate helps the final ordering of the rules by keeping in its 
ith cell an integer determining the first rule Cas ordered in the 
field numrule of structure rules) including q^ in its £hs.
5.2 Procedures used
The procedures ini tone and initwo are initiallizing ones.
The fir st sets up most structures and arrays to be used, reading 
from input. (There are the same ones as in the case of the 
Turing Machine simulator program.)
4
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The second reads the Turing Machine moves, again from input, 
one by one and for every move stores the corresponding states 
in the fields qleft and qright of the structure rules. This 
procedure also calls the routine makerule which "translates" 
the move into an equivalent Markov Algorithm rule, and stores 
it in the array structure rules.
Then the main program by using the field numrule of the array 
structure rules and the array firstate achieves an ordering of 
the rules, in the array ordering. Finally the procedure Markinp 
produces the output which is the Markov Algorithm program and 
can be used as input to the Markov Algorithm simulator program.
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